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Abstract

Today, information management is a central point in almost every computer system. The per¬

sistent storage of data is relevant for all applications whose data must continue to exist between

different executions. The set of functionalities offered by the storage mechanisms evolved over

time, moving from the simple file-based storage to more structured variants. The birth of new

classes of applications such as content management systems and configuration management

systems requires an extended model of persistence. This model must encompass modelling fea¬

tures such as distribution, versioning support, semi-structured data and behavioural modelling.

The application programmer may then rely on this model to support these advanced features

with almost no effort. The challenge underlying the creation of this extended model lies in its

coherent integration in an object-oriented one: the new features must be easily exploitable and

orthogonal to existing concepts.

Our research proposes such an extended object model for data management that focuses on

several advanced concepts. First of all, we extend the concept of object by designing an ex¬

tended identifier capable of controlling distribution and versioning. The next step is to allow

for the presence of semi-structured data, in order to support a more flexible way of modeling
information. We also present a limited set of functionality to deal with temporal data.

All these features need to be coherently integrated into the model. In order to do that, we

address the language part by designing and implementing a unified language that covers all the

steps from the data definition and manipulation to the definition of an object's methods.

To demonstrate the validity of our model we provide a reference implementation along with

some example applications that extensively use our extended features. We also analyse some

third party applications and show how our proposals can simplify their structures.
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Riassunto

Attualment, la gestione delle informazioni è un punto chiave praticamente in tutti i sistemi infor-

matici. La persistenza dei dati è rilevante per tutte le applicazioni i cui dati debbano continuare

ad esistere tra un'esecuzione e la successiva.

L'insieme delle funzionalità offerte dai sistemi di immagazzinamento dati si è evoluto nel

tempo, spostandosi da rnodelli basati su file a varianti pi strutturate.

La nascita di una nuova categoria di applicazioni, come sistemi di gestione del contenuto e di

controllo delle versioni, richiede un modello esteso per la persistenza dei dati. Questo modello

deve supportare caratteristiche come la distribuzione, le versioni, i dati semi-strutturati e la

modellazione della parte operazionale.

II programmatore di un'applicazione puö quindi basarsi su questo modello per supportare, con

un minimo sforzo, queste caratteristiche avanzate.

La sfida, nella creazione di questo modello esteso, giace nella sua integrazione in maniera co-

erente in un modello ad oggetti. Le nuove caratteristiche devono essere facilmente utilizzabili

ed ortogonali rispetto ai concetti esistenti.

La nostra ricerca propone un modello ad oggetti per la gestione dei dati che intégra un insieme

di funzionalità estese, che spaziano da un linguaggio operazionale ad un identificatore degli

oggetti avanzato, in grado di controllare le versioni e la distribuzione.

Per validare il nostro approccio, abbiamo costruito un'implementazione di riferimento e cre-

ato delle applicazioni che fanno un uso estensivo delle nostre funzionalità estese. Abbiamo

inoltre analizzato alcune applicazioni di terze parti e mostrato come le nostre proposte possono

migliorarne la struttura.

v
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1
Introduction

The introduction of digital computers around 1940 started a rapid evolution. Our everyday
life depends on the successors of the first digital computers. These first incarnations of the

digital computer were already similar to modem architectures. Both are implementations of

the Von Neumann architecture. In this particular architecture, a single storage structure holds

both the program (the set of instructions to perform a computation) and the data (both required
or produced by the computation). The first storage structures were very limited in size and

reliability, since they were based on vacuum tubes. This approach was transient, i.e. it needed a

constant supply of power to maintain the information stored. Persistent information was stored

on paper or on punched cards. The evolution of storage systems led to the birth of magnetic

tapes, which are persistent, but can be accessed only in a linear fashion. If the tape is at a given

position, it can efficiently read only the data stored at the previous or at the next position. The

evolution continued over time and today we have in our hands storage mechanisms that are

persistent, permitting random access and of sizes in the order of hundreds of gigabytes. This

increase also allowed for an evolution of the kind of data stored. The data went from numerical

to textual and lastly to multimedia. The increased space availability is clearly an advantage,
but as the amount of information increases, so does the complexity of working with it. The

first computers had memories in the order of tens of words and such a quantity of data can be

easily remembered by a normal person, hence there was no need for additional tools to manage

it. This is not the case for the gigabytes of information stored in a simple personal computer.
Over time, the need arose for tools to help the programmer keep this huge information quantity
under control. This led to the birth of different abstraction strategies. Their common goal was to

present the sequence of bits on the storage medium at a higher level, closer to a human-readable

representation.

The abstraction most widely used is the file system. In a file system the information is grouped
into files, which are sequences of bits, and files are grouped into directories (or folders). This

abstraction has proved very successful over time and, with minor variations, is still present in

almost every operating system. Basically a file system offers a more convenient representation
of a storage medium such as a magnetic disc. A file is presented as a linear sequence of data,
even if such data is in reality scattered in non-sequential parts of the storage medium. Not long
after the introduction of the concept of files and directories, the database idea was bom. In a

database the data becomes more structured and the different pieces can be tied together, raising
the abstraction level. Databases normally rely on the underlying file system to shield themselves

from the complexity of the physical storage. A database management system (DBMS) offers

several improvements on the file system abstraction. It provides means to control concurrent

access to the same data by using transactions, it can check the correctness of the information

1



2 Chapter 1. Introduction

stored by means of consistency checks and offers a convenient way of searching for particular
data by offering a query language.

At first, database systems were written from scratch for every application. Over time, some

common platforms arose, such as the relational model introduced formally in 1970 by Codd

in [33] and the the Codasyl standard [431. This standard facilitated navigation through the

information pieces, and was thus categorised as a Navigational Database. The goal of all these

new systems was to provide a better way of storing and querying the information. The word

better has many facets in this context. First of all, the abstraction must be as useful as possible
for the application programmer, i.e. the functionalities of the database must be exposed in a

convenient way. Writing applications exploiting the underlying database system must be easy.

The database should be able to map precisely the model that the programmer needs to write his

application. The performance aspect is also critical since a huge amount of information is not

useful if too much time is needed to find and retrieve what we are looking for.

Over time, the distinction between file-systems and databases blurred. The former began offer¬

ing additional features that made them closer to the latter. This is due mainly to external forces.

The increasingly interconnected environment pushes for network support (or even better net¬

work transparency) and for multi-user support. The huge amount of storage space available is

a force that allows the storage of older versions of our data. We are no longer constrained in

storing only the current versions of our documents.

These forces also led to the birth of new protocols. An emblematic example is the Web-

DAV [163] protocol. Its goal is to create a repository of versioned documents that can be

accessed over the network by different users. How can we categorise such a standard? Is it a

(distributed) file system? A database? WebDAV is just an example, and it clearly shows that

there is a push to implement a set of new features in our platforms.

Another interesting example is the VMS file system [971, which allows for multiple versions of

the same file to be present in the file system, and provides a mechanism to distinguish them.

Present and announced file systems offer an additional set of features that were previously the

domain of databases. The support for semistructured data in the ReiserFSv4 [104] and Mac

OS X Tiger [12] along with the search capabilities and database structure of WinFS [100] are

examples of what we can expect in the next generation of file systems.

The database camp answers with a set of new features and improvements. One topic is the

reduction of the impedance mismatch between the database system and the programming lan¬

guage. Database systems such as Cache [82] promise to solve such problems by integrating the

programming language and the persistent data in a coherent and homogeneous environment.

On the other side, the SQL99 [72] standard now defines an operational part.

In the background of these changes we can see a general tendency in the field of computer
science. This tendency is named postmodern programming and is described by Noble and

Biddle in [107]. Basically, as with the case of the postmodern in arts, the parts that compose

a work of art (or a computer system) belonging to the modernism era, get decomposed and

reused, possibly for goals different from the original ones.

/ think of the postmodern attitude as that of a man who loves a very cultivated

woman and knows that he cannot say to her, 'I love you madly ', because he knows

that she knows (and that she knows that he knows) that these words have already
been written by Barbara Cartland. Still, there is a solution. He can say, As Bar-
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bara Cartland would put it, 7 love you madly.' At this point, having avoidedfalse

innocence, having said clearly that it is no longer possible to speak innocently, he

will nevertheless have said what he wanted to say to the woman: that he loves her,

but he loves her in an age of lost innocence. If the woman goes along with this, she

will have received a declaration of love all the same.

Reflections on the Name of the Rose, Umberto Eco, 1985

This kind of approach does not allow for the existence of dogmatic rules. You do not have to

stick to one programming language or to one particular file system. As long as the final result

does not degenerate into a patchwork, the developer is free to use the tool and the platforms he

wants. We share this kind of approach and we think that it provides the necessary mind-set to

build a system that is the result of many heterogeneous influences.

1.1 Motivation and Goal

A database system can be seen as a close relative of a file system. In the end, a database

manages persistent data using well defined structures. The goal is to design and build a system

that is capable of blurring even further the distinction between database systems, file-systems
and document management systems. This means identifying a set of features that have to be

added and integrated to extend the functionality of the finished system.

The nature of such a system is inherently multi-user. Along with the obligatory transactional

nature of the operations, a powerful access control mechanism is needed. This model should

be flexible enough to model access restrictions, without being difficult to understand, and thus

insecure. The goals for such a mechanism should be integrity, security and confidentiality as

defined by Parker in [119]. Almost every multi-user environment requires some form of access

control to avoid misuse (accidental or voluntary) of the information.

The support for multiple versions of the same information is also an important point. The possi¬

bility to work on different revisions of a document is very important and particularly interesting

when dealing with a multi-user system. This leads also to the need to manage different and con¬

current branches since it is not always possible for all the users involved to work on the same

version of the document. A typical example is a user not always connected to the network,

whose changes cannot be immediately integrated in the main branch. Technically, a linear list

may not be sufficient to model the history of a document. The main force behind the adoption of

such a feature, are the configuration management systems such as Concurrent Version System

(CVS) [160], Subversion (SVN) [37] or Sourcesafe [125]. All of them implement the version

support on top of platforms such as a database (SVN, Sourcesafe) or on top of a file system

(CVS). In both cases the support is built into the higher layers of the platform, which does not

offer native support for it. This leads to a rather cumbersome mapping and to some limitations

in some of the functionalities, e.g., to rename a folder stored under CVS control, the user needs

to manually go to the directory where the repository is kept and do the rename operation by
hand.

Applications such as content management or web publishing push for extended support for

richer data types. Along with the classic data types (strings and numbers), time and multimedia

information need to be handled in a powerful and flexible way. Time must be extensively

supported, not only as a point in time concept, but also as a duration and a repetition. By
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implementing such features, the system acquires a basic, but still functional, mechanism to

work with temporal data. In the world of content management, it is common practice to write

an article and to publish it only at a given time. All this has to be done manually. Typical
or existing content management systems (CMS) have to create an additional data structure to

hold this time information and has to consult it to know which article must be displayed. By

supporting the concept of a time interval (open or closed), the CMS can delegate this complex
task to the storage platform.

As already said, the interconnection level between our computers is increasing and this creates

the additional problem of data replication and distribution. Thus the system should also support

the notion of distributed data. It must be possible to identify the place of origin of a given piece
of information, and possibly provide a mechanism to correlate information stored in different

places. The support will be provided at the lowest possible level, but the distribution and syn¬

chronisation policies will be handled by a separate layer. This will provide support for different

distribution models and the user not interested in data distribution may simply ignore it.

Another requirement applicable to current systems is support for semi-structured data. This

particular approach does not necessarily determine in advance the structure of the data. The in¬

formation must be partially self-describing and have a flexible structure. This is in clear contrast

with the classical approach of a database or of a statically typed programming language, where

the schema (the types) are determined beforehand. This is one of the applications of the post-

modem approach, i.e., we do not stick to a particular model, we recognise that both structured

and semi-structured data are useful in particular contexts and we try to integrate them in our

system, possibly exposing unexpected synergies. From a theoretical point of view the challenge
lies in providing a data model encompassing both semi-structured and structured data. Semi-

structured data is a mechanism beneficial to several classes of applications. An empirical proof
is the huge success of XML [150], which directly descends from Stanford's semi-structured

model called Object Exchange Model (OEM) [118], and all the related technologies such as

XQuery [156] and XSLT [155]. A successful integration of semi-structured data into our sys¬

tem implies the extension of facilities traditionally tied only to structured data, such as query

language, transactions and consistency. Such features must be integrated with this new form of

data, in order to put it on the same level as structured information. It is interesting to note that

several applications today rely both on structured and semi-structured data, each applied in a

particular area. A notable example of such a system is the JBoss [59] application sever. All its

configuration files use the XML syntax, while the data sources are relational DBMSes. Both

styles of application coexist in the same context, each tailored to a particular purpose.

To reach our goal, i.e. to integrate all of the features listed above into a coherent model, we rely

on an object-oriented model. This paradigm relies on the idea that a computer system is based

on a set of individual units, called objects. Each object can interact with other objects, perform

computations and have an internal state, i.e., each object is a unit possessing both data and

behaviour. The concept of object-orientation is arguably the most popular approach in computer

science today. It is relevant in several fields such as programming languages, data modelling

(e.g. the Document Object Model [6]) and database management systems. The ability of objects
to represent real world entities in a natural and direct way makes it a powerful paradigm. In

2001, the success and widespread influence of object-orientation was further recognised. The

recipients of the Turing award were Ole-Johan Dahl and Kristen Nygaard, for the creation of

the first object-oriented language, Simula 67 [40].

An object-oriented approach will provide us with the necessary conceptual means of cleanly
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decoupling the complexity of the features that we will introduce, thus avoiding an undesirable

patchwork effect.

As a concrete instance of an object-oriented model, we will rely on the OM model as described

by Norrie in [109]. Its capabilities in term of modelling and metamodelling, along with our

familiarity with it, makes it the ideal starting point.

1.2 Contributions

In this thesis, we list the characteristics of different systems, ranging from databases to file

system, passing through different modem applications, such as configuration management sys¬

tems. We highlight the relationship between them: some of them are technologies that provide
additional functionalities or abstractions to the programmer, while others are sets of applica¬
tions that rely on the said functionalities. We try to explain these different aspects and identify
the forces that are behind their evolution and at the same time to find their shortcomings and

limitations.

From this analysis, a set of requirements for an advanced storage system emerges. All of these

requirements are needed to support new classes of applications efficiently.

A feature we feel is going to be prevalent in next-generation systems is the support for semi-

structured data. A good summary of the role of semi-stmctured data is provided by Shoen

in [138J.

... computer system users are inundated with a flood of semi-structured in¬

formation, such as documents, electronic mail, programs, and images. Today, this

information is typically stored in filesystems that provide limited supportfor organ¬

ising, searching, and operating upon this data.

Additionally the increasing exchange of information between heterogeneous systems, generates
lots of information which, while being completely structured at the sender's site, may become

semi-structured at the receiver's end. This is due to the fact that often the metadata is not

shipped along with the data. Thus the receiver has a limited knowledge on the structure of the

transferred data.

Semi-stmctured data can be seen as a facility to add a yellow sticky note to an existing piece of

information. It is not always possible to structure all the information using stmctured informa¬

tion. Sometimes it is necessary to add a snippet of information that is only temporary or does

not fit into the existing structure. Imagine you have written a document and you notice that it

would be good to add a reference to an article you have read last month. The natural thing to

do would be to attach the temporary information "Remember to search for the reference about

sea monkeys" in the form of a sticky note to your document. This information will be removed

as soon as the reference is found, and did not need to be modelled in a structured way. Another

example is if the information is not relevant to the content of the document itself, but to the

way it must be distributed. In every office, sometimes you receive a document with an attached

distribution list note, which lists who should read the document and who has not read it yet.
This information is temporary and not an inherent part of the document, i.e., the author of the

document is not aware of who will (have to) read his work. Besides, the person in charge of the

distribution of the document will not change the document itself, but simply add the note to it.
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These real world examples can be easily transported into the digital world, e.g., when we send

an email to someone saying "Please read the document in the attachment and tell me what you

think of it." we are using an electronic version of the yellow sticky note.

The last scenario we provide as a motivation are the personal information management (PIM)

programs. These application are used to store information about contacts such as addresses

and phone numbers. Most of these applications provide a fixed set of attributes that can be

entered for a given contact. This means that if we need to store information not included in

the standard set, e.g. the contact's bank account number, we cannot store it or we have to store

it as unstructured data in a Notes field. It is clear that a PIM supporting some kind of semi-

structured data would have no problem in dealing with such a situation. It would provide the

needed flexibility, i.e. being able to accommodate any kind of additional information the user

may require. At the same time, this additional information would not be totally unstructured.

The PIM system could answer such queries as "show me all contactsfor which the bank account

number is available".

The initial observation, i.e. the increasing quantity and importance of semi-stmctured data, and

the examples above, point to the need for information platforms to support semi-structured data.

This support must be at all levels and not only at the data model. This means that features such

as query language, transactions, concurrency and persistency must be able to work with both

structured and semi-structured data.

The ability of a system to support working with more than one version of the same information

unit is rapidly becoming a necessity. There are several motivations behind this observation.

The first one is purely technical. The current evolution in the field of storage devices ensures

that the available storage space will not be a limiting factor when storing more versions of the

same information unit.

The second observation is that having only the most recent version of a piece of information

means losing the intermediate steps that led to it. This may pose problems of accountability
and reversibility. If the information managed is a complex artifact tracing its evolution is a

critical feature to be able to understand errors. Keeping available the history of a document adds

semantic information to our documents. Often we store a set of documents, and we give them

names such as thesis.24.5.2004.txt,thesis.27.5.2004.txt. With this naming
scheme, we imply that they are somewhat related, but the relation may be apparent only to the

human user and not the system. If we receive support from the system in dealing with multiple
versions of the same document, we will remove the unpleasant overwrite aspect lingering behind

the save concept. A save operation will then become a non-destructive checkpoint, from which

we could go backwards. Additional benefits of such a capability would also be the possibility to

analyse the evolution of a given document, be it for performance measurement or for statistical

analysis.

A third motivation behind the need for versions is the increasing need to control concurrency

and collaborative work. Having multiple users working on the same piece of information makes

it mandatory to have a way to identify and solve conflicting changes. By supporting multiple
versions of an information unit the system can trace the changes done by each user and simplify
the merging process. The concepts of multiple version and the one of multiple users are not

totally orthogonal. The support for multiple concurrent version of the same document is helpful
in supporting the collaboration of multiple users.

In our view the last requirement for an advanced storage system is the capability of the system
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to expose its functionality via a powerful and formal, yet simple, mechanism. The motivation

behind this goal is the reduction of the impedance mismatch with the components relying on our

system. In our case, the application programmer must be able to communicate with the under¬

lying platform via a language. This language should be able to describe all possible operations
the platform is able to perform, i.e. it must be model complete. It also must be able to describe

arbitrary computations, at least equivalent to a Turing machine, i.e. it must be computationally

complete. This language, or communication channel, should be at a high abstraction level. This

means that the programmer can describe what he wants to do and the system should, by itself,

infer what sequence of low-level operations will perform the stated goal.

Besides these advanced requirements, the system should clearly offer all the standard features

of an information platform such as: multi-user support, persistence and ACID transaction pro¬

cessing [69].

All the requirements described above need to be integrated in a coherent environment from the

bottom. Many of these functionalities have been implemented in the past on top of existing

systems. While this approach has the advantage of leveraging an existing platform, we feel

that this way of proceeding prevents the usage of the full potential of these extensions. By

integrating these features into the core of a system, we will be able to reveal their full potential.

1.3 The Structure of this Thesis

Chapter 2 provides background information over related work. It provides a short list of the dif¬

ferent database models that evolved over time. The most relevant models are then discussed and

compared. A section also deals with file systems: the focus will not be on the technical details

but on the abstraction facilities that they offer. An enumeration of the file systems' capabilities
relevant for our explanations is also given. The chapter then moves into the application domain:

the discussion focuses on a set of application classes that heavily rely on the features described

in the preceding sections. Distributed systems, both in terms of distributed file systems and

distributed databases, are analysed. What follows is an overview of the features of existing con¬

figuration management systems which define the need and the way to support multiple versions

of the same data, possibly supporting concurrent changes by different users. The last section

focuses on programming languages: a brief description of the different styles is provided. A

comprehensive part is dedicated to query languages used in database systems to provide a solid

foundation for Chapter 7. There we will introduce our contribution in the area of computer

languages, the Object Model Language (OML).

Chapter 3 introduces the Object Model (OM) model and systems. First we illustrate the base

concept underlying the OM model, such as containers, associations and constraints. We show

how these concepts are used to model object classification and relationships between objects.
The second part of the chapter is devoted to the discussion of the already existing implemen¬
tations of the model. For each one, we provide an overview and an introduction to their main

functionalities and goals.

Chapter 4 introduces our contributions. It serves as a bridge between the chapters providing the

background information and the chapters describing the details of our concepts, ideas and their

implementation. We motivate and illustrate each feature that will be explained in detail in the

following chapters. In particular we mention the ramifications of our enhancements to the OM

model.
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The next chapter, Chapter 5, deals with the notion of extended object identifier. We show the

formal definition of such a construct and provide the description of its interaction with the no¬

tions of distribution and versioning. We illustrate how integrating this extension in the lower

levels of the system allows for an efficient and coherent control over such extended functional¬

ities.

Chapter 6 is a formal description of the type system. At first we introduce the most basic

concepts such as value types. Later we use them to build the more complex structures such as

fields, instances and finally complete objects. In this way we also provide an insight into the

evolution of the type system and motivate some of the choices made.

Chapter 7 introduces the Object Model Language (OML). This language is the one used to com¬

municate with our system: its descriptive capabilities cover not only the data description and

manipulation but also the querying and operational specifications. In the beginning we write

about the birth and evolution of this language along with the design principles used. After¬

wards we provide an overview of its most important statements and its syntax, along with usage

examples. Later we also introduce the user and permission management model and the OML

statements used to control them.

In Chapter 8 we describe the implementation issues of this project. We start with a very high-
level view of the system and its components and then examine each part in detail. We provide an

insight into the interactions that occur in the different parts of the system. At the end we propose

some considerations on the tools used and the experience gained during the implementation of

our system.

The application domain of this thesis is found in Chapter 9. We present the results we obtained

in three different areas. The first is the design of a picture management system supporting clas¬

sification and extended attributes. The second is an example of content management system and

how some of its functionalities can be expressed more easily using our model. The last is a com¬

parison of our system with another OM model implementation in the operational specification
of an example database.

The concluding remarks and the future directions are in Chapter 10. We provide a summary of

the thesis and highlight the results. Further we introduce some ideas about the future develop¬
ment of our ideas. We present some next evolution steps that could be taken to further extend

our vision of an information platform.
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Related Work

IfI have seen further, it is by standing on the shoulders ofgiants.
Isaac Newton

In computing, we mostly stand on each other'sfeet.
Richard Wesley Hamming

In this chapter we will present the ideas, concepts, systems and terminology that constitute

the background of this thesis. We will examine the current state and evolution of database

systems, both at the conceptual and implementation level. The operational part will also be

examined with an excursus on programming languages. A brief section on file systems will also

be presented due to the close relationship they have with the database world: in particular the

recent convergence of these two areas will be discussed. We will then move into the application
domain examining both distributed storage systems and configuration management systems: we

will see how they borrow and extend concepts and functionalities from both databases and file

systems.

2.1 File Systems

File systems provide the first level of abstraction of the storage system hardware, or low-level

representation of it, to the programmer. The basic abstraction provided by a file system is the

file. A file can be seen as a linear sequence of bytes. This information is normally stored in

a non-sequential way on the underlying storage system. The main task of a file system is to

hide the physical layout of the data to the user, by offering a more convenient representation.
In order to do this, a file system offers a set of application programming interfaces (APIs) that

translates back and forth from the physical structure of the disk to a higher level representation
of the data. The application programmer only sees the information stored via these APIs.

In the next paragraphs, we will list some notable file systems. Each of the examples chosen

possesses some special characteristic that makes it worthwhile to discuss in this context.

The Open Virtual Memory System (OpenVMS) [101] is a multi-user multiprocessing operating
system designed by Digital and now owned by Hewlett-Packard. It offers two particular features

related to its file system, as described by McCoy in [97]. The first one is automatic versioning:
by default, when a file is modified, the new version does not overwrite the old one, but instead

gets a higher version number. When accessing a file, the latest one is returned but it is also

possible to request a previous version by specifying its version number. Basically this means

that the designers of the file system recognised the importance of the evolution of the data, and,
at the same time, the abundance of mass storage.

9
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The second advanced feature of OpenVMS is the rich file system semantics. The Record Man¬

agement Services (RMS) [97] extends file access past simple byte-stream abstractions. The

OpenVMS file system provides support for a variety of rich file types at the operating system

level. Each file can be seen as a database: it contains a set of records, each composed of a

sequence of fields. It supports four file types:

• Fixed length: Every record in the file has the same length.

• Variable length: Each record has a different length and is prefixed by a field declaring its

length.

• Variable length with fixed length control: Each record has a different length and is pre¬

ceded by a fixed-length control block declaring its structure.

• Stream: Each record has a different length and is separated by a termination character.

Text files can be seen as records separated by carriage returns.

Additionally there are also four access modes:

• Sequential access: After seeking a particular record, the next ones are retrieved in se¬

quence.

• Relative record number access: The records are accessed using a record number relative

to the beginning of the file.

• Record file address access: The records are accessed by giving their address in the file.

• Indexed access: The records are retrieved via a key, a kind of associative array (or dictio¬

nary data structure).

Again the designers of the operating system recognised the importance of rich semantic oper¬

ations on files. In particular, the variable size record structures and the indexed access method

are features usually found in database systems and not in file systems. Having such features

tightly integrated into the operating system allows the application programmer to work on a

much higher abstraction level, ignoring low-level details. Additionally, this is an incentive to

produce files that have a richer structure. As an example, we consider log files. Usually these

are text files with a well defined structure. A typical entry in a log file contains the time and

date of the event, the producer of the event, the kind of the event (error, notification, ... ) and

a textual description. This file is typically written as simple text. This means that when an

application wants to examine the log file, it has to parse it: each field must be recognised and

put into a data structure. This implies a significant computational effort that could be avoided

by saving the log file in a stractured way. Then the application reading the log file would have

the log data available in an appropriate data structure. No mainstream operating system has

borrowed this idea: when we program we still have to deal with a low-level abstraction where

the data stored onto disk sectors is presented as a sequence of bytes.

Apple's Hierarchical File System (HFS) [13], used in Mac OS [142], offers some interesting

features. A file is not simply a sequence of bytes, but rather is split into two parts: a data and

a resource fork. The data fork is basically unstructured data: a stream of bytes accessible by

specifying an offset. The resource fork is similar to records in a database: it can be seen as
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structured data. Every file in HFS, not just applications, is allowed to possess a resource fork:

for example a word processor's document can contain its text in the data fork and its set of

customised icons in the resource fork.

Another advanced file system worth mentioning is the Be File System (BFS or BeFS) [56],
which is the standard file system of the BeOS operating system [61]. BeOS was designed as a

operating system for multimedia creators: this implies very high responsiveness and graphical
and aural flexibility. Besides the normal features of a file system, BFS offers support for ex¬

tended file attributes (metadata). These extended attributes can be indexed and searched just as

if they were in a database. This is another way of looking at the problem of having structured

or semi-structured data attached to a file. Here the file itself is the usual stream of bytes, but

it is possible to attach structured data to it. The straightforward use of these attributes in a file

system is to store information such as the file type, an abstract or the file's icon. Additionally, all

the metadata related to the file type should be stored as an extended attribute. Typical examples
could be the dimensions of an image, the frequency of an audio clip, the list of authors of a

document, the file's project, etc. The presence of a search facility for these extended attributes

makes it efficient to search for a file with some given characteristics. Continuing the example,
it would be trivial to search for all images created in the last week, belonging to the ASR project
and being wider than 400 pixels.

There are also some efforts that go even further in this direction: the Placeless Documents

Project [45] argues that the classical hierarchical structure of file systems is not effective in

organising documents. It proposes an alternative way of categorisation using only the attributes

of the documents. Instead of identifying a document by its name and location, it should be

retrieved by stating its attributes, e.g. a word processor file, written yesterday and about the

new product. This is a direction that upcoming file systems such as WinFS [100] are actively

pursuing.

Access control is another area relevant to the realm of file systems. If we see a file system as

a container of information, an access control mechanism is a mechanism that defines which

information may be accessed by which user and how. The traditional UNIX file system distin¬

guishes basically three kinds of permissions: read, write and execute. These access kinds are

related to a file and to a class of users: the owner, the user's group and others. The Andrew File

System (AFS), described in [35], on the other hand has some additional kinds of permissions.
For directories it offers the insert, delete and lookup rights. A user having insert and delete

rights on an AFS directory may be seen as having the equivalent of write access in a UNIX

system. The lookup right states that the user may view the content of the directory, but not of

any subdirectory nor to read any file contained in it unless explicitly allowed. Additionally AFS

can associate access permissions to arbitrary users and not just to the owner, group or others

as in the classic UNIX model. These finer grained access rights clearly are more powerful at

defining the operations that the users are allowed to perform.

Some other extended file systems, such as PerDiS [137], offer transactional semantics to the

file operations. This kind of system offers the possibility of encapsulating accesses to a set

of files inside a transaction. This guarantees that the transaction is correctly serialised with

the other ones in the system. This kind of functionality simplifies the task of the application

programmer compared to a file system where each file must be locked and unlocked explicitly
to guarantee the serialisability. This is an error prone task which also limits the concurrency of

the file operations.
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Figure 2.1: Data and Resource Fork in Mac OS 9 and Mac OS X

It is interesting to note that the file systems offering advanced features did not encounter much

success. VMS is no longer in development while Apple Mac OS X ceased to use the data and

resource fork mechanism. The HFS file system still supports the concept of data and resource

forks, but the guidelines say that, in a single file, they must not both be used at once. This

means that the code of an application goes into the resource fork of a file whose data fork must

be empty. The data may be stored in another file, whose resource fork is empty, as shown in

figure 2.1. It is interesting to note that when using the older way of storing an application, the

application can be seen almost as an object: the data fork represents the data part of the object,
while the resource fork represents the operations of the object.

The development of the Be Operating System is also almost halted, but its extended file at¬

tributes management is a feature that is borrowed by other advanced file systems such as WinFS

[100], MacOS Tiger [12] and ReiserFS [104].

2.2 Databases

In 1541 Garcia-Molina defines a database management system (DBMS) as follows:

A DBMS is a powerful tool for creating and managing large amounts of data effi¬

ciently and allowing it to persist over long periods oftime safely.

This definition is rather broad. In fact, by following it to the letter, we could consider any file

system to be also a DBMS. In practice this is not the case, since we expect a DBMS to offer

a series of facilities, ranging from transactions to consistency checks, to help manage data that

are usually not present in a file system. Nevertheless it is important to notice that normally a

DBMS builds these features on top of a file system. The distinguishing feature of a database is

to provide a higher level of abstraction when managing data in comparison to a file system.

As explained by Danielsen in [42], the first commercial database management system, IDS -

Integrated Data Store, was born in 1964. Until then the need to store information persistently
was handled by specialised and proprietary solutions. From this definition, it is clear that a
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DBMS is a critical part of most of the applications in the field of computer science. Managing
information in a safe and persistent way is a prerequisite for the correctness and accountability
of all our daily operations.

During the evolution of databases, different kinds of models were devised and adopted. The

first models to appear were based on the hierarchical and network models. Both of these models

were in widespread use for some time, and systems relying on them are still operational. These

models had the drawback that they were not capable of presenting the programmer with an

abstraction of the physical representation of the data. Thus searching and manipulating the

data was dependent on, and required knowledge of, the low-level structure of the data. It is

interesting to note how the hierarchical model is having a comeback due to its ability to model

the storage of XML [150] documents, which exhibit a hierarchical stmcture. This is highlighted
in 2001 by Mertz in [991 and by Seligman in [135].

2.2.1 Relational Databases

The concept of a relational database is based on the ideas presented in 1970 by Edgar Codd in

[33]. In this model, the information is stored in a very regular way, basically in tabular form. The

relational database approach encompasses not only a data model, but also a high level language
to access the data. This language, or class of languages, hides the physical representation of the

data, providing an abstraction for the application developer. The other notable feature was the

set orientation: there was no need to write special code to support navigation over the data sets.

These language ideas then evolved into SQL, which is an ANSI [71 ] standard. SQL is supported

by practically all relational databases in use today. The SQL standard is evolving rapidly: the

first standardisation occurred in 1986 [71], and, since then, three other versions have been

approved in 1992 [70], 1999 [72] and 2003 [74]. This evolution leads clearly to an extension

of the original relational data model by including features such as multi-valued attributes and

with the inclusion of concepts borrowed from the object-oriented world, such as objects and

inheritance. Another notable feature that has been added in the standard is the behavioural part:

the first incarnation of the standard handled only the data model and the query language, while

now it also encompasses rules as to how operations are to be specified.

Relational databases and SQL have enjoyed a huge success: nowadays, when using the term

database, it is often assumed that we are referring to relational databases.

2.2.2 Object-Relational Databases

Object-relational databases are also called post-relation databases, to emphasise the fact that

they are to be considered more evolved, beyond a simple relational system. In fact a database

following the latest SQL standards would be classified in this category. Despite the huge success

of relational databases, some of their shortcomings are widely recognised, as shown by the

enhancement proposals in the latest SQL standards: these shortcomings are mostly related to

the data model.

The first and most important addition is nested relations, which violate the first normal form

(INF): these allow for the domains to be either atomic or relation valued. This change also

implies a reduced number of join operations. Where a 4NF (fourth normal form) relational

model would split the data into multiple tables, thus requiring a series of joins to retrieve the
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data, the use of nested relations allows all the information to be kept in a single table.

The other relevant features of object-relational databases are the addition of structured and

collection types. Structured types can be seen as user-defined types, composed of one or more

parts, just like the C struct construct. This feature brings two main advantages: first of all

the model descriptive power increases. It is often the case that multiple fields represent a single

logical information item in the context of the database. By using the SQL99 syntax, they can

be logically grouped.

create type MyDate

(

day integer,

month integer,

year integer

)

The other main advantage is that the user-defined types can be reused in other contexts:

create table persons

(

name char(256) ,

birthdate MyDate

)

The collection types allow for an attribute to contain a set (or list or multiset) of values. This

feature allows the multivalued and composite attributes of an Entity-relationship (ER) diagram
to be implemented directly, without having to create additional tables.

Still, all of these additions do not include a real concept of object, since the behavioural part,

namely the methods, is not supported. All these changes to the model also require equivalent

support in the query language: operations such as nesting and unnesting are required to go from

the nested relational model to the INF and back.

2.2.3 Object-Oriented Databases

In this section we will describe the motivations behind the creation of object-oriented databases

(OODB) along with their main properties. The emergence of new application domains which

are not easily modelled using the relational data model led to the birth of new data models.

Among the classes of new applications we can list:

• CAD (Computer Aided Design)

• CASE (Computer Aided Software Engineering)

• Multimedia

• Office Information Systems

• Hypertext Databases
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• Content Management Systems

The object-oriented data model is a transition of the object-oriented programming style to the

database field. The basis of object-orientation is the encapsulation of the data and code related

to an object into a single unit. This implies that this model must define, not only how to handle

the data, but also how to handle the operations. The class of object-oriented databases can be

defined by the object-oriented database system manifesto [15], which lists the functionalities

that such a system must offer:

• Complex objects. Besides the basic data types (integers, reals, strings), the system should

support complex structures such as tuples, sets, bags, lists, and arrays.

• Object identity. This is a fundamental point of difference with relational databases. In

the object-oriented database realm an object corresponds to an entity being modelled in

the database. This object has an identity, which is retained throughout the whole life of

the object. The object is identified by this identity, and not by its values, as in the case of

a relational system. Object identity is discussed in detail by Khoshafian in [1411 and by

Abiteboulin[130].

• Encapsulation. This implies that an object offers a fixed interface to the outside world as

a means of communication and it hides internally its data and operations. This means that

the internals of an object can be changed over time without consequences.

• Types or Classes. An object-oriented database must support types or classes, in the sense

of abstract data types: a means to group the common features of a set of objects with the

same features (data and operations).

• Inheritance. This is closely related to the previous point. To enhance the type system

expressiveness, inheritance between types or classes must be supported.

• Overloading and Late Binding. Overloading implies that a single name may identify
different operations depending on the context (the object type). This is important for

the application programmer, since it eliminates the need to differentiate between types
to choose the right operation to execute. Late binding means that the decision on which

operation to execute must be done as late as possible in the system, usually at run time.

This provides the flexibility outlined above, but, as a drawback, it makes type checking
much harder.

• Computational Completeness. It must be possible to express any computable function

using the language of the database system. This can also be achieved by offering database

bindings to existing programming languages.

• Extensibility. The system should allow for new data types to be defined and these new

types should be indistinguishable from system types.

• Persistence. Objects, independently of their type, should be able to exist beyond the

execution of a process. It must be possible to reuse these objects in other processes. The

support for identity is a requirement for persistence.
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• Secondary Storage Management. An object-oriented database should support features

such as index management, data clustering, data buffering, access path selection and

query optimisation.

• Concurrency. The OODB should support concurrency and all related mechanisms such

as ACID [69] transactions.

• Recovery. The system should be resilient: it must be able to restore data consistency in

the case of a hardware failure.

• Query Facility. It should be easy to query the system: this may be provided either by a

query language or some other mechanism such as an API that exposes the query algebra

operations.

Additionally the manifesto cites some optional features that can improve a system:

• Multiple Inheritance. This is a feature that may be seen as optional, since many object-
oriented programming languages forgo it and use other mechanisms such as interfaces as

used in Java [77].

• Type Checking and Inference. The more type checking a system can do at compile time

the better: though due to the late binding strategy, type checking may be strongly limited.

• Distribution. Controlling the distribution of objects among several database systems is

a difficult challenge that poses several security, performance, authentication and consis¬

tency issues.

• Long Transaction Support. Some special transactions may run for long times (several

days) and they have to be supported in particular for their potentially negative effects on

performance.

• Versions. Many CAD/CASE applications support a design activity and thus require some
form of versioning.

Additionally, the manifesto leaves freedom of choice on some characteristics that do not con¬

tribute directly to the object-orientation. In particular it raises the question about uniformity:
should the types be first class entities in the system? This decision encompasses several others,

since the uniformity can be provided at the implementation level, at the programming language
level or at the interface level.

There are two basic approaches to designing an object-oriented database management system

(OODBMS). One originates from the database world. Extend an existing database language and

its platform with concepts such as classes, inheritance and operations, thus making it object-
oriented. The other approach adds database features (collections, persistence, query language,
... ) to an existing object-oriented programming language, making it a persistent programming
language. Both of these approaches are widely used: the first approach is mostly used by

existing databases that want to move into the object realm such as Oracle 9/10 [94] and Cache

[821. The second category, the one of persistent programming languages contains systems such

as PJama [16] or the ODMG C++ bindings [26].
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There is no common model used by object-oriented databases. Relational databases offer no¬

ticeably different implementations of the relational model, but they agree on the base model,
while there is no such consensus for OODBMS. The evolution of OODBMS suffers from this

lack of a standard model. The Object Data Management Group (ODMG) tried to solve this

problem in 1993 by publishing the ODMG-93 standard, which later evolved into the ODMG-

2.0 in 1997 and then ODMG 3.0 in early 2000. Basically this set of standards defines a precise

object model with additional database functionalities (containers, constraints, ... ), an Object
Query Language (OQL), an Object Definition Language (ODL) and a set of bindings to some

programming languages (in particular C++, Smalltalk and Java).

There are many object-oriented database systems, we will list some of them and highlight their

features of interest:

• 02 [90]. The core of this system is composed of three main components: the WiSS (Wis¬
consin Storage System), the Object Manager (managing object identity) and the Schema

Manager (managing classes, methods and names of the persistent objects). Using this

core, 02 also provides some interesting extensions: the query language 02SQL, the pro¬

gramming language 02C and a generator for user interfaces called 02Look. The system

also offers bindings to traditional languages such as C and C++. The persistence is de¬

fined by naming an object and by reachability: when an object is named, it becomes

persistent along with all its parts.

• ObjectStore [88]: this system is tightly coupled with C++, since its developers are part

of the C++ standard body. There are three ways to interact with it: using C and a library
of functions, using C++ and a library of functions or using an extension of C++, called

DML, integrating query facilities. Objects are declared to be persistent at creation time,

using a modified new operator. This makes persistence orthogonal to the concept of data

type. A problem lies in the lack of persistence by reachability: this means that every part
of an object has to be marked explicitly to be persistent, otherwise it will remain transient.

ObjectStore uses a technique called VMMA (Virtual Memory Mapping Architecture) to

manage memory: basically it relies on the virtual memory manager of the underlying
operating system, by mapping every object in a virtual address space. Other notable

features are the support for nested and long-running transactions.

• EXODUS T24J: the Extensible Object Database System is an extensible system, com¬

posed of components that can be customised for the application. The components such

as the Parser, Optimiser and Access Methods are built following the specification of the

database model. The query language is called EXCESS (Extensible Calculus with Entity
and Set Support), which is an extension of QUEL [52]. It supports path expressions to

navigate an object's references easily. Is also differentiates between equality and identity.

• GemStone [23): this system uses a single language, OPAL, for all its operations such as

schema definition, data manipulation and data querying. This means that this system may
be categorised as an object-oriented database programming language. OPAL is heavily
influenced by Smalltalk [57], and the GemStone system is based on the Smalltalk system.
The persistence is achieved by subtyping: all instances of classes derived from the Object
class are persistent. The mappings to other programming languages are not optimal: the

system can be directly linked to an application, thus sharing its memory space. This
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means that a misbehaved application may overwrite and corrupt the memory used by the

GemStone system.

• ONTOS [96]: this system is tightly coupled with C++. Some authors categorise it (An¬

drews in |11]) as a low-level system: basically as an extension of C++. Persistence is

achieved through subtyping and has to be assured manually by the programmer, by means

of object activation (load into main memory) and deactivation (save to disk). ONTOS pro¬

vides some facilities to manage multiple versions of the same object, but only in a linear

hierarchy.

• Objectivity [67]: this system is another extension of C/C++. It provides some facilities to

specify the relationships between classes. It also supports long running transactions and

versions, but lacks a query language.

2.2.4 Semi-structured Databases

Semi-structured data is a class of data whose structure is not necessarily fixed beforehand: Often

the data is self-describing and has a variable stmcture. Semi-structured data is useful when the

data cannot be modeled using a standard data model. Sparse data or rapidly evolving schémas

can also be reasons to use it. There are several examples of semi-structured data: XML [150],
HTML [151], BibTeX [89], etc. XML can also be seen as a language to represent general
semi-structured data.

Each piece of information in a semi-stmctured system is composed by a tuple

(label, identifier, type, value). The label is the name of the field, the

value its value, the type describes the data type of the value and the identifier is a

unique identifier. The value may contain a reference to another identifier, thus defining rela¬

tionships between nodes. The model used to store these pieces of information data is a directed

labelled graph. As an example we may take the following two pieces of BiBTeX entries used

to compile this thesis.

0book

{

herrington03code,

author = {J. Herrington},
title = {Code Generation in Action},

publisher = {MANNING},

year = {2003},

note = {ISBN: 1930110979}

}

@book

{

strou97cpp,

author = {Bjarne Stroustrup},

editor = {AT&T Labs},

title = {The C++ Programming Language},

publisher = {Addison-Wesley},
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year = {1997},

edition = {Third Edition}

}

Both entries describe a book, but they each have different fields: the first entry has a

note field that is missing in the second, while the second has the fields editor and edi¬

tion. We may see each of the attributes of a book as a tuple, as described above: e.g.,

(author, 12, string, Bjarne Stroustrup). The book itself may be described with

a tuple, and this tuple will then be referenced by the attributes of the book.

The flexibility provided by semi-structured data is positive but, at the same time, is also its

Achilles heel. The irregular stmcture makes it difficult and inefficient to query and retrieve. The

lack of a classic structure to the data does not prevent the semi-structured data from conforming
to a model in terms of some general rules which enable it to be processed by tools. In fact,

over the years, several models have been proposed: Stanford's Object Exchange Model (OEM)

[118] or W3C's DTD/XML Schema/XPath/XQuery. These models give semi-stmctured data a

common framework in terms of a small structure that is necessary to facilitate the information

exchange. All the models limit themselves to this aspect and do not define how the semi-

stmctured data should be stored. The query languages dealing with semi-stmctured data have

to deal with the problem of existence: they cannot be sure that a given piece of information

exists or is present for all the elements.

The emergence and adoption of XML as a universal interchange and representation format

creates the need for systems that are able to store XML documents and query them. We can

differentiate between XML-enabled and native XML systems. In the first category we find most

of the leading DBMS, that simply sport some extensions to provide a convenient way of working
with XML. Usually these extensions provide a way to map XML into the native data structures.

Notable members of this category are: IBM's DB2 [28] and Oracle [94]. XML-native systems

rely on a model that has as fundamental units the XML structures such as document, element

and attributes. An example of such an XML database is the Lore System [98]. It is a DBMS for

XML that supports indexing, a query language, multi-user support and several other standard

features.

2.3 Distributed Systems

As defined by Tanenbaum in [149], a distributed system is a collection of independent com¬

puters that appears to its users as a single coherent system. A distributed system is usually an

evolution of an already existing concept. The main system concepts that have been extended

to care for distribution are: object-base systems, file systems, document-based systems and

coordination-based systems. In the first category of distributed object-based systems, there are

well known standards such as CORBA [139] and Distributed COM [1361. The second category
is the one of distributed file systems. Among them we can list: SUN Network File System

(NFS) [120] and the CODA [1311 file system. The third category, distributed document-based

systems, has as its main representative the World Wide Web. The fourth category, distributed

coordination-based systems, is relatively new. It deals with systems that are inherently dis¬

tributed: the focus lies not so much on the transparent distribution of resources, but rather on

the coordination of activities between the components. Jini [162J and Zeroconf f601 are two

examples from this category. The first allows clients and services to discover each other on a
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network and to seamlessly work together. Zeroconf's idea is that it should be possible to obtain

a functioning IP network, without being dependent on basic infrastructure such as DHCP or

DNS servers.

These distributed systems are very different in nature and serve very different purposes. Still

their common distributed nature imposes a set of common features. Among these features we

can list:

• communication

• process handling

• naming, a concept closely related to the concept of identity used in object systems

• synchronisation

• consistency and replication

• fault tolerance

• security

Clearly not all features are provided by all distributed systems: each system provides the func¬

tionality needed to operate effectively in its domain.

2.4 Configuration Management Systems

Time

Figure 2.2: Linear Versioning

Configuration management systems (CMSs) are a class of applications used to manage con¬

current versions of documents. This kind of functionality is nowadays a requirement in the

software development field. When multiple users are working on the same project, you need

a means of coordinating them to avoid any risk of conflict. If a project has a lifespan longer
than some days, you may have the need to track the changes applied to the documents in or¬

der to find out where a problem lies. The archival functionality is also important: sometimes

an old version of a document is required, and the CMS helps to retrieve it. The responsibility
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attribution is also an important feature: not only does the system track the changes, but it also

stores who did them. This is clearly very important to coordinate the work in a group. The

CMS also manages the configurations: configurations are a set of well defined versions of a set

of documents. This is required to support the concept of a project: not only must the CMS track

the changes to individual files, but it must also be able to group given versions of files together

and mark them as a configuration. In a normal case, the files managed depend on each other.

It is often the case that a particular version of a document requires a precise version of another

document to have any sense. The configuration concept models this requirement. The CMS

must also support the concept of branches and merges. In a simple scenario, a given version of

a file has a single ancestor (an older version) and a single successor (a newer version). This can

be seen graphically as a linked list, as depicted in figure 2.2,

Time

Figure 2.3: Non-linear Versioning

In more complex cases, a version may have multiple direct ancestors and multiple direct suc¬

cessors. This may happen when several versions of the same document need to exist at the same

time. This can be seen as a graph in figure 2.3.

There we can see that the branch operation splits the current version into two new ones. These

new versions exist and evolve concurrently. The merge operation joins two separate branches

into a single one.

2.4.1 History

The ancestor of all CMSs is the Source Code Control System, developed at Bell Labs and

described by Rochkind in [126]. This first system already supported merges, branches and

locks. Its evolution led to the Revision Control System (RCS) created by Tichy [157]: this

system was still limited to the control of single files and had no concept of release or project.

The most widespread CMS is the Concurrent Versions System (CVS) [160]. The birth of CVS

was motivated by the cooperation needs of a professor and his two students. In the words of the
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original CVS author Dick Grune:

/ created CVS to be able to cooperate with my students Erik Baalbergen and

Maarten Waage on the ACK (Amsterdam Compiler Kit) C compiler. The three of us

had vastly different schedules (one student was a steady 9-5 worker, the other was

irregular, and I could work on the project only in the evenings).

CVS evolved over time from a loosely related set of shell scripts into a complete application
written in C [81] as described by Berliner in [19]. Today it is still one of the most widespread

systems used to manage source code.

The wide adoption of CVS also highlighted its limitations: the problems when handling non

textual (binary) documents, its security problems and its limited concept of configurations led

to the birth of a set of next generation CMSs, both commercial and freely available. Subversion

[37] is the successor of CVS and eliminates many of its most cumbersome limitations such as

the inability to delete a directory. Note that CVS stores all information about the versions in the

file system as files, while Subversion uses a database.

The capability of managing multiple versions of the same piece of information was originally
tied to configuration management systems. With time, other kind of systems incorporated this

feature: the coordination between multiple users and the control over the evolution of a piece of

data are desirable features of every system that manages complex data. In the next paragraphs
we will see how this feature is relevant for DBMSs and the World Wide Web.

In 1990, Katz, in [80], listed the main efforts relevant to version modelling in the field of

engineering databases. The paper motivates the introduction of this feature in the following

way:

...
In this survey, we concentrate on one aspect of such support, namely, version

modelling. By this, we mean the concepts suitable for structuring a database of

complex engineering artifacts that evolve across multiple representations and over

time and the operations through which such artifact descriptions are created and

modified...

The application domain in the paper is electronic computer-aided design. This kind of activity
involves highly hierarchical structures that can be viewed at different levels. This helps hiding
the complexity of the underlying parts. Another characteristic is the nature of the changes made

to the data: the design activity involves a sequence of tries. The changes may be only tentative

and different directions may be tried. Additionally, it must be possible for multiple users to

collaborate, by sharing design components. Today, these characteristics are no longer limited

to computer-aided design, but are also relevant for many other areas such as software design
and web applications. As an example, the complexity of modem computer systems requires the

incentivation of teamwork and the ability to view a system at different levels of abstraction. This

implies that there is a strong motivation for the underlying DBMS to support version modelling.
The applications can then rely on such a feature and forego implementing it themselves.

From this point on, we will use the terminology defined by Katz in [80]. His definitions of

version instance (or shortly version) is the following.

...
Version instances are objects in their own right and are uniquely identified to

the system. They may be identified by the user through a unique version number
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or timestamp implemented as distinguished attributes. Version instances are re¬

lated to a common generic instance from which attributes and default values can

be inherited. They are also interrelated to each other by system-maintained ances-

tor/descendent relationships...

Another area where tracking multiple versions of the same object is relevant is the World Wide

Web. A working group of the Internet Engineering Task Force was formed to work on a protocol
called WWW Distributed Authoring and Versioning (WebDAV) [1631. The original vision of

the Web by Tim Berners-Lee saw it not only as a readable medium but also as a writable one.

In fact, the first browser implemented by him, called WorldwideWeb [20], had the capability to

modify remote pages. The working group's goal was to produce some extensions to the HTTP

[2] protocol to support distributed authoring and versioning. During the course of the work, it

became clear that the versioning support was too complex to add and was left out, hoping that

it would be discussed in the future. The distributed authoring instead went forward and was

standardised in 1999 [1]. WebDAV is difficult to categorise: it belongs to several of the sections

in this chapter. It is clearly a distributed system, it also has some properties of a file system and

it supports multiple users. The forces leading to the birth of the working group on WebDAV

are the same that motivate the reasoning about versioning, distribution and access control. The

increasingly vast storage space available, the increasing number of people using computers and

the growing network interconnections all push in the direction of advanced ways to manage

information.

2.5 Programming Languages

When an application communicates with a DBMS, the preferred way is to use the DBMS's

specific language. A DBMS normally offers one or more high level languages to describe its

data, its metadata and its queries. As introduced in subsection 2.2.3, one of the features of

object-oriented databases is the capability of handling not only data, but also operations. This

means that we are particularly interested in describing the operational languages in the area of

DBMSs. In order to do so, in this section we will introduce the basic concepts of programming

languages and a way to categorise them. We will then use these notions to introduce, in section

2.6, the more DBMS specific languages.

In a famous article [84] about literate programming, Donald Knuth suggests that programming

may be regarded as the art of telling another human being what one wants the computer to do.

This results from a compromise from two points of view: on one side, programming languages
evolved as a way of declaring to a computer what it had to do. On the other side, programming
languages can be seen as a way of expressing algorithms. Programming languages limit exactly
what can and what cannot be expressed.

Programming languages can be classified by three, almost orthogonal, characteristics: the gram¬

mar class, their style (family) and their generation. The main factors that drive the evolution of

computer languages are: the available hardware, the available manpower (improving productiv¬

ity), the problems to be solved and the quality improvement.

Five generations of languages are identified today. The first had no interpreters or compilers
and programs had to be written in a binary notation, making it extremely difficult to program

and to debug. The second generation, born in the mid-1950s, added the concept of symbolic
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assembly and symbolic addresses, thus allowing for the relocation of programs. These changes
made the code easier to read but required an assembler to produce the machine language. The

third generation, designed in the 1960s, introduced hardware-independent high-level languages.
It introduced the possibility of writing mathematical expressions in a natural form. These lan¬

guages were a lot closer to the human way of thinking, but were still reserved for professional
users. Notable examples of third generation languages are Algol, Cobol and PL/I. The fourth

generation languages had some ambitious goals: they had to speed up the application building

process and to be usable by non-experts. In a sense, they were the product of a metalinguistic
abstraction as defined by Abelson in [7]. This led to a class of application specific programming

languages that were mostly non-procedural. An observation that led to these requirements was

that some applications could be controlled by adding a domain specific programming language.
Database query languages belong almost exclusively to this category. A lot of widespread lan¬

guages belong to the fourth generation: SQL, Postscript, Mathematica and Metafont [85]. Fifth

generation languages were designed in the 1990s mostly to build expert systems, inference en¬

gines and perform processing of natural languages. Examples of such languages are found in

the theorem provers Otter [79] and Isabelle [106].

Another classification characteristic for programming languages is their style. Figure 2.4 shows

the main styles and their relationships.
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Figure 2.4: Programming Languages Style Tree

The declarative style implies that the languages must describe what to do, not how to do it. It

allows the user to define a set of conditions, functions and inference rules that define what the

result should be. Query languages such as SQL [72] fall into this category. The logical style
is a particular branch of the declarative style: here the programmer defines a set of rules and

facts defining the characteristics that the solution should have. The system then tries to infer a

valid solution. The most famous example of a logic programming language is without doubt

Prolog: this language is based on first-order predicate calculus, however it is restricted to allow

only Horn clauses [661. The other branch of the declarative style is functional programming:
the computation is seen as the evaluation of mathematical expressions. Functions are treated

as first-class values, thus they can be used as parameters. The other big family of languages is

the imperative one. Here the computation is described in terms of state and steps that change it.

A program is a sequence of operations to perform. Machine language is the prime example of
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this class. The increasing size of programs led to the introduction of modularisation, where the

code is split into separate units, each with their separated scope. Pascal [166] and C [81] are

examples of such an approach. Object-oriented languages offer some additional features such

as abstraction, encapsulation, polymorphism, objects and inheritance. This is probably the style
which is most widely used today, with members such as Java \17] and C++ [145].

Another characteristic of languages can be inferred from their syntax. A formal language is a

set of strings of symbols drawn from a finite alphabet. It can be specified by either a set of rules

or a formal machine that recognises the language. The class of a language is determined by the

type of rules that can be used to generate the set of strings or by the type of formal machine that

is capable of recognising the language. The type of rules and type of machines are divided into

a four level hierarchy called the Chomsky hierarchy, as defined by Chomsky in [30] and [31 J.

The following list informally describes the four levels of the Chomsky hierarchy.

• Type-3 languages are called Regular Languages. They can be parsed by a Determinis¬

tic or Non-Deterministic Finite Automata (DFA, NFA). A regular language can handle

simple recursion, but cannot "count", i.e. keep track of the occurrences of a given sym¬

bol. For example this prevents a trivial task such as seeing if the number of opening and

closing parenthesis in an expression are the same. Clearly this is a very limited class of

languages.

• Type-2 languages are called context-free, and can be parsed by a push-down automaton.

Such languages require a given symbol to have the same meaning in every context. An

example of such limitation is the fact that we cannot define a variable having the same

name as one of the language keywords, e.g. we cannot have a variable called while in

C or Java. The meaning of the symbol while must be the same in every context, i.e. it

cannot be sometimes interpreted as a variable and some times as a keyword introducing
a loop.

• Type-1 languages are defined context sensitive. Such languages can be parsed by a linear-

bounded automaton. This means that the machine recognising such a grammar, needs

only to have a limited amount of memory. Such languages can determine the meaning of

a symbol depending on its context, thus overcoming the limitation of type-2 languages.
Still type-1 languages imposed some limits on their grammar stmcture (technically on the

number of symbols on the left and right side of a production).

• Type-0 languages are called unrestricted (or free). They can be recognised by a Turing
machine with unbounded memory. They represent all the languages that can be parsed by
a procedure and eliminate the restrictions on the grammar imposed by type-1 languages.

Almost all programming languages in use today belong to the type-2 class (context free) level.

This is due to practical considerations: grammars of type-3 are very limited and are not expres¬

sive enough. Type-0 and type-1 grammars are not used because it is impossible to build efficient

(linear time in respect to the input length) parsers and compilers for them. Additionally, expe¬

rience shows that languages of type-0 or type-1 are difficult, not only for machines, but also for

humans to interpret.

The evolution of programming languages shows that designing a language is not a trivial task.

This can probably be exemplified by the Pascal language and the dangling else problem. The
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Pascal language was carefully designed and regarded as a good example of programming lan¬

guage and still it exhibits this annoying problem. The dangling else problems, also known as

the if-else ambiguity or if-else conflict is an ambiguity in the language grammar, i.e. a given

input program has more than one possible meaning. This ambiguity exists when there are two

conditional if statements and one else clause. There it may not be clear to which of the two

ifs the else is referring to. A full description of this issue is given by Scott in [134]. It is

important to note that while ambiguous phrases are common in natural language, as exempli¬
fied by the phrase fruitflies like a banana", they are to be absolutely avoided in programming
languages. We cannot allow a program to behave incorrectly because the human to machine

communication was misunderstood.

An important feature of programming languages [134] is that they must be Turing-complete,
i.e. they are able, under the assumption of reliability and infinite memory, to compute any

computable function. General-purpose programming languages are always Turing-complete,
otherwise they would not be very useful, while some classes of special-purposes languages are

not, due to their limited scope. These languages tend to be just powerful enough to solve prob¬
lems in their particular domain and this makes them simple to understand, use and implement.
Often they are then used inside a Turing-complete environment. There are some notable exam¬

ples of such a setup. The most relevant for this thesis is SQL [70], which is not Turing-complete,
at least in its earlier versions. To escape this restriction SQL is often used in conjunction with

a Turing-complete language, mostly a mainstream imperative language such as C++ [145] or

Java [77].

2.6 Database Languages

In this section we will focus on the kind of languages more relevant to the database area. We

start by introducing a segmentation of database languages into four categories. Each category

corresponds to a well defined task of a database.

• Data definition: the languages belonging to this class allow the representation of the

metadata of a system.

• Data modification: this category encompasses languages capable of describing the infor¬

mation contained in a system,

• Query: query languages are designed to facilitate the extraction of data.

• Operational: this group of languages is used to describe actions, e.g. how a system should

react to events.

Still, the border between these four classes is arbitrary and some existing languages span more

than one class.

2.6.1 Data Definition Languages

Data Definition Languages (DDL) belong to a class of programming languages typically used

to define the metadata of a database system. An example of widely used DDL, outside of

the database domain, is XMLSchema [152, 153, 154] which defines the structure of an XML
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document along with the type of data allowed. The following XMLSchema defines the complex

type file, which consists of a name, location and size.

<?xml version="l.0"?>

<xs: schema xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"

targetNamespace="http://www.globis.ethz.ch"

xmlns="http://www.globis.ethz.ch"

elementFormDefault="qualified">

<xs:element name="file">

<xs:complexType>

<xs:sequence>

<xs:element name="name" type="xs: string"/>

<xs:element name="location" type="xs:string"/>

<xs: element name="size" type="xs:integer"/>

</xs:sequence>

</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>

</xs:schema>

The following is an XML element conforming to this schema:

<file

xmlns="http://www.globis.ethz.ch"

xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"

xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.globis.ethz.ch file.xsd">

<name>img_231.jpg</name>

<location>/export/images/</location>
<size>32743</size>

</file>

In a database system, a DDL allows the user to define the types and system structures (collec¬
tions and constraints). It is similar to the concept of a class signature in C++. As an example
from the database realm we will take ODMG's ODL [26J. The following is a definition of the

class file roughly equivalent to the one given above via XMLSchema. The main difference

is that, in this case, we also define an extent called Files that will hold all the instances of the

class.

class File

(extent Files)

{

attribute string name;

attribute string location;

attribute long size;

};

Clearly the main requisite of a DDL is the capability of describing any system-supported struc¬

ture. This implies that there must not be any impedance mismatch between the language and

the model used.
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2.6.2 Data Modification Languages

Data Modification Languages (DML) are a class of programming languages usually used in a

database system to create and modify data. Basically they allow for the creation and modifi¬

cation of objects and values. A secondary goal of DML is to facilitate the exchange of data

and objects. The information contained in a system is stored in a platform-dependent non

human-readable format. Most, if not all, of the available DDLs provide a human-readable rep¬

resentation of the data, mostly in the form of a simple text file.

The basic concepts of a data manipulation language are the insertion, update and deletion of

data. From a syntactical point of view, these operations are typically represented with a verb

followed by the arguments. This leads to a typical imperative language that defines the compu¬

tation in terms of changes to the state.

There are some notable exceptions to this, such as ODMG's Object Interchange Format (OIL)

[26], OIL is only designed as a data interchange format, it does not provide any update or delete

functionality: i.e., it is only capable of creating data.

2.6.3 Query Languages

Query languages are a class of programming languages used mainly in conjunction with

database and information retrieval systems. Query languages are applied not only to databases

but also to related fields of computer science. As an example we can cite XPath [4], an

expression-based language that enables users to select elements within an XML document and

to perform basic forms of processing over these elements. Both in the case of databases and in¬

formation retrieval, the query language is used to make queries on an underlying database. The

difference lies in the query itself. In information retrieval, the query usually does not conform

to a formal syntax. Information retrieval focuses on retrieving the most suitable results. An

example of such a system is the well known Internet search engine Google [117], where users

enter a set of keywords and the system returns the entries (web pages) that are judged to be

most relevant. Another example of information retrieval systems are the ones used in libraries.

Here the query is structured. Usually a search involves specifying some parameters such as

the author, year or publisher. The system's goal is to retrieve the most relevant documents for

the parameters given, possibly ordering them by a relevance factor. In the case of a database

system, the formulation of a query must conform to a given set of rules. In the context of this

thesis, we are dealing with database query languages.

Database query languages are a very specialised class of programming languages. They are

designed to describe a particular problem class in the easiest way possible. Thus, as a result

they are not very useful (or downright unusable) outside of their specialist application domain.

The main goal of a query language is to allow a user to query a, possibly large and complex,
dataset with ease. Ease can mean several things: the language must hide as much as possible of

the underlying details while providing a powerful and simple syntax. A good query language
must be declarative in nature. It must enable the user to describe what he wants from the system
at a high level of abstraction. Databases are complex systems, and most of the time, the details

about the physical arrangement of the data have to be hidden as much as possible. Still, it may be

advisable to reveal them if needed: the user may want to look under the hood to understand what

the consequences of his high-level query are. A typical example is the EXPLAIN command,

offered my most SQL databases. It allows the user to see the query plan that the system is going
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to use. The user can then analyse it and discover if there are any performance problems due to

unexpected behaviour of the system.

A good motivation for the usage of a specialised solution such as a query language is given by
Abelson in [7]:

Establishing new language is a powerful strategy for controlling complexity in en¬

gineering design; we can often enhance our ability to deal with a complex problem

by adopting a new language that enables us to describe (and hence to think about)
the problem in a different way, using primitives, means ofcombination, and means

ofabstraction that are particularly well suited to the problem at hand.

A query language is closely tied to a particular model and architecture, even more than a tradi¬

tional programming language, which is general-purpose and thus must support a wide variety
of stmctures (both hardware and software). The underlying architecture of the database deeply
influences the query language: the evolution in the functionalities and in the model of databases

are reflected in the query languages. A relational database will offer a relational query language,
based on the concept of tuples (rows), while an object-oriented database will have to offer an

object-oriented query language, where the base unit is an object.

Query languages belong almost exclusively to the declarative class. They express what the

result must be, not how to reach it. This allows the query language to be more concise, readable

and less error-prone than an equivalent imperative version. The following code excerpts in SQL

[72] and in Python [158] calculate the average salary of all persons older than 25 years in a

given data set. The following is the SQL version:

SELECT avg(p.salary)

FROM persons p

WHERE p.age > 25

This is the Python code in an imperative style:

total=0

count=0

for p in persons:

if p.age > 25:

count=count+l

total=total+p.salary

return total/count

And this is the Python code using some functional constructs:

adults=fiIter(lambda x:x.age>25,persons)

reduce( lambda x,y : x+y.age , adults, 0 ) / len(adults)

If we compare the imperative version with the declarative one, several disadvantages of the for¬

mer are apparent. First of all, the imperative version is longer and more verbose: this means

that each statement is less expressive. The functional variant is significantly shorter than the
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pure imperative one. Still, both of them are less readable than the SQL version. The impera¬
tive example introduces two placeholder variables (total and count) which are needed to

describe how to achieve the result, thus adding to the complexity. The functional code has to in¬

troduce an additional function to perform the sum of all the ages which may not be immediately
readable. Another point is that of correctness. The SQL query is implicitly executed inside a

transaction which guarantees its isolation from concurrent modification of the data. This kind

of consistency is not included in the imperative or functional version. The correctness of the

result may also be a point, since the accumulator variable total or the reduce operator may
overflow. The last point is that the SQL variant will potentially be faster by automatically using
indexes on the age field if present, while the other variants will ignore them.

Declarative query languages can be further divided into two categories: deductive and func¬

tional. Deductive languages operate by trying to derive properties starting from a given set of

facts and rules. The most famous deductive query language is Datalog [27], which is directly
related to Prolog [36]. This means its capabilities are closely related to the expressiveness of

the Horn clause [66]. Deductive systems, just as relational databases, generally operate under

the closed world assumption. If something can be proven true under the facts and rules known,
then it is true. On the other hand, something than cannot be proven true is considered false

by default. This is clearly a limitation in the modelling of reality, but it is needed to simplify
the reasoning. Operating under the open world assumption implies operating with three valued

logic. This means introducing the concept of unknown along with the well known true orfalse,
thus making universal quantifiers much harder to handle.

The other widespread group of database query languages is the functional one, mainly based

on the relational algebra theory by Codd [33]. Languages that support the full set of relational

algebra operations are said to be relational complete [49]. The most widespread member of

this class is the Structured Query Language (SQL) [70]. The first versions of SQL supported

only relational concepts, while the current incarnations of the standard (SQL99 and SQL 2003

[74]) are incorporating new constructs, mainly borrowing them from object-oriented databases.

Examples of such extensions are: recursive queries, user defined types, nested tables and a com¬

plete SQL programming language (supporting conditional, looping and branching constructs).

Object-oriented query languages are also declarative and functional in nature and are usually
found in conjunction with object-oriented systems. Notable examples of such languages are

ONTOS SQL, 02SQL, ODMG's OQL and OMS AQL. Object-oriented query languages are

not easily categorised, since there is no equivalent to the notion of relational completeness.
Several proposals where made, but the diversity of the data models and the complexity of the

task prevented until now the development of a precise definition. A comprehensive comparison
of object-oriented query languages along with a possible categorisation is provided by Chan

in [29]. The metrics proposed are the level of object-orientation, the expressive power, the

collection support and the usability. Clearly these are not objective metrics, but they serve as

a guideline. Several studies, such as that described by Alhajj in [10], by Chan in [29] and by
Abiteboul in [8] have shown that it is possible to obtain an object algebra that can fulfil all the

requirements. The lack of a common object data model makes it difficult, if not impossible, to

apply their results to an existing object system.
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2.6.4 Operational Languages

Operational languages are the programming languages that allow the methods of an object to

be defined in the context of an object-oriented system. Additionally they may be used to define

operations not tied to a particular object but to the whole system. In this case they are sometimes

called macros or application programs.

This class of languages must be able to describe any possible operation on the objects or on the

system. These languages should ideally belong to the Turing-complete class. This means that

they are powerful enough to express any computable function. The operational languages are

very varied and are deeply influenced by the general structure of a system.

If the persistence in a storage system is achieved by augmenting an already existing language,
the latter will automatically be the operational language of choice. Examples of such systems

are PJama as described by Atkinson in [161 and ObjectStore as described by Lamb [88]. Gen¬

erally, these approaches provide a very easy to use solution to the persistence problem for the

programmer. On the other side, these extensions may require changes to the existing environ¬

ment that lead to incompatibilities, as in the case of PJama that requires a non-standard Java

virtual machine.

On the other hand, the storage system may provide the ability to describe operations in several

other languages embedded into the system. This means that the execution of the operations is

driven by the storage system. This is the case of some popular RDBMS such as PostgreSQL

[44, 55] which offers the possibility of expressing operations using Java, C/C++, Python, Perl

and Tel. This is a very useful feature since it allows the programmer to use a known language
to express a operation. On the other hand, it is often the case that the integration between

the RDBMS and the language is not optimal. As a example we can show the following Perl

procedure in PostgreSQL.

CREATE FUNCTION perl_max (integer, integer)

RETURNS integer AS '

# $ introduces a variable

my ($a,$b) = @_;

if (! defined $a) {

if (! defined $b) { return undef; }

return $b;

}

if (! defined $b) { return $a; }

if ($a > $b) { return $a; }

return $b;
' LANGUAGE piper1;

The first part of this example has to deal with the existence of NULL values. It checks if the

two parameters are both defined. This is a precaution that has to be taken since the handling of

NULL values is different in the Perl and SQL worlds.

It is interesting to note that the two approaches shown above, used to integrate operations in a

storage system, seem to be conflicting. As remarked by Bloom in [21], there are some cultural

factors behind this. One example can be the notion of class. For the programming language
side, a class is the synonym for a data type: a set of properties and operations. The database
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community tends to associate to a class also the notion of grouping: objects are usually grouped
by class. This is clearly shown by the ODL example in section 2.6.1.

Another possibility is the total decoupling of operations and data: this is a widespread way of

using relational systems. The storage facility does not deal with operations at all and the data

can only be accessed by external programs via a well defined interface. An example of such an

approach is JDBC [147],

The last option is to provide a operational language which instead of being an already existing
language, is directly derived from the DDL, DML and query language (QL). This is the vari¬

ant chosen by the later incarnations of the Oracle's PLPSQL or PostgreSQL PL/pgSQL. An

example of the latter is given in the following example.

CREATE FUNCTION logfune (text) RETURNS timestamp AS '

DECLARE

logtxt ALIAS FOR 1;

curtime timestamp;

BEGIN

curtime := "now";

INSERT INTO logtable VALUES (logtxt, curtime);

RETURN curtime;

END;
' LANGUAGE plpgsql;

The function takes as input one string and writes it into the table logtable along with the

current time. At the end it returns the time written. We can clearly see that the syntax used

in the function logfune is based on SQL with some additional concepts such as variable

assignments. This approach has several positive points. First of all, it allows the user to leverage
the existing knowledge of the system. In our example, the INSERT statement will be familiar to

anyone knowing SQL. Secondly, since this operational language is bom as a extension of special
purpose languages such as the DDL/DML/QL, it clearly matches very closely the structure

of the system and the impedance mismatch is then greatly reduced. A last advantage is the

performance: since the definition of the operation is stored in the server, the query planner can

create a query plan when the operation is defined and have it ready for when the operation is

executed.

2.7 Summary

In this chapter we listed all the background concepts and systems relevant for the remainder

of this thesis. What we have seen is that from the point of view of the application program¬

mer, there are many ways to store data persistently. Some of these solutions offer a model that

presents some impedance mismatch with the object-oriented model used in an application: this

is the case of the relational model. Other systems, such as object-relational or object-oriented
databases, provide a more advanced model that better suits the usual application model. All

these systems provide the storage and retrieval capabilities usually connected with an access

control mechanism and a query language. They still do not handle the need for advanced fea¬

tures such as operational languages, distribution control, versioning support and handling of
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semi-stmctured data. The distribution support is more advanced in the field of file systems and

configuration management systems: both classes of application can offer network transparent

operations. The support for multiple versions of the same information element is also offered

by both CMS and file systems. Here the level of support is still limited and not transparent nor

well integrated with the rest of the operating system. Semi-structured data is often seen in con¬

trast to the rigid structure of a database but has shown itself to be useful to model certain kinds

of data such as those which are rapidly changing or loosely defined. A concise and flexible

language capable of describing both the operational, data modelling and querying aspect is a

clear necessity in a modern information system. This language should minimise the impedance
mismatch with the model used. By integrating these features at the lowest possible level in a

database, we will show that they are not mutually exclusive but instead interact to extend the

capabilities of the system.

At this point we have analysed all the general concepts and systems relevant for this thesis. In

the next chapter we will describe in greater detail the family of the OMS systems. This will

enable us to better position the work described in this thesis by comparing it to some closely
related systems.
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3
OM Model and Systems

3.1 Introduction

In this chapter we will discuss the Object Model (OM) data model and the family of systems

based on it. There are several possible interpretations for the expression data model. Basi¬

cally a data model describes how the data is represented. This representation may range from

the conceptual level to the physical implementation. A comprehensive definition is given by
Silberschatz in [140]:

..
.data model: a collection of conceptual tools for describing data, data relation¬

ships, data semantics, and consistency constraints. The various data models that

have been proposed fall into three different groups: object-based logical models,

record-based logical models, and physical models.

Clearly the model chosen in a system deeply influences several characteristics such as the in¬

tegrity, the manipulation and the querying of data.

We will start by describing the existing OM model at the logical level. The following sections

will introduce the existing OM implementations and their features.

This introduction into the family of the systems using the OM data model will serve as a more

detailed background to position the platform which is the subject of this thesis: eOMS. The

eOMS platform is currently the most recent implementation of the OM model and tries to reach

the goals described in Chapter 1 and address the problems we will delineate in the following
sections. While explaining the OM concepts and systems we will briefly discuss the contribu¬

tions of the eOMS platform in that area. In Chapter 4 we will then provide a detailed description
of the particular features of the eOMS system.

3.2 The OM Model

The OM model as described by Norrie in [ 109, 110, 108] is an object-oriented model, as defined

by Rumbaugh in [128], that can be seen as an evolution of the extended entity-relationship
model [33] and of semantic data models, as described by Smith in [132].

The OM model defines high-level constmcts such as roles and explicit associations of objects.
It also models operations, making it not only a model capable of describing data, but also of

managing it. This positions it at a higher abstraction level than models such as the unified mod¬

elling language (UML) [115, 129]. The OM model does not depend on a particular type system

35
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and this makes it a candidate to be used in an object-oriented system. It provides specifications
for collections, associations, constraints and a clear distinction between typing and classifica¬

tion concepts, without imposing many requirements on the underlying type system. In fact the

several different implementations of the model are based on deeply different platforms such as

Prolog [168], Java [87] and Oberon [148, 1231.

In the following paragraphs we will introduce the basic concepts of the OM in detail, explaining
how they are used to model information.

The concept of type in OM is called a persistent type or ptype. We said before that the OM

model does not impose a particular type system. The only required feature is the existence of

the concept of object as a placeholder for data (attributes) and operations (methods), along with

a subtyping concept. This subtyping concept must guarantee that if a type l2 is declared as a

subtype of a type ti, then t2 contains at least all the attributes and methods of ii. This allows

the system to consider every instance of type t2 as an instance of type t\, thus allowing them to

be used in every context where an instance of type £i is expected. This substitution should not

alter any of the expected properties of a program, such as correctness. This is called the Liskov

substitution principle [92].

As far as eOMS is concerned, OM's concept of type is borrowed entirely with one important
addition, that is semi-stmctured data. In Chapter 2 we have seen how this kind of data is be¬

coming more and more relevant for a modern information platform. Our contribution in this

area begins with a formal definition of the extended OM type system, as given in Chapter 6.

There, we will see how it is possible to modify the structure of an object in order to accommo¬

date semi-structured data without breaking the existing semantics for structured data. Since we

are interested in this feature not only from the data modelling point of view but also from an

operational perspective, we have provided a set of operators to work with it. They are described

in Chapter 7 and provide a convenient way to create, modify and query this kind of data.

Figure 3.1: An OM Collection

The next basic concept of OM is the collection. Collections can be seen as some kind of

container intended to group objects. On the semantic level, they allow the distinction between

the type and the classification of an object. As argued by Norrie in [ 110], in the field of object
models, typing and classification should be two clearly separated concepts. Typing should only
be concerned with the representation of an object inside a database, while classification should

map the real world categories and their dependencies. We can illustrate this concept by means

of a simple example. If we need to store the list of books owned by a given person in an object
system, we will define the type book, defining a book to have certain information such as the

author, year of publication and publisher. Every instance of a book has the same type, i.e. the

same attributes. The owner of the books may then want to categorise his books. In order to do

that he defines several categories, e.g. Books I Liked and Books I Did Not Like. Each of these

two categories contains objects of type book, i.e. the type of the objects contained does not

give any information about their categorisation. Whether or not a book belongs in a category is
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determined not by the type but by the user.

The characteristics of a collection in OM are the name, the member type and the extent. The

latter is the list of the objects contained in the collection. The member type defines which

objects may be present in the extent: only instances of the member type are allowed. Two of the

features of a collection are clearly shown also in the graphical representation of a collection, as

shown in figure 3.1. There the member type is the text (person) in the upper-right corner of

the background rectangle. The name of the collection (Persons) is in the foreground white

rectangle.

There are four different bulk types for a collection's extent and their difference lies in the capa¬

bility of possessing an order, i.e. keeping track of the order of the objects inside the collection

and in the capability of storing multiple occurrences of the same object. The naming convention

is shown in table 3.1.

Duplicates No Duplicates
Order Sequence Ranking

No order Bag Set

Table 3.1: Available Bulks

I contact

Contacts

person

Persons

Figure 3.2: OM Subcollection

In a fashion similar to types and subtypes, we can define the subcollection concept to represent
a specialisation of roles. A collection Ci can be declared as a subcollection of Cx to indicate

that every object contained in the extent of C2 must also be contained in the extent of C\. C2
may be seen as a subset of C\. Strictly speaking collections are not only limited to sets, having
no duplicates nor order, but they can also be bags, sequences or rankings. In this overview of

the OM model we will limit ourselves to set collections. The description of the other forms of

collections and a formal definition of their interaction is given in [168]. The graphical notation

for the subcollection concept is depicted in figure 3.2. There we can see two collections named

Contacts and Persons. The first is the supercollection, the second the subcollection. It

is important to notice that the subcollection must have as member type either the same as the

supercollection or one of its subtypes.

A collection d may have any number of subcollections (C2, C3,... Cn) and the OM model

defines a set of additional constraints that may optionally be placed between them. The available
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person

Persons

I eih-perspn

ETH Persons

person

Ex ETH

Figure 3.3: The Disjoint Constraint

person

Persons

I em person

ETH Persons

Person

Ex ETH

Figure 3.4: The Cover Constraint

contacl

Contacts

organisation

Organisations

I person

Persons

Figure 3.5: The Partition Constraint
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constraints are disjoint, cover, partition and intersect. We will start by describing the disjoint
constraint. If two subcollections (C2 and C3) of Ci are disjoint, this means that the intersection

of their extents must be the empty set. They may not contain a common object. The graphical
notation for such a constraint is in figure 3.3. There we have three collections: Persons, ETH

Persons and Ex ETH. The disjoint constraint implies that no object may be categorised both in

ETH Persons and in Ex ETH.

The cover constraint over C2 and C3 means that every object in the extent of C\ must be present

in C2 or C3 or both. The algebraic union of GYs and C3's extents must be equal to GYs extent:

this kind of constraint is shown in figure 3.4. In this example the meaning of the cover constraint

is that an object contained in the Persons collection must also belong to either ETH Persons or

Ex ETH or both.

A partition constraint over C2 and C3, as shown in figure 3.5, is equivalent to the presence of

both a cover and a disjoint constraint. In our example this means that each object contained in

Contacts must also be contained in Organisations or Persons, but not in both.

em person

ETH Persons

-.prjvate

Privates

intersect,

partjirnar

PartTimers

Figure 3.6: The Intersect Constraint

The last constraint between collections is a bit different than the previous ones, since it

implies two parent collections (ETH Persons and Privates) and one child collection

(PartTimers), as shown in picture 3.6. This constraint implies that every object contained in

both ETH Persons and Privates must also be contained in PartTimers.

All the constraints provided by the OM model are not limited to two subcollections or super-

collections. They can be naturally extended to encompass more collections, as shown in figure
3.7. There the cover constraint includes the three subcollections ETH Persons, Ex ETH and

Privates, meaning that an object may be contained in at most one of these collections.

The OM model uses collections to classify objects and not only their types. This capability
is further extended by the capability of building hierarchies of collections and by applying
constraints between them. An extended example can be seen in figure 3.8. First of all we

can notice that the collection hierarchy is composed of three levels. An interesting observation

is that both collections Persons and Ex ETH have the same member type (person). This

means that the collection is really used as a classification mechanism not dependent on the type:

a person object may be placed only in the Persons collection and not in the Ex ETH one,

or it may be present in both of them. Clearly it may not be contained only in the latter due to the

subcollection constraint. We can also notice that the constraints between subcollections may

appear at any level in the collection hierarchy.
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I etn person

ETH Persons

person

Persons

Ex ETH

jMiyate

Private

Figure 3.7: Cover Constraint Involving Three Subcollections

partition

I Organisation

Organisations

person

Persons

ETH Persons Ex ETH

private

Private

Figure 3.8: Subcollection Hierarchies
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The classification mechanism in OM is very dynamic. Objects may change both their type and

classification at run time. To change the classification of an object, it may simply be inserted

or deleted from the extent of a collection: semantically this is equivalent to change role. In our

example we could move an object from the ETH Persons to Ex ETH to model the fact that

the given person no longer works for ETH. To control this kind of evolution, collections may

be declared to represent either a role or a kind. Objects may freely enter or leave role collec¬

tions, while they may not leave kind collections unless deleted. This represents a fundamental

difference: role collections should be used to perform classifications based on variable factors.

Kind collections on the other hand represent fixed classifications: once an object is inside, it

cannot leave unless deleted. This is useful to represent non-mutable conditions of objects. In

the example schema depicted in figure 3.8 we can define the collections Organi sat ions as a

kind collection. We assume that an object of type organisation may not become something else

during its lifetime, e.g. it may not become a person object and be categorised under collection

Privates. The only possible way for an object to leave the Organisations collection is

to be deleted from the system.

The OM's collection concept is very powerful, and in conjunction with the OM type system

can easily model a wide variety of situations. Our contribution in this area is described in

Chapter 6. There we provide an extension to the type system based on semi-structured data.

This extension introduces the possibility of modelling constraints based on the context. An

example scenario that makes use of this extension is detailed in section 9.2. This enrichment

in the modelling capabilities is relevant since it allows to a common real world constraint to be

integrated directly into the model. This means that modelling this constraint does not require
additional logic in the operational part. Basically this extension is composed of three parts. The

first one is a constraint on the membership of an object in a collection based on semi-structured

data. We can restrict the membership only to objects having a certain semi-structured property.

The second extension is the concept of context. It allows a particular semi-structured attribute

to be tied to an object only in the context of a particular collection. This property will be

tied both to the object and the collection, i.e. it will not be present if the object finds itself

in another collection. The third and last concept is a variant of the disjoint constraint. Along

with the context concept this allows us to specify a milder disjoint constraint. An object may
be present in two disjoint collections if the disjoint constraint is based on semi-stmctured data

which means that the object may be in both collections if a particular semi-structured attribute

is different in the two different contexts (the two collections).

The next construct in the OM model that we will describe is the association. An association

is used to describe relationships between objects. A relationship may also be seen as a depen¬

dency, in particular with some associated cardinalities. The basic features of an association are

its name, the source collection, the range collection and the cardinality constraints. An asso¬

ciation links pairs of objects belonging to two collections (which may also be the same one).

The relationship is intended as going from members of the source collection to members of the

range collection. An association is an extension of a simple collection. The collection under¬

lying an association has a member type composed by the member type of the source (ls) and

range (ir) collections: it can be written as a 2-tuple (t3, tr). In the example of figure 3.9, the

association Situated_at goes from the source collection Contacts, with member type

contact, to the range collection Locations, with member type location. The member

type of the binary collection underlying the association is then (contact, location). The

cardinality constraints in the example are (0,*) and (1,*) for the source and range collection
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respectively. This means that objects contained in the source collection may appear any number

of times in all the pairs contained in the binary collection: i.e. a contact is related to any number

of locations, even zero. As for the range constraint, it implies that a location may appear one or

more times in all the pairs: i.e. a location may contain one or more contacts.

The way the OM model represents associations is rather different from the style other object

models use. A cardinality of (0,1) or (1,1) would lead other models to omit an extra structure,

besides the two types, to represent an association, since it would be possible to represent this

by making sure the weak object, in ER terminology, contains a reference to its owner. When

using the OM model, such simplifications are possible but strongly discouraged. The small

gain in simplicity and storage space obtained by not having to manage and store a separate

association do not outweigh the loss of semantic information from the model. Not renouncing

explicit associations has several other positive consequences. First of all, the links between

objects are bidirectional. This means that it is equally easy to ask which objects refer to my

object and which objects does my object refer to. Another advantage is easier checking of the

consistency of references between objects. When an object is deleted, there potentially still

exist references to it. By exploiting the presence of explicit associations, we have only to look

inside associations possibly containing the object instead of scanning through all the objects

possibly referencing it. The presence of explicit associations also avoids some problems in the

case of changing constraints. As an example, we can take the situation in figure 3.9. If, after a

while, the cardinality constraint (0,*) had to be changed into (1,1), this would imply no change

in the structure of the data.

X contact

Contacts

Figure 3.9: An OM Association

3.2.1 The Contacts Example

i : - o'"t' >

Figure 3.10: The Contacts Database
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The Contacts database, shown in figure 3.10, is the example used throughout the whole range

of systems implementing the OM model. It is a database storing structured information on

contacts, addresses, work places, etc. It illustrates most of the modelling features available such

as type hierarchies, collections, associations and constraints along with several operations on

objects.

We have used parts of it to illustrate the basic concepts outlined in the first part of this chapter.

Furthermore we will use it as the example of choice when introducing new concepts in the

remainder of this thesis.

3.3 The OM Systems

In this section we will examine the existing OM implementations. The description of such

systems will provide useful background information and an insight into the evolution of the

concepts underlying the eOMS system. At the end we will provide a small summary of the

capabilities of each system.

3.3.1 OMS Pro

OMS Pro is the first system we will examine. OMS Pro was the first full implementation of the

OM model as described in [109, 110, 108]. An important goal of this work was to provide a

research platform that could be easily modified and extended to test new ideas: as we will see

later this is exactly how OMS WebElements [112] and OMS Connect [114] were bom. This

platform was also designed to act as a teaching platform and, in fact, has been used for several

years in the teaching of both basic and advanced information systems courses.

To implement the OM model fully, OMS Pro introduces its own type system, rather than using
that of the underlying platform (SICStus Prolog [116]) or of any existing object-oriented sys¬

tem. This approach makes it possible to support multiple instantiation which is not supported
in most object-oriented platforms. An object may consist of multiple instances of types, not

necessarily related by subtype or supertype relationships. Multiple instantiation leads to the

notion of information units. An object is composed by zero, one or more information units, one

for each type of which it is an instance.

In figure 3.11 we can see an example thereof. The object with identifier 321 is an instance

of three types: person, eth_person and private. Each information unit contains the

value of the fields defined in the corresponding type. Another very important feature is that

every concept in the system is modeled as an object, i.e., the metadata is itself expressed as

data. This kind of type system is very flexible. This dynamicity has two main advantages.
First it is possible to change many aspects of the system at mn time. As an example, system

constructs such as collections, associations and types can be created at any moment and this

makes the system ideal for prototyping work. There is no need to go through some intermediate

step such as a compilation. The second advantage is the availability of a powerful introspection
mechanism. The metadata is not only available for inspection but this inspection makes use of

the same mechanisms used to handle data. This flexibility was one of the goals of the system. It

not only helps in the prototyping of new ideas, but also supports the notion of evolution as type

definitions can be changed at any time. This means that the user may perform a change in the

type definitions without destroying all of the existing data. Most other database systems require
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Type Hierarchy Information Units

person

+name: string uni

+birthdate: date uni

I
ethjDerson

^tn_number: string uni

^entry_date: dote uni

private

+home_phone: string uni

321 person ['Hans Muster','1974/4/3]

321 eth_person ['93-312312-9072001/12/12']

321 I private [+555323423']

Figure 3.11: Information Units in OMS Pro

huge efforts in such cases, a fact strongly discouraging the evolution of the schema. The use of

the system as a teaching platform required also the existence of an easy to use interface. The

OMS Pro system provided almost from the beginning a user interface that allowed the user to

browse objects and to see a graphical representation of the schema through which they could,

not only edit the schema, but also access data. This is clearly a feature that helps novice users

have immediate feedback on the operations performed.

During the evolution of the system, just after the type system was defined, there was clearly a

need for a language to define the schema. This led to the birth of the Data Description Lan¬

guage (DDL), as described in [168]. It is capable of defining the types, the collections and the

constraints. What follows are example DDL statements that define a new type person and a

collection Persons.

type person

(

name

birthdate

);

string;

date;

collection Persons : set of person;

The next requirement was to define a way to alter the data in the system. This was achieved

by defining the Data Modification Language (DML). The DML is also used to control all the

aspects of schema evolution. The following DML example creates an instance of type person,

defines its values and inserts it into the collection Persons that was defined in the previous
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example.

create o593 ;

dress o593 as person values (

name = 'Hans Muster' ;

birthdate = '1974/4/3' ;

);

insert into collection 'Persons' : [o593];

At this point OMS Pro still missed a very important feature, namely a query language. This

void was filled with the addition of the Algebraic Query Language (AQL). AQL is a very ca¬

pable query language, with support for the classical operations of relational algebra such as

selection, projection and set operations. Additionally it defines a whole range of operations on

the structures of the OM model. A complete formal description of AQL syntax and its under¬

lying algebra is provided by Würgler in [168]. The following example shows how a selection

operation is expressed in AQL.

all P in c"Persons" having (P.name="Hans Muster")

At this point of OMS Pro's evolution, the next question was how to add operations, i.e. how to

define methods, triggers and macros. The natural and straightforward way was to leverage the

underlying Prolog platform and the result was the Operation Programming Language (OPL).

Basically it provides an API which is a set of Prolog predicates that makes it possible to access

the OMS Pro stmctures. With time several factors hinted at the fact that having Prolog as the

only way to express operations was a limiting factor. First of all, Prolog is not a widely used

language, and many people are not familiar with its logic programming paradigm. This fact

turned away several potential users of OMS Pro and it became an even more important issue

with the release of OMS WebElements (described in subsection 3.3.3), which was aiming for

a larger user base with no Prolog knowledge. To mitigate this problem, the OMS Interaction

Language (OIL) [161] was bom. OIL uses an imperative programming style, known by every

literate computer user. OIL is also a typed language. From one side this allows some errors to

be detected at compile time, while it also requires some more bookkeeping effort from the side

of the user. In some cases the user needs to specify via type casts what he is expecting.

These multiplication of languages was negative both for the authors of OMS Pro and for its

users. Maintaining several different languages requires a huge effort and memorising all of

them in order to interact with the system cannot be considered user-friendly.

This thesis provides a major contribution in this area. As we will see in detail in Chapter 7 we

have introduced a very elegant solution that consists of an integrated language, OML, that can

handle both the data modelling and operational part in a coherent way. In Chapter 9 we show

some direct comparisons between our solution and OIL/Prolog. These comparisons show that

the OML versions are more compact, more readable and present less impedance mismatch.

3.3.2 OMS Connect

OMS Connect [114] is an extension of the OMS Pro system that introduces a model of database

connectivity that allows the controlled sharing and migration of information across databases.
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A local database can connect to remote ones and display their information. This data can then

be processed and copied locally in a way that maintains the local consistency. The remote

object may also be extended locally with extra attributes, methods and classifications. OMS

Connect also supports disconnected operations which are especially useful when working in

mobile environments with non-permanent network connections.

The OMS Connect environment is a multidatabase one. This means that each object in each

database must be uniquely identifiable. This is achieved by using a hierarchical naming scheme,

controlled by a tree of Domain Object ID Servers (DOIDS). This mechanism also ensures that

system objects are a special case whereby they are locked to an external system to prevent any

update or deletion.

Each database in the system may work both as a client or as a server. To act as a server, the

database instance has to be explicitly enabled. There are four categories of object in a local

database: local, remote, remote persistent and remote copy. Local objects are created in the

local database. Remote objects reside on another server but remain visible as long as the con¬

nection with the remote server is active. Remote persistent objects overcome this restriction by

being copied locally, making disconnected operation possible. If there is no network connec¬

tion available, the client will work on its local copy. In the case of remote and remote persistent

objects, the remote server keeps track of changes applied to such objects and, when they are

updated, sends the appropriate notifications to the clients. The last category of objects is called

remote copy: this means that the local system creates a local copy of the remote object. This

local copy is now independent from the remote server with local modifications not being propa¬

gated to the server and remote modifications not being propagated to the client. The local server

becomes the responsible party for the object.

To sum it up, OMS Connect introduces a distribution model for OM which allows the sharing

of remote objects.

As far as eOMS is concerned, an almost equivalent capability is provided by the use ofextended

object identifiers, as described in Chapter 5. Our approach allows for an efficient distinction

between local and remote objects.

3.3.3 OMS WebElements

OMS WebElements (OMSwe) [1121 is an extension of OMS Pro that supports the generation

of web applications. The system defines a methodology to build such applications from exist¬

ing OMS databases. The database schema is enriched with presentation information and the

application logic is created based on the concept of WebElements. WebElements are reusable

portions of business logic that optionally define data output in XML format. Each WebElement

can be linked to multiple presentation templates.

OMSwe introduces the concept of context: the current context, defined as a set of properties

and their values, influences which content will be shown and how. This implies that given a

request, the system must choose which object out of a set of possibilities should be returned. A

typical example of context could be the language preferences of the user. A user may specify

the languages he understands and prefers. When the user asks for a piece of information, the

web application will then try to find an object that matches the user's preferences: e.g. a per¬

tinent document matching the languages specified. In our example this means that the system

may store several objects representing the same piece of information in different languages. In
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the OMSwe terminology these are called versions [113]. It is important to note that these ver¬

sions have nothing to do with the concept of versions as defined in section 2.4.1 but are rather

variants, as defined by Katz in [80], of the same object appropriate to different contexts. They

support multi-channel information delivery and adaptive interfaces. In OMSwe, having several

versions of the same object means having several objects that map to the same real-world piece

of information. These versions differentiate themselves by some characteristics. These char¬

acteristics can be anything: in our example it was the language. In another case the defining

characteristic could be resolution of an image: if the client has a large enough screen it will be

served with a high-resolution version, otherwise it will be presented with a reduced version. An

important factor is that each version may be identified by more than one characteristic. The web

application server tries to serve the most appropriate version taking into account the context and

the available versions. If a perfect match is not found, it can resort to some default behaviour.

In the rest of this thesis we will use the term version as defined for configuration management

systems and the term variant to express the version concept of OMSwe.

In this area this thesis presents some relevant extensions. Our main contribution is the introduc¬

tion of the extended object identifier, as detailed in Chapter 5. This allows both the distribution

and versioning of objects to be controlled in a way that is deeply integrated into the system.

Such functionalities are not added as an afterthought, but planned as first-class features. This

implies that we also provide support for dealing with versions in the OML language, as detailed

in Chapter 7.

3.3.4 OMS Java

The Object Model System for Java (OMS Java) can be defined as a multi-tier object manage¬

ment system for the Java platform. The goal of this project was to build an extensible and easy

to use framework for persistent object management. Another factor behind OMS Java was the

Java platform which was increasingly becoming the platform of choice to build network-enabled

applications.

The OMS Java framework can be seen both as a multi-tier object management system and as

an object-oriented application framework for Java. This system supports most of the languages

used by OMS Pro: DDL, DML and a subset of AQL. The operational parts (methods, triggers

and macros) are defined in Java. To overcome the difference between the Java and OMS type

system, OMS Pro emulates multiple instantiation on top of the Java type system, as illustrated

in figure 3.12.

This is a work-around for the need to map the multiple instantiation concept to the Java type

system. One of the goals of the OMS Java system was to be extensible. In fact, it is possible

to replace parts of the core system such as the algebra. This was shown to be viable by the

integration of the temporal concepts of TOM, a temporal object model described later, where

the object identifier, algebra and constraints components were replaced by temporal ones. As for

the implementation details, the server part ofOMS Java relies on an external storage component,

usually a DBMS. On the client side, the Java objects communicate with the server via a remote

method invocation (RMI) mechanism. For example, changes made to an object on the client

side are propagated automatically to the server via RMI. To reduce the network bandwidth

needed, the system introduces a series of proxy objects on the client side. Finally, OMS Java

was used mainly as an application platform, providing the OM concepts and persistence to Java
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Figure 3.12: Multiple Instantiation in OMS Java

applications and as a test bed for new ideas.

The way OMS Java divides the different parts of the system, e.g. by using a separate storage

layer, is also used in our eOMS system. The improvement we propose is the possibility for an

object store to be addressed by more than one server, as described in Chapter 8. This allows for

increased parallelism, thus improving the potential performance of the system.

3.3.5 The extreme Design Approach

The eXtreme Design Approach (XD), as defined by Kobler in [86], is a way of providing a

more dynamic way of dealing with data. Basically it introduces a meta model and an algebra

that expresses application objects and their properties in terms of object properties. This allows

an object's properties to be changed without altering the type information, since their definition

is stored in the XD meta model in terms of regular objects.

The eXtreme Design Approach was implemented on top of OMS Java and exploited its exten¬

sibility to introduce new concepts such as new bulk types. An example of such a type is the

associative array map, which is used to store key/value pairs to represent the fields and their

values.

An example ofthe application domain for such a system is product data management. A product

information system should make it possible to classify and specify the stmcture and character¬

istics of products. All this data is subject to change and adjustments with the passing of time.

At the beginning there is little hope of defining a schema containing all the possible charac¬

teristics of all the products that may be available in the future. The same observation is true

for the classification. This example shows clearly how in some cases the properties of a single

object (attributes and methods) and of groups of objects (classification and relationship) must

be dynamic, i.e. able to change in response to new requirements.

Our contribution in this area is important since, with the addition of semi-stmctured data at

the type system level, as explained in Chapter 6, we can provide the same functionality of the

eXtreme Design Approach in a more systematic way. We do not have to resort to linking an
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external object to represent the addition of a new attribute to an object. What differentiates

our approach is that, in our model, these additional semi-structured attributes have a different

semantics than structured ones. This implies also the availability of appropriate operators in

OML to deal with them, as detailed in Chapter 7.

3.3.6 Temporal Object Model

The Temporal Object Model (TOM), described by Steiner in [143], represents an effort to extend

OM with temporal capabilities. The main issue is the integration of the concept of valid time.

The valid time of information stores the intervals in time when the information was true in

reality. TOM integrates this information in the object identifier. The following is an example

illustrating how a temporal information is tied directly to an object in its identifier.

create type person ( Name : string,

Birthdate : date );

create object John lifespan { [1950 - 2005) };

dress object John with type person . . .

create object Mary lifespan { [2004 - inf) };

dress object Mary with type person . . .

The other addition is the temporal collection algebra that reflects itself in the query language.

The extensions allow the temporal information to be taken into account when performing set

operations such as selection, union, intersection and difference on collections.

In the following example, the two objects, John and Mary, are inserted in the temporal col¬

lection Privates, which exists in the time range 2006 to infinity. The two insert statements

declare the temporal interval during which the two objects should be considered to be part of

the collection. The keyword valid is prefixed to the selection query to instruct the system to

evaluate the query in a temporal way. In this case the only result object will be Mary. John is not

included in the result set since the intersection between the lifespan of the collection Privates

and the time period of John in the collection is empty.

create collection Privates

type person

lifespan {[2006-inf)};

insert object John into Privates during { [1997-2003] };

insert object Mary into Privates during { [2006-inf)};

valid all P in Privates;

The temporal concepts of the Temporal Object Model were tested in two different platforms.

The first, the Temporal Object Model System (TOMS) is a prototype system based on OMS
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Java: it is limited to a single user and uses files as the persistence mechanism. Its purpose

was to test the temporal algebra operators. The second is an implementation on top of the 02

system [90]. The latter showed how an existing object-oriented system could be extended with

temporal concepts based on TOM.

Our thesis does not provide a complete temporal model like the one of TOM. Our contributions

are limited to a restricted set of features to help the user deal with temporal and evolving data.

We already mentioned our support for multiple versions of the same object. We introduced

the support for this concept in the object identifier, as described in Chapter 5 and provided

the necessary extensions to our operational and query language to deal with multiple versions

efficiently. Such operators are described in Chapter 7. A further contribution of this thesis in

the handling of temporal information is the introduction of extended data types. These new data

types enable complex temporal data, such as repeating events to be represented, in a simpler

way, i.e. by simplifying the schema of applications requiring such a service. A complete

description of these extensions is provided in Chapter 6.

3.3.7 The Object Model eXtendend File System

The Object Model eXtendend File System (OMX-FS) [124] [123] is an implementation of an

object-oriented, persistent and distributed multi-user file system based on the OM model. The

goal of the project was to prove that merging the database and file system architecture leads

to many advantages for developers. OMX-FS was implemented using the Oberon-2 language

[167] and integrated into the Oberon System 3 [53]. Besides adding OM features such as types,

collections, associations and constraints to the file system, OMX-FS also focused on multi¬

user and distribution aspects. The multi-user aspects are mainly concerned with the access

permissions. These are logically modeled as tied to the user -file pair, as can be seen in figure

3.13.

Users

(0,*)

(0,*)

r

OMObjects

Figure 3.13: Access Permissions in OMX-FS
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The system differentiates between static and run-time access modes. The first are set statically

by the owner of the object and define which other users have which kind of access to the object:

these are the classic read/write permissions. The mn-time access modes represent the read/write

locking functionality: if allowed by the static permissions on the object, a user may put a lock on

the object. This is clearly a mechanism that can be used to make sure that concurrent accesses

to a resource yield the expected result. As for distribution, OMX-FS adopts a peer-to-peer

approach: each instance is at the same time a server and a client. To solve the problem of

unequivocally identifying and locating objects, the object identifier is guaranteed to be unique

and to contain the information needed to locate an object. The actual communication is done

using the lightweight protocol SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol) L5] that uses XML to

represent data and HTTP as the transport protocol. From the point of view of file systems, the

distinguishing feature of OMX-FS is the absence of the concept of directory. Files, represented

as objects, are classified by the OM concepts of collections. The use of OM constructs also

allows dependencies to be defined between files using associations. This is a very useful feature

that is not present in classic file systems. By being able to specify dependencies between files,

the notion of directory becomes even more unnecessary. All parts of a project no longer need to

be kept in the same directory: they can be scattered in several collections without fear of losing

control since the dependency information is explicitly present in associations.

3.3.8 Odeon

The goals of the Odeon project [148] were to implement an efficient OODBMS harmoniously

integrated in a programming language and devising a data model supporting object evolution.

The system is integrated in the Oberon System, in a way similar to OMX-FS, but generally at

a lower level. At the model level, Odeon supports object evolution by altering the types associ¬

ated to one object to support multiple instantiation. Another dynamic feature is the support for

a limited form of schema evolution: the main restriction is the staticity of the type definition.

It is not possible to define a new type at run time: still it is possible to alter collections and

associations at will. To achieve its efficiency goals, Odeon does not rely on any pre-existent

persistence mechanism but implements one from scratch based on the concept of log filesys-

tems: this means that the new data never overwrites the old one. All the old versions are kept

until the space they occupy is reclaimed. There is also support for queries, although they have

to be passed in the form of syntax trees: the system has no parser that can understand a query

in textual form.

It is important to notice that, in order to support the evolution of objects, the Odeon system does

not store persistent objects using the Oberon type system. Instead each one is defined as a group

of Memberships. Every Membership contains a set of values associated with a collection. This

means that the values of an object are tied to collections and not only to the object.

Overall the Odeon project shows how it is possible to integrate the OM concepts in the lowest

layers of an existing system, thus achieving a better way of dealing with objects.

3.3.9 OMS^

The OMSJP interface is a Java library that allows transparent access to heterogeneous OMS

platforms. An application built using OMSJP can run with various OMS platforms such as OMS

Pro and eOMS, provided that there is a driver for the underlying platform. OMSJP maps the OM
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model of the database into concepts that can be used in a Java application. It supports retrieval,

browsing and updating of objects, execution of methods and macros, as well as evaluation of

queries.

There are ongoing efforts to provide a set of tools such as a graphical schema editor and data

browsers on top of OMSJp. One example of such a project is the OMS-"' plugin for the Eclipse

integrated development environment, designed to alleviate the task of designing and adminis¬

trating OMS databases.

This library basically provides an API translation mechanism, that allows an application to

switch the underlying OM system without having to change the code. The goal is to base all

future projects using the OM platform on OMSJP, thereby allowing the developer to start the

project using OMS Pro, exploiting its rapid prototyping features and later migrate to another

platform that may be less flexible but offers better performance and support for multiple con¬

current users.

3.4 Overview

In this section we will provide an overview of the OM family of systems in a chronological and

evolutionary way. The OM family tree is shown in figure 3.14.

The dates given in the figure are indicative as most of the systems shown were evolving daily

in an academic environment and this means there is no such thing as a precise release date. In

the figure the contiguous lines represent a strong influence, while the dashed ones represent a

looser one. Table 3.2 is a short summary of the features of all the members of the OM family.

Name Focus DDL DML AQL Operational Language

OMS Pro Prototyping, Schema Evolu¬

tion

Y Y Y Prolog, OÏL

OMSwe Web Applications Y Y Y Prolog, OIL

OMS Connect Distribution Y Y Y Prolog

OMS Java Java Persistence, Flexibility Y Y Java

OMX-FS Distribution, Access Control,

File System Extension

N N N Oberon

TOM Temporal Extensions N N N Java

eOMS Distribution, Versioning, Ap¬

plication Platform

Y Y Y OML

Odeon Performance, Integration N N N Oberon

OMSJP Integration Y Y Y Driver Specific

Table 3.2: The OM Family at a Glance

This overview of the OM family highlights some recurring issues. Each system or model ex¬

tension tried in its own way to address a particular problem that had been identified. Certainly

a major recurring issue is the one of the type system. Multiple instantiation is a very unusual

feature of object systems required to support role modelling and evolution. This means that

when trying to expose the logic of the OM model to a standard object-oriented programming

language, the result is a high level of impedance mismatch. OMS Java and Odeon were prime
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examples that demonstrated this. The need for a distribution mechanism is also a recurring

theme. OMS Connect and OMX-FS address the distribution problem in different ways, but

they both show that this is a much needed feature. The temporal aspects of TOM and the vari¬

ants introduced by OMS WebElements may superficially seem to be unrelated. Still, from the

point of view of OMSwe, temporal data is simply a set of variants each characterised by time

information. This shows that the support for multiple versions of the same data, either char¬

acterised by time or some other feature, is also a much needed feature. The last aspect that

has been tackled by several OM systems efforts are the operations. How and where should the

operational parts of a database be specified is an open issue, and each system gave its unique

answer. OMS Pro offers an internal solution, via the Prolog or the OIL interface. OMS Java

chose the path of integration, using Java as the language used to specify methods, triggers and

macros. OMSJP exports the underlying system capabilities but tends to enforce a model where

the operations are defined and executed in a different tier from where the data is stored.

Each one of these issues represents a real need that drove the evolution of the OM family of

systems. A modem information platform needs to have each one to be effective enough to deal

with a wide range of applications. Integrating them coherently and efficiently represents the

challenge we will tackle in the next chapters of this thesis.

3.5 Summary

In this chapter we have introduced the family of the OM systems in detail. We have explored

the motivations and the features of the existing systems. This excursus has shown how the

different goals of each system caused it to address different issues. Still several of these issues

are recurring in several systems. We have also highlighted some of the open problems such as

the integration of the data and operational parts.

We have now all the background information that we need to position the eOMS system in

respect to the related work presented in Chapter 2 and to the members of the OM family. In the

next chapter, we will describe in detail the special concepts and features of the eOMS platform.
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eOMS Concepts and Features

4.1 Introduction

This chapter elaborates on the contributions of this thesis and how they are used inside our

eOMS platform. We will start by reviewing the requirements and issues of object data manage¬

ment system highlighted in Chapter 2, in particular the ones relevant to the OM system family,

as described in Chapter 3. This chapter can thus be seen as a bridge between the background

information and the upcoming chapters of this thesis that detail the eOMS model and system.

The focus will be on the new concepts we introduced to address the different issues that came

to the surface in the previous chapters. We will then explain how these new concepts have been

tested by integrating them into the eOMS platform.

Figure 4.1 : Layers of the eOMS System

In illustrating our contributions we will follow a bottom-up approach. We will start by illustrat¬

ing the enhancements done to the central parts of the system (i.e. the model) and then move on

to the more peripheral parts. In fact we will follow a path going from the inside to the outside

of the concepts depicted in figure 4.1.

Figure 4.2 introduces the different concepts we are going to introduce and their influence on

one another. A box represents a concept or feature, while arrows represent a direct influence.

55
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Figure 4.2: Contributions

4.2 Model

The first contributions we are going to introduce are the ones related to the model. Most of the

changes we propose belong there or are direct implications of changes done to it.

As we have seen in Chapter 2 and 3, a recurring issue is the requirement to have multiple

instances of objects. In Chapter 2 we highlighted the relevance of this concept for some appli¬

cations such as configuration management systems. In the OM world this issue has shown itself

under different forms: variants in OMSwe, temporal objects in TOM and versions in Odeon.

The existence of such a feature is not only important for advanced applications such as web

publishing or temporal systems, but can also be widely exploited in other areas. As we dis¬

cussed in Chapter 2, the abundance of mass storage allows older versions of objects to be kept

and, as a result, in most modem systems there is no need to delete them immediately. If only for

the usefulness of providing an undo facility, it is worth keeping them. Clearly the information

platform underlying an application must provide adequate support for this kind of behaviour.

We argue that the versioning model, as in the case of configuration management systems, is

powerful enough to fulfil these needs. The recognition of the support for multiple versions as

an important feature of an information platform leads to the question about its integration. Our

opinion is that, in order to exploit it fully, it is necessary to integrate it into the core of the

system. It must not be treated as an extension of the object model but rather as an integral part

of it. In Chapter 5 we will present our way of integrating the version concepts into our system.

We will show that by extending the concept of object identifier with some information about the

versions we can manage multiple versions with ease, without having to modify other compo-
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nents. The integration effort cannot stop there. Having the version information available does

not mean being able to work with it efficiently. In order to do that, the changes to the object

model have to be mirrored by changes to the language. In Chapter 7 we will show the language

constructs that were introduced to deal with multiple versions.

The distribution of objects and the issue of how to control the distribution of objects is also a

central point. In the overview of the OM systems, we have seen that both OMX-FS and OMS

Connect deal with this issue. They both show that it is possible to share the objects contained

in a system in a simple and efficient way. Previously we have noted how distributed systems,

in particular file systems, deal with the problems posed by object distribution. In all cases, the

most important role in the distribution process is played by the object identifier. Not only must

it be unique for a single node, but for all the connected systems. Additionally it must contain

the location information, to allow for the efficient retrieval and identification of remote objects.

Both the distribution and version capabilities need to be controlled by the system in an efficient

and clear way. As for the case of distributed objects, even the version information, or at least

a part of it, can be kept in the object identifier. Such an extended object identifier will then

contain information about the location and version of an object. This means a user or a system

may obtain crucial information just by accessing this extended object identifier. The stmcture

of this extended object identifier will be explained in detail in Chapter 5.

One important contribution of our extended OM model has to do with flexibility. In the OM

family, the eXtreme Design Approach clearly shows that it is possible and desirable to be able

to change the attributes of objects in a dynamic way. Some classes of applications require a

dynamic definition, as a static type definition is simply not flexible enough. We have also seen

in Chapter 2 how semi-stmctured data may also be needed in the case of sparse data. Thus we

see several reasons to incorporate it into our system. We introduced it so that it can be changed

at mn time and is orthogonal to the concept of type. We will provide all the details about our

model in Chapter 6.

The addition of semi-structured data to our system led to a series of experiments to see which

new possibilities were available. In Chapter 9 we will describe some tentative changes to the

OM model. These changes introduce a new form of constraints for collections and associations

based on semi-structured data.

A minor enhancement to the OM model is in the area of temporal data. The TOM system shows

us the need for a better integration of time information into a system. We thus integrated some

extended data types and related operations inside our system to support this. This allows for

an easier modelling of applications where the logic relies heavily on the concept of valid time.

This particular data type will be explained in Chapter 7. The concept of valid time may then be

optionally tied to an object via the use of semi-structured data.

All the changes listed in the last paragraphs are pertinent to the model. In figure 4.2 we can

see that they all influence the type system. In fact the entire Chapter 6 is devoted to a formal

description of the type system and the structure of objects.

4.3 Language

In the previous section we have introduced our contributions to the model. These contributions

must not remain confined to the model, but should also have consequences in how the user
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interacts with them. As a very important requirement for an advanced information platform,

we can surely identify the presence of a consolidated mechanism to interact with all aspects of

a platform. In our case, we think that one of the main issues of OM systems is the lack of a

really integrated language that may represent both the data, query and operational aspects of

the system. All of the existing systems, mainly for historical reasons, did not provide a simple

and coherent way for the clients to communicate with them. Either there was an impedance

mismatch with the native type system or the developer on the client side had to use and know

several different languages.

Efforts such as OIL tried to tackle this problem but solved it only partially. To exploit all the

features of the OM model and its extensions there is clearly a need for a language that integrates

optimally with the information platform. We discussed this lack of integration between the

data and operational parts also in Chapter 2, where we showed some examples of impedance

mismatch in object-relational systems. We will show in Chapter 7 how we achieved this goal

by defining a new language, the Object Model Language (OML), that merges in a coherent way

the capabilities of data modification, data definition, query and operational languages.

Clearly our contributions to the language part do not stop here. In order to provide a really inte¬

grated environment, where the language can control all the features of the system, the language

must also support all the extensions we added to the model. This means providing appropriate

operators to deal with multiple versions, extended object identifier, semi-structured data and

extended temporal data types.

4.4 Architecture

The last issue is the one of implementation. As we have seen there is a need for some extended

features to be integrated into a system based on OM. We have identified these features and now

we have to ask ourselves how to integrate them. The experience of systems such as OMX-FS,

Odeon and TOM show us that it is not only possible, but also desirable, to integrate new features

as tightly as possible into the system. Adding extended features on top of a mnning system is

surely a statement on the good overall structure and programming practices followed. Still, only

the tight integration from the bottom allows these new features to really permeate the platform

and its capabilities. This means that as a general approach we tried to integrate the new features

listed above at the lowest level possible.

Another characteristic that differentiates eOMS from existing systems is its client-server layer¬

ing. The existing OM systems tend to have both a tight coupling between the client and server

parts and a monolithic server. As we will see in Chapter 8, the eOMS server is divided into two

layers and the client-server communication is done via network sockets.

The lower level of the server is the storage layer which is responsible only for the efficient and

persistent storage of data. Above it we can find the translation layer that listens to the client

requests and is responsible for their interpretation and execution.

This architecture allows the translation layer, storage layer and client to be on different ma¬

chines. In addition multiple translation layers can address the same storage layer, thus allowing

parallel interpretation and execution of client requests but maintaining data consistency.

This division is not a novel approach in an absolute sense, but it marks the first time in the OM

family that a system is built in a way that allows for a good parallelism.
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4.5 Summary

In this chapter we have outlined our contributions and linked them to the background material

of the previous chapters. We have seen the motivation behind each concept and feature that

will be introduced and have identified which parts of the system will be influenced. We have

described a logical path that will go through all the new features and concepts. The following

chapters will describe in detail the technologies developed to meet the requirements that have

been identified. The next chapter will thus concern itself with the concept sitting at the lowest

level, the extended object identifier.
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5
The Extended Object Identifier

Things should be made as simple as possible, but not any simpler.

Albert Einstein

This chapter will introduce one of the basic concepts of an object-oriented system, the notion

of object identifier. We will examine the evolution of identifiers and see the motivations that led

to the design choices made in eOMS.

The first proposals for unique system-generated object identifiers were developed after the in¬

troduction of relational systems by Abrial in [9] and Codd in [34]. The driving force behind

these proposals was to avoid the shortcomings of primary keys and value-based models. The

major problem in value-based models is that the reference to an entity is based on some of the

object's attributes. If one of these attributes changes its value, all of the references to the object

become invalid and need to be updated. This is inefficient, since a lot of references may have

to be changed, but it is also dangerous, since it may invalidate the referential integrity of the

system: some references may point to the wrong entity or to a non-existing one.

The object-oriented database system manifesto [15] states: "Thou shalt support identity". In

fact, practically all OODBSs, such as Oa [159] and Objectivity [3], along with the ODMG [261

standard, have obeyed this commandment. However, the manifesto does not impose a specific

way to build an object identifier. Rather it defines it as a tool to discern between identity and

equality: an object has an identity which is independent from its values.

In this section we argue that the choice of the stmcture of the object identifier deeply influences

the kind of functionality that an OODBS may support. Specifically, to achieve functionalities

such as versioning and distribution in a simple and systematic way, the object identifier should

be designed accordingly.

The OODBS manifesto describes distribution and versioning as optional features. We believe

that the current evolution in the hardware available to the everyday user will change this. High-

density data storage systems such as Millipede [48] are capable of achieving data densities in the

hundreds of Gb/in2 range at low cost and supporting massive parallelism. The characteristics

of such storage devices lead us towards write-once storage as the norm, where new versions

of data objects are created and old ones never deleted. At the same time, trends in mobile and

embedded devices ensure that distributed access to information is essential for single users as

well as large enterprises. Further, new models of distribution are required to support the various

forms of mobility, collaboration and also opportunism that users will demand.

We believe that an object storage system capable of taking advantage of emerging storage tech¬

nologies and supporting a new generation of data services must integrate basic mechanisms for

versioning and distribution into its core. The basic concept of an object must allow for the fact
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ol2@25 @25 SI

@24 S3

Figure 5.1: Location Indirect Addressing.

that it may exist in several locations and in several versions. We therefore propose an extended

form of object identifier that includes both version and location information.

The object identifier is a means to identify an object unequivocally. The two desirable properties

for an object identifier, as noted by Wieringa in [ 165], are the singular reference and the singular

naming. Without being too formal, we can say that singular reference implies that an object

identifier points to exactly one object: there may not be homonyms. Singular naming says that

an object should be pointed to by exactly one identifier: there may not be synonyms for an

object.

In our proposed scheme, we respect these two requirements, although we support a limited form

of synonyms, only at the user level. We support two kinds of synonyms: the first one, used only

when creating new objects, allows an object to be referenced by a mnemonic (a name) which is

valid only for the current session. This simplifies the syntax of the data modification language

and also improves its human readability. The second kind of pseudo synonyms occurs when an

object identifier is only partially specified. The missing part will be inferred by the context of

the operation.

As is the case in the ODMG 3.0 standard [26], our object identifiers never change during the

lifetime of an object. The object may undergo any kind of operation, but this will never change

its identifier. The identifier is created when the object is created and disappears only when the

object is deleted. Additionally, in the lifetime of a system, an identifier will never be reused.

As stated previously, our goal is to embed some information about the version and about the

location of an object directly in the object identifier. Usually in an OODBMS, the object iden¬

tifier bears no semantic meaning: it is an arbitrary value generated by the system. This is very

different from a relational system where the primary key usually acts both as identifier and also

carries a semantic meaning.

Still, we do not want to store too much information in the identifier itself. The location part of

the identifier must not directly identify a concrete location: instead it must be seen as an indirect

address. Note also that we do not specify what a location is: it may be a network address, an

organisational unit, a physical location or any other elected form of location specifier. To obtain

the complete meaning of a location part, an external stmcture has to be consulted, as shown in

figure 5.1. This is done to respect the principle that object identifiers must not change over the

lifetime of an object.
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Figure 5.2: Versions Branches and Merges.

This can be explained by means of an example. Some systems such as the AFS dis¬

tributed file system [35], define a world-wide file system. Every file is addressed with

a location part (the path in file system terms) and a name part: an example could be

/af s/ethz . ch/cs/lombardoni/paper. tex. If a person receives this information

(path and name), given the right permissions, he can now retrieve the file. Thus, what he

receives is an identifier that acts as a reference to an object (the file). If the file is moved and

thus changes its location, the reference becomes invalid. By using a mechanism where the lo¬

cation part is not a direct reference, but rather an indirect one, this problem can be avoided:

the location part would remain constant and the only change would be to the mapping between

location identifiers and concrete locations as shown in figure 5.1.

A similar approach is used for the version part: the version part of the identifier is only an

arbitrary value and it provides no information. Since the version numbers are assigned in a

monotonically increasing way, the only property that holds is that a higher version number

implies a later creation time. This does not imply a more up-to-date version, since there may be

a branching between versions.

To be able to use the version value, the relationship between the different versions has to be

consulted. This external structure stores the parent-child links between the different versions,

thus allowing the users to manage operations such as branches and merges. An example of

such a structure can be seen in figure 5.2. The details about both versions and locations will be

explained in the next sections.

The object identifier used by our system is basically a tuple: (o, v, I) where o, v, I N+. This

tuple uniquely identifies an object in the system. The o stands for object, the v stands for version

and the I stands for (home) location. A partial specification is possible: the object identifier may

not contain either the version or the location part, while the o part must always be present. In

the textual representation of the identifier, the o value is always preceded by a o, the / part

is preceded by a @ and the v part is preceded by a ; (as within the VMS file system [97]) .

Examples of such representation are: o 12 @ 1 ; 2, o 12 ; 2 @ 1, o 12, o 12 ; 2.

We can look at the proposed object identifier as a point in a discrete three-dimensional space.

In contrast, a classic object identifier can be seen as a point in a discrete one-dimensional space.
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v

o

Figure 5.3: A full object identifier.

v

o

Figure 5.4: An object identifier with a missing component v.

Obviously the former can be seen as a generalisation of the latter. We will now explain the

meaning of the omission of the v and I parts in a geometrical way.

If the full identifier is specified, we have a situation as in figure 5.3, where the o, v and / parts

of the identifiers specify exactly one point in the space.

When omitting only one of either v or I, we have to deal with a situation as given in figure 5.4.

Each part of the identifier set defines a plane. Since o is always known, the object identifier finds

itself on the intersection of two planes: the first defined by o and the second by either v or I.

Then the identifier lies on a line and thus has one degree of freedom. If the omitted part is I, the

system assumes automatically that I is set to the location value of the current server. It is a bit

more complicated when the v part is missing. Here we decided to substitute the v part with the

highest value of v for the given o and I. This requires a certain care by the user or the application

writer. By partially specifying an identifier (e.g. o 12 @ 3), the system automatically infers the v

part. At a later stage, there is no guarantee that the ol2@ 3 points to the same object. Thanks to

the isolation provided by the transaction mechanism, this may happen only if the user, between

the two references to ol2@3, created a new version of the object. This may seem strange, but

the majority of existing systems effectively work in exactly this way. In a classical OODBS, if

a user retrieves an object by its object identifier, modifies it, stores it and retrieves it again, the

object is clearly different from the first one. A lot of operations in DBMS are not side-effect

free.

The two concepts explained above also apply when the only specified part in an identifier is

o. In this case, we revert back to the common meaning of an identifier. If the system is asked

to retrieve ol2, the system will get the current version of the local object ol2. It therefore

provides the latest version of the object that it stores and will not check if there is another server
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v

o

Figure 5.5: An object identifier with components v and / missing.

that has a "preferred" version of it (whatever that may mean in a given context). Geometrically

this is shown in figure 5.5. The ol2 identifier defines a plane in the space, but the system infers

automatically the missing dimensions. Since this is how a classic OODBS is expected to work,

it means that by leaving out the v and I parts, a user may happily enjoy a semantic backward-

compatibility: if he does not specify anything, the system will look like and act in the expected

way.

5.1 Versioning

Having presented the basic stmcture of our extended object identifiers, in this section, we dis¬

cuss in more detail the versioning issues related to this design decision. In order to do that we

will refer to the definitions of version given in section 2.4.1. In particular, we assume that a

version instance, or version, is an object in its own right, uniquely identified to the system.

The version part (<;) of an identifier represents the version of the object and our system integrates

the notion of versioning in its kernel. Given our definitions, we can say that two objects having

the same o but different v are interrelated to each other by an ancestor/descendant relationship.

Our system supplies a structure to represent this relationship. Still, this relationship has no

particular meaning for the system, but can be used by the application programmer in any way

he sees fit, such as modelling branches and merges or chronological information.

Attaching version information directly to the object identifier in this way has deep, and positive,

consequences on the system built on top. First of all, it is possible to express, in a rather

simple and formal way, the operations needed to support versioning. Moreover, by having the

information about versions in the identifier, there is no need for a special treatment of versioned

objects. Instead, they can be treated as regular objects.

The low level management of such properties also greatly simplifies the model as there is no

longer a necessity for part of the schema to deal with this particular dimension of objects. The

same underlying algebra can be applied to versioned objects without modifications. This means

that a query language does not need to be changed in any significant way to handle versioned

objects. The only extension needed is an operator dealing with object identifiers. In our system,

we modeled object identifiers as a reference type and, in the implementation section, we will

explain how they can be manipulated using relational algebra.

Our system provides a very simple stmcture for representing versioned objects in terms of their
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derivations. If one object is a new version of another one, this relationship may be stored in this

derivation structure. This is totally optional, and is provided only to allow the application de¬

signer to model efficiently operations such as branching and merging, which are very important

when dealing with different versions of the same object. As highlighted by Estublier in [51],

a homogeneous versioning mechanism, such as the one presented in this paper, is a functional

requirement for any kind of configuration management system.

5.2 Distribution

We now tum to consider the approach to distribution used in our system and supported by our

extended object identifiers. It is important to emphasise that, as stated before, the goal of our

system is to support novel applications and ways of working that are required in environments

where mobility and ad-hoc networking are considered the norm rather than the exception. For

this reason, our approach to distribution is rather unique and differs from that of traditional

database systems as explained below.

As seen before, a location is stored in the object identifier (I part). The basic idea is that this

represents the home location of the object. This means that, at any given time, an object has

a home. We intend this home to be the server where the object was created, and the one that

remains responsible for it. By responsible, we mean that the user entity that created the object

resides on that system, and thus is the reference authority on it. This can be seen as similar to

the home location concept for mobile computing advocated by Perkins in [38], The differences

are that, in [38], the home location is a concrete IP address, while in our approach the home

location is not tied to a particular networking scheme. The location part of an identifier also

allows us to distinguish between two objects such as ol2@3 and ol2@4. These two objects

have a different identifier, and thus refer to different objects.

Even if an object with a remote home somehow reaches our local system, it does not lose this

property. We can see this mechanism as similar to that of existing email systems. When we

receive an email attachment from somebody, we receive a copy of a remote object. This copy

was created remotely when the attachment was created and the message sent. If the original

gets updated, deleted, renamed or reassigned, we do not get any notification. Instead, we are

stuck with the version that we were sent. Still we know that somewhere there is a preferred

version of our attachment. We may not even have the permissions to read it, but we know that

a given user at a given location is responsible for that attachment.

The consequences of this are twofold: first of all we do not need a persistent connection to the

server storing the original object. We may be satisfied (or have to accept) the version that we

were given. Secondly, given that the object identifier gives us some information about the home

location and the user responsible for the object, we may want to synchronise our version.

The difference between our system and many traditional distributed database systems is that

we do not impose a particular synchronisation model. Instead, as with versioning, we pro¬

vide the basic mechanisms that enable the application developer to elect a model to suit their

requirements.

If a user needs a perfect synchronisation between different servers, he can achieve this easily,

since he knows whom to ask to obtain the most authoritative version of the object. It may be the

case that the user has not enough permissions at the home location of the object. Still, this may

slow down transactions in a considerable way, which often is not acceptable. Clearly a trade-off
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has to be made between the quality of information available (the freshness of the objects) and

the time (or resources) needed to fetch them.

If someone is not really interested in the latest version, or simply has no means of connecting

to the originating server, he can work with the object version that he has at hand. The over¬

whelming quantity of data available today, along with the high frequency of changes, alters the

perspective on the quality of data expected. The typical example is that of the Internet search

engines: they have to index a huge amount of ever changing data. When someone queries them,

the answer will probably be based on information that is not up-to-date, but the result is still

useful for the user. As shown by Naumann in [105], we often do not need the more up-to-date

version of an object and can still do the same work with a version that is reasonably fresh. This

follows very closely the disconnected mode of the CODA file system [83]. Another way of

looking at it is to see the version of the object we have at hand as a cached version. Clearly it

may be that the cache got invalidated by a change that has not yet been propagated.

Interestingly enough, disconnected operations benefit greatly from the presence of the version¬

ing information. By having the version information and the timestamps of each version, the

system may apply a vector timestamp algorithm [ 122], which guarantees that no causality con¬

straint is violated, without having to do the extra bookkeeping.

This reflects both the intention of giving the application developers as much freedom as possible

but also to make only the ones needing the advanced features such as perfect synchronisation

pay the price for it. The users not exploiting this functionality should not suffer any additional

complexity or performance hit.

As previously mentioned, two or more systems can interact in different ways. The simpler way

is one that closely mimics that of federated information systems, as defined by Heimbigner

in [63]. Each system knows of the existence of every other system and, if needed, can ask

the others to supply information. Usually federated databases bring along some scalability

problems. If there are n distinct systems, there must be n(n — 1) translators to support queries

between these systems, since each system needs to be able to communicate with all the others.

In our architecture, this problem vanishes since all the systems are homogeneous and speak the

same language. At this point, the only scalability problem may arise from the execution of the

query. In a worst-case scenario, a query operating on n objects may need to contact n different

systems. This does not imply the need to write any translation mechanism, but the execution of

a query may be highly inefficient.

Another way would be to build a mediator that is able to provide a virtual database as described

by Wiederhold in [164]. Basically a mediator is a database that contains no data, only meta¬

data, but knows how to ask the systems for information. This behaviour can be emulated by

having only objects whose home location is different from the current server and enforcing the

freshness of the data.

The referential integrity is also deeply influenced by the structure ofthe object identifier. During

this part of the discussion, we will refer to the four different levels of referential integrity for

object systems defined by Cattell in [25]. The presence of the object's version does not imply

any change in the logic behind the referential integrity, but the same cannot be said for the

presence ofthe object's home location. If an object contains a reference to another object, whose

home location is not the current one, the system may not be able to guarantee the integrity of

the reference. This may happen for a number of reasons. First of all, in the case of disconnected

operations where the local system is unable to communicate with the remote one, the system
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clearly cannot perform checks on the remote object. Another cause could be the unwillingness

of the user to pay the price of contacting a remote server and asking for information about the

referenced object. There is even a worse case that can be highlighted by changing the point of

view. The scenario is a system that provides some form of garbage collection, where objects that

are no longer referenced are automatically deleted and the storage that they occupied is freed.

What happens if a local object is no longer referenced by any local object, but only by a remote

one? The local system has no way of knowing that the external reference exists and may delete

the object. This could be solved by using an approach similar to weak references proposed by

Dybvig in [46], where the external references are handled as weak references. An object having

a weak reference on another object must be aware that the target object may be deleted, and the

weak reference will not prevent that. The weak reference may include a notification mechanism

that informs the source object that the target object is being deleted.

Basically, the mechanism used in the eOMS system falls into the no integrity check category

for remote objects, and thus the whole system can be seen as being part of the custom reference

semantics category. External references have to be handled differently than internal ones.

The choice of this approach is justified by the distribution requirements we set in Section 3.4.

The base idea is that our platform should offer the primitive concepts to handle object distribu¬

tion. Still, we do not wish to make this the focus of our system by imposing stricter requirements

such as a full referential integrity for distributed objects. Our approach is sufficient to allow a

good level of interoperability between federated systems, as shown by Eliassen in [50].

5.3 Operations Concepts

In order to allow our eOMS system to deal with the extended object identifier, we need to

formally introduce some new structures and related basic operations. These new concepts will

be defined in terms of the relational algebra, as defined by Codd in [33].

First of all we define a relation containing all of the identifiers. This relation is then a subset of

D1xD2x Da where oe Duv D2 and I As- Clearly, Dx = D2 = D3 = N+. We will call

this relation identifiers.

This relation is very important, since most kinds of access to the objects need to consult it as

the first step. This relation may also be augmented with additional attributes. The most natural

extension would be a pointer to the physical location of an object to allow for efficient retrieval.

Since most of the accesses to objects will be done using references, it makes sense to optimise

this structure as much as possible.

The next step is defining some useful operations on the identifiers relation, again in terms of

relational algebra expressions.

The decomposition of the identifier can be realized by using the relational algebra project oper¬

ation (tt).

To obtain the list of all distinct o we can use:

ft„identifiers (5,1)

To obtain the list of all o and their home locations:

7i^identifiers (5.2)
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We can also define other useful operations by using the algebra select operation (cr). If you want

to obtain all the versions of an object, given the o part (og), we can write:

nv(o-0=0gidentifiers) (5.3)

To find the objects whose home location is not the current system (lg):

a#igidentifiers (5.4)

To find all versions of an object (og) that are newer than (vg):

TTv(o-o=oqr\v>vBidentifiers) (5.5)

To check if there is a version of a given object that has the current system as home location (lg):

nv(o-o=oqr\l=lBidentifiers) (5.6)

Now that we have defined the basic concepts, structures and operations to deal with the extended

identifier, we can introduce the changes needed at a higher level, i.e. to the data modification

and query languages.

The data modification language used in our eOMS system is an evolution of the one used in

OMS Pro [111], as is described in chapter 7. The only change required to the language was

the introduction of an additional construct to support the notion of versioning. During the

creation of an object, the object can be declared to be a new version of an existing one. This

automatically allocates the next available version number (v) for the given object (o). This

also implicitly declares the object as having versions. The default behaviour of an object is to

be handled normally. Only with this specific declaration does the object become a versioned

one. This means creating an extent of all the objects having the same o and 1 values in their

identifiers.

The query language has also to be extended in some ways to support the integrated notions of

versioning and distribution. The fundamental extension is an operator that allows the decom¬

position of an object identifier into its three components (o, v, 1). The decomposed parts are

treated as normal integers and thus they can be manipulated accordingly. This is a simple and

natural way of handling the o, v and 1 parts. Clearly this operator is defined in terms of the

relational algebra operations we introduced above.

5.4 Implementation Details

We will now describe some of the implementation details, i.e., how we implemented the con¬

cepts discussed in the previous sections in our system.

The identifier was chosen to be composed of three 32 bit integers. One question is whether

this defines an adequate sized address space. As noted by Stonebraker in [144], this address

space is reasonable for most applications. In addition, our model involves a separate integer to

keep track of the versions, which also increases the address space. If an application is really

constrained by this factor, on 64 bit architectures, the system could be changed to use 64 bit

integers, thus expanding the address space tremendously.
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Our system provides, in an optional separate structure, a summary of the ancestor/descendant

relationships that exist inside these extents. Basically what is stored there is a graph representing

these relationships. This is done to increase the efficiency, and can be seen as a kind of cache.

In this way, traversing these extents does not require the traversal of the whole hierarchy of

objects, but only of this specialised data stmcture.

The set of algebra expressions we introduced in the previous section shows the typical access

patterns implied by the identifier model chosen. By analysing these, we can reason about the

indexing of the identifiers. When using simple object identifiers (composed of only one part), it

is customary to look at them as integer numbers, even if they really are just a sequence of bits.

Since integer numbers possess an ordering relationship among them, it is possible to build an

efficient index on them. This index is used by practically every operation since object identifiers

are the main means by which objects are identified and located. All of the references to an object

are defined in terms of the object identifier.

As we will see in the next paragraphs the system also benefits from the presence of the index

for some range queries such as expression 5.5.

When using an identifier composed by a tuple (o, v, 1) some adjustments have to be made.

First of all, the index on o remains important, since many operations, such as the one shown in

expression 5.1 and 5.3 require it to be efficient.

A simple index on v is really not needed as the only possible scenario using it is a system where

a group of objects evolve in parallel (i.e. they always have the same version number). However,

this does not seem to be the case in any real-world application.

A simple index on 1 is needed to efficiently answer queries such as the one in expression 5.4.

This may be the case if the connection between the different systems is not persistent and

operations such as a synchronisation after a reconnection occur frequently.

The presence of a composite index on ( o, v) is justified if the versioning feature is used ex¬

tensively. It gets used in operations such as expression 5.5. If such operations are not very

common, there is no need for such an index. The composite index on ( o, 1 ) is used when

expressions such as 5.6 have to be computed. This is mainly the case when objects tends to be

scattered over separate systems.

The composite indexes on (o,v, 1) and on (o,l,v) are useful only in specialised cases of

the previous indexes on two attributes, and thus their usefulness is reduced even more.

As usual adding too many indexes reduces the performance of the system in the case of writes,

thus unneeded indexes should be avoided.

5.5 Conclusions

A set of emerging applications require additional capabilities such a versioning and distribution.

We demonstrated how the right choice of the object identifier format leads to the availability of

such capabilities: not only are these available but are simple and efficient to manage.

We saw that the choice of the object identifier format influences the underlying object storage

system both at the design and implementation level. Problems such as the semantic meaning of

distribution and referential integrity were discussed in detail. Furthermore we showed how to

deal with our proposed object identifier in terms of relational algebra.
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A far as the eOMS system is concerned, we have now formally defined the notion ofobject iden¬

tifier. Up to this point our objects have one characteristic, they possess an identifier. This only

allows us to univocally identify objects. We still have not defined the rest of their properties. In

the next chapter we will introduce the type system, which formally describes the structure of an

object, i.e. defines what kind of data it may contain.
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6
The eOMS Type System

6.1 Overview

The hardware of a computer can interpret the bits in memory in different ways. The base unit of

information, the bit, is inherently untyped. The hardware does not even try to associate a type

with a given memory location. As an example, almost, if not all, modem computers follow the

von Neumann architecture, where the data and the code are memorised in the same storage, and

there is no way to distinguish one from the other without additional information. All high level

languages associate a type to every value and this is done mainly to provide an error-checking

mechanism. In this chapter we will describe a type system, i.e. a way of defining the type of

the data in memory. The following definition of type system is given by Pierce in [121].

A type system is a tractable syntactic method for proving the absence of certain

program behaviours by classifying phrases according to the kinds of values they

compute.

This is a very broad definition, that covers several aspects of a system, ranging from the internal

representation of data to the structure of a programming language. This chapter's focus is the

description of the correct constmction of objects. Chapter 7 will concentrate on the type system

of the language used to interact with the system.

We will illustrate our system by first defining the basic building blocks, the base values, and

then describe how these are related, joined and nested to build more complex structures. This

will lead to the formal definition of an object, as we represent it in our system.

In the last part of this chapter we will also show the definition of some extended base types for

temporal data supported by eOMS.

6.2 Motivation

As we have seen in Chapter 3, the OM Model requires the notion of multiple instantiation to

model the classification of objects. Supporting this means that an object may be an instance

of one or more types. This implies the need for an object to keep track of several different

information units, each one representing an instance of a type. We can see each information

unit as being related both to the object and to the corresponding type. This is in clear contrast

to the usual behaviour of an object-oriented system. There an object may be an instance of

only one type. In such systems an object, even when created at run-time, may not evolve once

73
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created. This makes its management simpler, since the only allowed changes are on the value

of its attributes. On the other hand, the quantity and type of its attributes will remain constant.

This is not the case when using a model such as OM. The object may acquire or lose types

at run-time, thus modifying which attributes are present. This is a fundamental difference that

influences how an object is structured, and we will illustrate our solution in the course of this

chapter.

From the requirements analysis in the previous part of this thesis, we have identified semi-

structured data as a desirable feature. Classic object-oriented systems such as Java or C++ define

the concept of class. A class is a type definition: it defines which properties and operations an

object instance of that class (or type) must have. The object is guaranteed to conform to this

definition. This is true also in the case of multiple instantiation: in this case the object must

conform to more than one type definition. The introduction of semi-structured data means that

an object may possess some attributes or operations that are not defined by a class declaration.

Adding the possibility of attaching arbitrary information to an object implies a corresponding

modification in its definition, as we will see later.

As we have seen in the previous paragraphs, objects stored in the eOMS system can have mul¬

tiple types and semi-structured data. These two characteristics imply a rather different object

structure than most of the other object-oriented models. We feel that a detailed description of

this structure is required in order to fully understand the capabilities of the model.

6.3 Methodology

Our goal is to describe in detail the structure of the objects managed by the eOMS system. We

want this description to be as accurate as possible. In order to do that, we will describe the

type system using a formal notation, since this represents a sound foundation for the rest of the

system. To describe the type system we choose to rely on a model written in Ocaml [91]. Ocaml

is a programming language of the ML family, which is a family of programming languages

representing one of the most advanced and widespread incarnations of the functional paradigm.

ML stands for meta-language, as it was designed to develop proof tactics in a theorem prover

system. The ML group of functional languages are sequential in their execution and strict.

This means that the arguments of a function are always evaluated before it is invoked. We

chose Ocaml since it is easily available and, as the other languages of its family, has a formal

specification. Ocaml is not used anywhere in the implementation of the system, but provides

the necessary foundation to describe our type system.

As a syntactic convention in all Ocaml excerpts the definitions will be given without prefix

while the results provided by the system will be prefixed with a #. Most of our definitions

will make use of Ocaml's concept of variant types. A variant type lists all possible values of

that type. Each case is identified by a constructor, which, by convention, is capitalised. The

following is an example variant type to represent numbers.

type number = Int of int I Float of float; ;

# type number = Int of int | Float of float

The Ocaml's type number can now represent both instances of type int and of type float.
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The two constmctors, Int and Float are used to build an instance of the type, as in the

following example.

Int 5 6;;

# - : number = Int 56

Float 42.42;;

# - : number = Float 42.42

All the type definitions in this chapter are given along with the type determined by the Ocaml

system using an implementation of the Hindley Milner type inference. The Hindley Milner

algorithm is an evolution of the original algorithm for type lambda calculus described by Curry

and Feys in [39]. Hindler in [64] proved that the Curry and Feys algorithm infers the most gen¬

eral type. Independently Milner devised an equivalent algorithm described in [102]. Later on

Damas proved the completeness of Milner's work extending it to handle polymorphic references

[41].

This algorithm allows the automatic determination of the types of the functions and their argu¬

ments. It is guaranteed to succeed in all practical cases and, in the worst case, it will simply not

be able to yield a result. In the case of our definitions it does not encounter any problems and is

able to derive all the types of the data structures used in the eOMS model.

Along with the definitions, we progressively show how to utilise such constructs. Step by step

we will build a complete eOMS object. This object will illustrate how the smaller pieces are

nested together along with their types. In the following section, we will define this example

object at a higher level of abstraction using the DDL and DML syntax. We will explain their

syntax as much as necessary to follow our explanation. The complete definitions of DDL and

DML can be found in [168].

6.4 Structure of an eOMS Object

In order to explain the general structure of eOMS objects, we will introduce an example object

and examine it in detail. First of all we will define the type of this object. The following is the

definition, in DDL, of the type person. This type has three fields, the first one is called name

and is of type string. The second field is called titles and contains a set of strings. The last

field, phones, is a set of tuples. Each of these tuples is formed by a pair of strings.

type person

(

name : t"string";

titles : set of f'string";

phone : set of (f'string", f'string"]
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Figure 6.1: The Stmctured Data of the Example Object

Now that we have defined the type pe r s on we can create an instance of it. The following DML

code does just that. First it creates an object, olO. Afterward it dresses it with type person

and fills its fields with values. We can note that the sets are enclosed in square brackets while

the tuples are enclosed in parentheses.

create olO;

dress olO as f'person" values

(

name = 'Mark Muster';

titles = ['Prof.','Dr.'];

phones = [("Home"," + 41 123321"), ("Office"," + 41 4322334")];

);

At this point, a graphical representation of our object can be seen in Figure 6.1. This object will

serve as a basis for all our explanations in the remainder of this chapter. Our goal is to see how

our object is represented at the lowest level of the eOMS system.

As a first step, we create a stmcture that describes our extended object identifiers as defined in

Chapter 5. This structure is a 3-tuple of integers. These integers represent the identifier, the

version and the home location of an object.

type omid = OMOID of (int * int * int);;

# type omid = OMOID of (int * int * int)

The previous statement defines a new type, omid, and its constructor, OMOID, which takes

three integer numbers as argument, and returns a new instance of omid. Now that we have a

i
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structure to hold object identifiers, we can use it to define the first piece of our example object,

its object identifier.

let ex_omid = OMOID(123,0,12); ;

Now the identifier ex_omid is tied to an instance oftype omid, which represents our extended

object identifier.

At this point we also define the object identifier pointing to the person type. Persistent types

in the OM Model are regular objects, and thus they also possess an object identifier.

let person_omid = OMOID(10,0,0); ;

We now need to define the base data types. These are called atomic or value types in other

systems [134]. They represent the smallest unit of information contained in the system. The

following are the constructors of the base data types.

type ombasevalue =

OMReal of float

I OMInteger of int

I OMID of omid

| OMDate of string

I OMString of string

; ;

# type ombasevalue =

OMReal of float

I OMInteger of int

I OMID of omid

I OMDate of string

I OMString of string

What is shown above is only a subset of all available base types. We chose to introduce only

the most basic types such as numbers, date, string and object identifier in order to avoid adding

too much complexity to the definitions and explanations given in this chapter. An exhaustive

description of all the types available is provided in Chapter 8.

Since we now have the definitions of the base, we can instantiate them. In the following

example we will build instances of OMString and of OMInteger and tie them to the
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exampleString and examplelnteger identifiers.

let exampleString = OMString("This is an example string.");;

# val exampleString :

ombasevalue = OMString "This is an example string."

let examplelnteger = OMInteger(42); ;

# val examplelnteger :

ombasevalue = OMInteger 42

These are clearly equivalent to the values found in programming languages such as Java or C++.

In fact the following two statements in Ocaml and in Java can be considered equivalent. They

both build a string and assign it to a variable called t. The difference lies in the fact that the

Java version creates an object, while the Ocaml version creates a value.

String t = new StringC'This is a string.");

let t = OMString("This is an example string");;

We now define the notion of OMTuple, which is a tuple composed of one or more OM base

values. The cardinality of a tuple can theoretically be unlimited but to the best of our knowledge

there are no cases beyond ternary associations, so the n-arity of the tuples can be limited to three.

Still, should the need arise, it would be trivial to expand the definition of tuple to accommodate

higher cardinalities.

type omtuple =

ONE of ombasevalue

I TWO of ombasevalue * ombasevalue

I THREE of ombasevalue * ombasevalue * ombasevalue

f ;

# type omtuple =

ONE of ombasevalue

I TWO of ombasevalue * ombasevalue

I THREE of ombasevalue * ombasevalue * ombasevalue

We have now defined a new type omtuple, with three different constructors. In the following

examples, we will see how to build instances of the omtuple type.

let exampleTuple = ONE (OMInteger 42);;

# val exampleTuple :

omtuple = ONE (OMInteger 42)

let exTuple2 = TWO(

OMID(OMOID(42, 0,0)),

OMID(OMOID(43, 0,0) ) ) ; ;

# val exTuple2 :

omtuple = TWO (OMID (OMOID (42, 0, 0)),

OMID (OMOID (43, 0, 0)))

In the first case, we define a one-tuple containing an integer base value. In the second one,

we define a two-tuple containing two base values representing object identifiers. This kind of
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two-tuple is the mechanism used to represent binary relationships between objects.

We are now going to introduce the notion of fields, roughly equivalent to attributes in relational

algebra. In our system, tuples are stored inside fields. As we have seen, tuples are not atomic

values. This means that, from the point of view of relational algebra, we introduce a violation

of the first normal form (INF) defined by Codd in [33]. In our previous example we could

decompose our exTuple2 into two separate values to restore INF.

With the definition of tuples available, we can take the next step in building our example object,

by defining a 1-tuple containing the name of the person object. This 1-tuple will be then used

as the content of the appropriate field.

let ex_onetuple = ONE(OMString("Mark Muster"));;

The definition of tuple also allows us to define the next part of the object, the title. Here we

define two 1-tuples, each one representing a title for the person object.

ONE(OMString("Prof ."));;

ONE(OMString("Dr."));;

The same thing can be done for the phone part of the object. It is important to notice how here

we define two two-tuples, each one representing a phone number and its location.

TWO(OMString("Home") , OMString(" + 41 123321") ) ;

TWO(OMString("Office"),OMString(" +41 4322334")); ;

Duplicates No Duplicates

Order Sequence Ranking

No order Bag Set

Table 6.1 : Available Bulks for Fields

We are now going to give the formal definition of afield in the eOMS type system. A field can be

single-valued, i.e. contain only a tuple, or multi-valued, i.e. contain more than one tuple. As we

have seen in Chapter 3, the OM model supports four different types of field bulks, differentiating

themselves in the support of order and duplicates. A summary of their characteristics is given

in Table 6.1.

The Ocaml definition cannot represent the characteristics of the four different field bulks since

it cannot guarantee that there are no duplicates in a SET or RAN (ranking) fields. The order is

preserved in all the bulks, but, in the OM model the SET and BAG do not possess it. Our model

using Ocaml does not preserve one constraint, namely that all the tuples in a field must be of the

same n-arity and contain the same type of data values. It is important to note that this constraint
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exists, but cannot be expressed in the notation we have chosen to use.

type omfield =

UNI of omtuple

I SET of omtuple list

I BAG of omtuple list

I SEQ of omtuple list

I RAN of omtuple list

# type omfield =

UNI of omtuple

I SET of omtuple list

I BAG of omtuple list

I SEQ of omtuple list

I RAN of omtuple list

At this point we can examine the notion of field in eOMS compared to other systems. The tuple

stmcture allows us to store structured values in single fields of an object. In our example this is

represented by the phone field, that stores both the location and the number. This is very similar

to the notion of the ROW type in SQL: 1999. The possibility of treating a field as a collection

of values (structured or not) is similar to the one introduced in SQL:2003 with the MULTISET

construct. This constmct is equivalent to the OM bulk bag, since it allows duplicates but does

not support ordering. In this regard our model is richer, since it supports fields that act as

collections with or without duplicates and with or without ordering.

As for the comparison with the object model of object-oriented databases we can say that some

are not so powerful in the field definition area. These limitations are usually inherited from the

programming language part. An example is the Objectivity/C++ [3] system. There the fields of

an object may contain all the basic value and reference types and even variable arrays thereof.

Still a field has several limitations on the kind of structured types it may contain. For example

a structured type may not contain a reference to another object. The structured types are totally

forbidden if the user wants its dataset to be compatible with the Java or Smalltalk bindings of

Objectivity. On the other hand, the ODMG model [261 can be considered equivalent to the one

presented here. Both ODMG and the OM Model support fields as single values or collections

with different characteristics (duplicates and ordering). They both allow elements of a field to

be of stmctured types.

At this point we can define the first field of the example object. We will use the tuples we

defined above to build the fields. This field will be a UNI field, containing a 1-tuple, containing
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a string.

let ex_fieldl = UNI ONE(OMString("Mark Muster"));;

The second field contains the list of titles of the person. This list is a set containing two I -tuples,

each containing a string.

let ex_field2 =

SET [

ONE(OMString("Prof.")); ONE(OMString("Dr."))

];;

The last field is the most complex. It is a set of 2-tuples. Each tuple is composed of two strings.

This field, ex_field3, represents the phone numbers of the person object.

let ex_field3 =

SET

[

TWO(OMString("Home"),OMString("+41 123321"));

TWO(OMString("Office"),OMString("+41 4322334"))

] ;;

Using the building blocks defined so far we can now define the concept of information unit.

The information unit concept is inherent in the OM model and originates from the multiple

instantiation mechanism [111]. Each information unit is tied to a particular type, and one object

may have more than one information unit. Other object models are much more static in this

respect: there an object is an instance of only one type, and this cannot change during the life

time of the object. In our implementation of the Object Model the object may gain or lose

information units during the course of its existence.

An information unit can basically be seen as a sequence of fields. Additionally we added a

string that represents the name of the field in the stmcture. This information is redundant, since

the name of the field can be derived from the appropriate metadata structures representing the

persistent types (PTypes). The name is added to provide a way of finding a field given its name

without having to examine the relevant type object. It can therefore be seen as a form ofcaching.

The order of the fields in an OM information unit is relevant, since their order must correspond

to the order of the field definition given by the persistent type, e.g. the structure of the first field

in an information unit is defined by the first field definition in the persistent type.

type ominfunit =

FIELDS of (string * omfield) list; ;

# type ominfunit = FIELDS of (string * omfield) list

The definition of the information unit concept allows us to make one step forward with the

example object. In the following definition we group the three fields we have defined above by
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using the FIELDS constructor, thus creating a new information unit.

let ex_inf_unit_0 = FIELDS [("name",ex_fieldl);

("title"fex_field2);

("phone",ex_field3) ];;

At this point, all that remains to build a complete eOMS object is to group together all the infor¬

mation units and assign an object identifier to this grouping. In order to do that, we will define

the type omob ject, with the INFUNITS constructor. This constructor takes several parame¬

ters. The first one is the object identifier of the object we are going to build, i.e. the first omid in

the definition below. The other parameter is a list of pairs (omid, information unit),

where the omid declares which persistent type the information unit conforms to.

type omobject =

INFUNITS of (omid * (omid * ominfunit) list)

# type omobject = INFUNITS of ((omid * ominfunit) list)

eOMS Object

Structured Data

Information Units

Fields

Tuples

Base Values

Figure 6.2: Nesting in an eOMS Object

With this definition we can finally build our example object. In order to do that we pass the fol¬

lowing parameters to the INFUNITS constructor: The ex_omid, representing the object iden-
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Figure 6.3: A Complete eOMS Object

tifier of our example object, a list containing the pair (person_omid, ex_inf_unit_0 )

representing respectively the object identifier of type person and the related information unit.

let ex_.obj0 =

INFUNITS (ex_omid,

[(person_omid,ex_inf_unit_0)]); ;

At this point we can introduce a graphical summary of the concepts we have introduced in this

section. Figure 6.2 illustrates how the building blocks such as fields, base values, tuples and

information units are nested in order to define a complete object.

The example object we have built step by step is represented in figure 6.3. The object is repre¬

sented as a tree structure, where each branch represents an encapsulation step.

6.5 Semi-Structured Data

In this section we will introduce the concept of semi-structured data as it is supported by eOMS.

We will show which changes are needed to our definitions of the structure of an object in order

to support this new feature.

In the eOMS system, the semi-stmctured data of an object may contain the same kind of data

as a regular field. This means that multi-valued attributes are allowed, along with tuples. The

homogeneity of the semi-stmctured data with respect to the regular (stmctured) data implies

that the former and the latter can be handled by the same operators. For the implementators

this means avoiding duplicate functionality and the end-user must not leam yet another set of
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operations. As shown by Subieta in [146] the need for a rich value set, including null values is

almost a necessity for semi-structured data.

Objects in eOMS do not rely only on structured (typed) data to store information, but may also

use semi-structured (untyped) structures. A semi-stmctured field is a pair of (string, OM field),

where the string represents the name of the semi-structured field, and the OM field its content.

The semi-structured data in eOMS could be seen as similar to the approach used by the Lore

system [98], where there is no notion of explicit schema. There the data itself defines the

structure of the database. The only concept of structure Lore produces is a dataguide, which

is a summary of said structure, using only the data available. Every new piece of information

inserted may create a new stmcture and thus imply changes to the dataguide. On the other hand,

systems such as Monet [133], deal with semi-structured data in a more rigid way. The document

is also analysed at the beginning and the structure is extracted. This structure is then used to

decompose the data in a way that is particularly efficient for queries. Here the data is semi-

structured in the sense that there is not an external explicit schema (a DTD or an XMLSchema),

but on the other hand it is static, given that the structure built to decompose the data is fixed.

In the next paragraphs, we will show how the example object, defined in the previous section,

can be augmented with semi-structured data. We will highlight the changes needed in our

definition of object to accommodate this feature.

The first step is to show how it is possible to use semi-stmctured data. In order to do that we will

attach a piece of semi-structured information to our example object. The following statement

does just that. It attaches a piece of semi-stmctured data called note to the object olO. This

piece of information is then tied to the object itself, totally independent of any information unit

or type.

Figure 6.4: The Structure of the Example Object

attach to olO note = "Draft";

After this operation, the structure of our object may be seen in Figure 6.4.
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The kind of semi-structured data that may be attached to an object is clearly not limited to text

strings. A piece of semi-structured data may store exactly the same data that can be stored in

a (stmctured) field. This means that it is possible to use any value type (string, numbers, date,

references, ... ) along with lists and tuples thereof. The following example shows how it is

possible to attach such a complex value to an object.

attach to olO complexSSD = [("ref",32),("exp","2007-05-28" )];

6.5.1 Representation Details

We will now revise our formal definition of an OMS object by illustrating the additions needed

to support semi-structured data.

The first such construct is the ssdfield which represents a field of semi-structured data. It

possesses a name, which identifies it, and an omfield which contains the data. This part is

absolutely identical to the one present in the structured data of an object: it can store exactly the

same kind and form of information.

type ssdfield = SSDField of (string * omfield);;

# type ssdfield = SSDField of (string * omfield)

The next concept is simply a list of ssdfield structures. It can be seen as an associative array,

where the name of the fields are the keys.

type ssddata = SSDData of ssdfield list;;

# type ssddata - SSDData of ssdfield list

We can now extend the previous definition of the structure of an OMS object in the following

way:

type omobject =

INFUNITS of (omid, (omid * ominfunit) list * ssddata)

r r

# type omobject =

INFUNITS of (omid * (omid * ominfunit) list * ssddata)

Here we add the semi-stmctured data part to the already existing definition of an eOMS object.

After the addition of the concept of semi-structured data, we need to update the old structure of

an object shown in Figure 6.2.The updated relations between the building blocks of an eOMS

object such as fields, base values, tuples and information units, is shown in Figure 6.5.
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eOMS Object
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Figure 6.5: Nesting in an eOMS Object

What follows is an example usage of the newly introduced constructs. First we define a field

(Expiration Date), then we use it inside a semi-structured field named Remark. This is

then encapsulated by a SSDData structure.

let ex_field4 = UNI(ONE(OMString("Draft"))); ;

let ex_ssdfO - SSDField ("note" , ex_field4);;

let ex_ssdO = SSDData([ex_ssdf0]); ;

The next step shows how to incorporate this information inside an object:

let ex_objO =

INFUNITS (ex_omid, [ (person_omid, ex_inf__unit__0) ] , ex_ssdO);;

The identifier ex_ob jO is now tied to our example object, with the addition of some semi-

structured data. The structure of the object as seen in Figure 6.3 needs to be updated in order to

reflect the new structure. Figure 6.6 depicts the updated stmcture of the object.

We have now successfully added the semi-stmctured data as a part of a regular object. We can

notice that from a low-level point of view, such as the one used in this chapter, semi-stmctured

data is very similar to structured data. The only difference lies in the way they are related to an

object.
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Figure 6.6: A Complete eOMS Object

The presence of semi-structured data is a rather unique feature of this particular data model.

Clearly it can be emulated in any object-oriented model by introducing an entity representing

the semi-stmctured data and by associating it to regular objects. Compared to this solution our

approach has an advantage: it keeps the structured and semi-structured information orthogonal.

In our model each object may possess structured data (information units) or semi-structured

data, and these two are totally independent. From the point of view of a semi-structured data

model such as OEM [118], we offer the same flexibility, i.e., by using semi-structured data we

do not need to know beforehand the structure of the data. Still we have the possibility of doing

so.

In conclusion, our model allows the use of structured and semi-stmctured data in an orthogonal

way. Additionally it does not impose any limitation on the utilisation of either way of modelling

information. An object may be composed only of structured or only of semi-structured data or

both. As we have seen from the structure of an object, we use only resources for information

that is really used. This means that objects relying only on structured data do not have to pay

any penalty, in the form of memory space or computation time, and the is true for pure semi-

structured objects as well.

6.6 Extended Data Types

During the development of the eOMS system we realized that the commonly used data types

such as strings, integers, reals and dates may not always be sufficient to represent efficiently

some kind of information. In particular we noticed that in the area of the representation of

times and dates there is a need for some extended data types.

Jensen in [47] defines a list of concepts tied to temporal databases. Among these concepts,

there are three on which the higher concepts are built. The first one is the Temporal Data Type,
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representing a point in time. The second one is the Time Interval, representing the time between

two instants. The last one is the Temporal Element, a union of Time Intervals.

We noticed that representing the last two concepts using only the basic data types implies the

creation of class definitions and schémas that are rather complex. These efforts to represent

intervals and repetitions in time tend to clutter the schema with information which is not really

the focus of the application. An example of such a schema can be seen in figure 6.7 and 6.8.

DTRepetitions

Figure 6.7: Date and Time Repetitions With System Support

Figure 6.8: Date and Time Repetitions Without System Support

We thus decided to add some extended data types to deal with this problem. The data type that

represents date and time repetitions, i.e. Temporal Elements, can be used in any place where a

common data type such as string may appear. The format of this new data type is composed

of five fields representing the minute, hour, day of the week, month and year and it is directly

derived from the format used in the UNIX crontab [68] facility. Each field may consist of a

list of numbers, ranges or a wildcard. An example of such a value is dr' * * * * *'.The

meaning of this example is: every minute ofevery hour ofevery day ofthe week of every month

of every year. Another example, highlighting the use of ranges is dr'0,30 8-17 * * *
'

whose meaning is: at the beginning and middle of each hour between 8 and 17. This may be

a typical example for a task that has to be executed during office hours. There is also a set of

operators defined for this data type that compute the union, intersection and difference. These

operations are defined by using the syntax of regular algebraic operators: +, * and —. The

existence of these operators simplifies the execution of otherwise complex calculations.

A trivial example could be the following. Inside a company, a repetitive task, such as changing

backup tapes, has to be performed daily, at 16:30. This task can be represented by the expression

dr'30 16 * * *'. Given the office hours dr' * 8-17 0-4 * *' (every year, Monday

to Friday, from 8 to 17), we want to know when we have to perform this task outside the regular

working hours. This can be obtained by the following difference expression:

dr' -17 0-4 dr'30 16 * *

The result is dr'30 16 5-6 * *', i.e., every Saturday and Sunday at 16:30.
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Another additional operation tied to this data type is the one that computes the next occurrence

in time of the repetition. If invoked with only one argument it takes the current time as a

reference. If invoked with two arguments, the second one represents the base date to be used to

compute the next occurrence, as in the following example.

> next(dr'* * * * *',d'12.12.2007 18:00');

[d'12.12.2007 18:01']

There is another data type that deals with time, namely the time delta. It represents an interval

in time. The only information stored is the duration of the interval and its starting or end time

are not specified. An example of this data type representing an interval of 1 year, 2 days, 3

minutes and 4 seconds is given below.

td'l 2 3 4'

The motivation for this data type to exist is similar to the one given for the repetitions: their

existence greatly simplifies the design of a schema dealing with temporal information.

6.7 Conclusions

This chapter illustrated in a very detailed way the stmcture of an object. We used a bottom-up

approach, starting from the basic value types as building blocks. Step by step we showed how

to correlate them to build more complex concepts such as fields, instances and objects. We

then proceeded to show how to add the concept of semi-structured data to the existing object's

definition. To describe the concepts we used a formal notation, thus ensuring the soundness of

our structures.

At this point we have completely defined the structure of an object. We started with the object

identifier, moved to the structured data and finally to the semi-structured data. What we are

going to illustrate in the next chapter is how these low-level structures can be manipulated by

a high level language, thus avoiding to the end user the burden of knowing how things work

under the hood.





The Object Model Language

Tous pour un, un pour tous!

Trois Mousquetaires, Alexandre Dumas, 1844

7.1 Overview

This chapter deals with the Object Model Language (OML) which is the language understood

by the eOMS system. Along with the features of the language, we will also illustrate the pro¬

cess that led to its design. To explain its concepts and position it, we will often refer to the

background information given in the previous chapters. Afterwards we will examine both the

formal definition and the usage of the constructs introduced in OML. We will group the OML

statements by their relevance for the different aspects of the system such as semi-structured data

and operations. Since the typing information is relevant in order to understand the language and

the design process, we will introduce the OML statements along with their type information.

7.2 The Object Model Language

We described the general concepts that apply to the four classes of languages that are normally

used to communicate with a database in Chapter 2. This subdivision into four classes is not

always so clear and may blur in some cases. As an example there are systems were the metadata

is handled as regular data. This implies that the DML may be used to handle metadata. Even in

systems where this is possible it is not usually done because the DDL provides a more efficient

and safe way to handle metadata. Usually managing a type is a very complex issue that implies

creating several structures that will dictate how objects of the given type will behave. Using

DML to create a type involves having to deal by hand with all these structures, with the possible

danger of creating an invalid or incomplete type definition, which means, in the best case,

rendering the type not useable, and in the worst case corrupting the already existing data. In such

systems, the DDL can be seen as a metalinguistic abstraction of DML. The original definitions

of DDL and DML can be found in [168].

What we are going to show in this chapter are the issues we encountered and the principles

we followed in creating a single language, OML, that could replace the DDL, DML and AQL

languages and also operation specifications.

We will illustrate the concepts and functions of OML by using the Contacts schema, as shown

in Figure 7.1. This is the schema we introduced in Section 3.2.1 in order to explain the main

91
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Figure 7.1: The Contacts Database

concepts of the OM model. Since this schema contains most of the constructs of the OM model,

it is suitable to be used as an example to explain OML. In some cases we will also extend it in

order to show additional features not present in the original OM model.

7.2.1 Motivation

As explained in Chapter 3, there are several implementations of the OM model. Each implemen¬

tation offers at least compatibility with the basic parts such as DDL, DML and AQL. Addition¬

ally, almost every implementation offered some unique bindings to the external environment:

for example OMS Java offers bindings to the Java world, in particular for the operational parts.

OMS Pro offers more than one option to declare methods, macros and triggers: namely native

Prolog and OIL. OIL, described in section 3.3.1, was designed to alleviate the need to work

with Prolog, which is unknown to the vast majority of computer users, thereby offering a more

widespread imperative approach. In many cases, the methods written using the Prolog interface

are a simple wrapper around an AQL query, which is usually shorter, more understandable and

a somewhat more natural way to express the operation. An example of such a Prolog macro

operation can be seen below. The example refers itself to the Contacts schema, where the type

private has an attribute birthdate, that stores the birth date of the person. The goal of the

expression is to count the number of objects of type private contained in collection Privates

bom after 1974/12/31.

count_big([],[Total]) :-

aql("count(

(all P in c"Privates"

having (P.birthdate>"1974/12/31"))

)",_,Total).

The AQL query used in this example is a very concise and readable way of expressing what

the user wants, and thus it is also used in the context of a Prolog implementation. This requires

the use of some glue code in the form of the aql predicate which executes the query. By

encapsulating the AQL query in the Prolog environment, the abstraction provided by the query
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language is partly lost. This style of programming is usually avoided in OMS Pro since it incurs

a severe performance penalty, mainly due to the overhead of parsing the AQL statement.

OIL suffers from the same problem: a method written in OIL is often longer and contains a lot

of glue code needed to convert the stmctures of the OM model to an imperative style as can be

seen from the next example. There, the OIL method takes a location object as input, and returns

the name of all contacts situated at that location.

situated_at(location loc)(string-lset result)

using List

{

foreach situated_at_struct po_elem in

c'Situated_at' :situatated_at_struct-set {

if (po_elem@location == loc) {

List.add(po_elem@contact.name,result)(result);

}

}

}

As we can see this imperative version is rather verbose mainly due to the type declarations such

as : situated_at_struct-set, the need to specify an explicit accumulator result and

a loop variable po_elem. An equivalent method can be expressed in a much more concise way

using AQL. The $1 variable must be instantiated to the appropriate location.

(c"Situated_at" rr $1).name;

The rr (range restriction) and the projection (. name) operators allow the same concept to be

expressed in a more brief and clearer way.

Until now we have seen examples where the use of AQL is clearly a better choice. On the

other hand it is not possible to express all operations using only AQL. AQL lacks several con¬

cepts needed to be considered Turing-complete (such as recursion) or resource-complete. As

an example there is no explicit way to create objects from AQL. An AQL statement may create

object only as the result of a query execution, i.e. mainly temporary objects. For example,

the following query generates a new collection object containing only the persons matching the

condition.

all P in c"Privates" having (P.birthdate>"1974/12/31")

Until now the solution was to use AQL to express queries and provide some bindings to a

programming environment to express the operations. The problem with these bindings is that

they usually are rather cumbersome to use since they either map the OM object to low level

concepts, as in the case of the Prolog interface, or they map whole objects at the cost of a high

impedance mismatch, as in the case of OMSJava. To illustrate these problems we show the

definition of the Prolog method that calculates the age in years of an object of type private
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in the Contacts database.

//

// age : ( ) -> ( years: integer )

//

private::age(_,[Age]) :-

self(Self),

get_attrval_by_name(Self,birthdate,Birthdate) ,

( Birthdate=='null' ->

info('Birthdate unknown'),

Age = null

; nowOMS(Now),

Diff is Now - Birthdate,

Age is integer(Diff/3600/24/365.24)

) .

As we can see the method is rather complex. First of all, it has to extract the birth date using

a low level predicate (get_attrval_by_name), then it checks for the existence of such a

value, and, if available, performs the calculation to return the number of years.

This clearly points to the need for a way of expressing the operational parts that is both high-

level and totally compatible with the OM type model. The way to achieve this is to merge

operational concepts into AQL. This means that the data definition and data modification lan¬

guage operations should be merged into AQL. The resulting language should then belong to the

Turing-complete class.

As noted by Chan in [29], existing query languages for object systems tend to concentrate only

on the querying aspects. Most of them do not have an explicit functionality that allows to create

new objects and neither are they Turing-complete. As an example we can take ODMG's OQL.

As clearly stated in its definition [26], the goal was to design an easy to use query language to

provide access to an object database easily. This design goal has several implications. First of

all OQL does not provide operators to update the data. The only way to do that is to resort to

the methods defined on the objects. Secondly OQL itself is not Turing-complete, since it lacks

the capability of defining any computable function.

OQL does not provide explicit update operators but rather can invoke operations defined on

objects for that purpose, and thus does not breach the semantics of an Object Database which,

by definition, is managed by the methods defined on the objects.

Another important factor pointing to the need of the unification is the amount of code that can be

reused. Each language used requires a different parser/interpreter/compiler infrastructure. Still

all these share lots of common concepts: such as the fact that each one of them must be able to

deal with object identifiers. By merging the languages and having a single parsing infrastructure

we can be sure that there are no inconsistencies since a concept is handled only in one particular

piece of code.

7.2.2 The Merging Process

The realization that the three languages used in the family of OM implementations could be

merged to form a single one immediately generates the need for a methodology to perform this
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operation. The different hurdles on the road of a unification stem from different areas. There

are clearly syntactic problems, due to name clashes and ambiguities, semantic problems and

style conflicts.

One of the first observations is that the languages to be merged belong to different categories

of programming languages. The query language (AQL) is an almost pure functional language,
since its side effects are very limited. A typical AQL query produces some temporary result

that is stored in the system, but can be executed again yielding an equivalent result albeit not the

same result. Clearly we assume that no other operation is execute in-between. The two results

will be, from the point of view of objects, equivalent in terms of having the same content, but

distinct, as they will not be the same object. This principle is shown in the following example.

We execute twice the query that finds all the persons in collection Persons having the name

set to "Frank Miller". The result will be a collection containing only objects matching our

condition.

:> all $P in c"Persons" having ($P.name="Frank Miller");

Response:

[

omsObject o"103@0;0"

structured data: {

o"2@0;0": [("Persons_tmp",), ("person",)],

o"3@0;0": [ ( [o"51@0;0"],)]

}

]

:> all $P in c"Persons" having ($P.name="Frank Miller");

Response:

[

omsObject o"104@0;0"

structured data: {

o"2@0;0": [("Persons_tmp_2", ) , ("person",)],

o"3@0;0": [ ( [o"51@0;0"],) ]

}

]

As we can see, each execution of the query yields a new collection. The first one has object
identifier o

" 10 3 @ 0 ; 0
" and the second o

" 10 4 @ 0 ; 0 ". Their name is also different, respec¬

tively Persons_tmp and Persons„tmp_2. Still their content is the same: they are col¬

lections with member type person, and their extent is equal. They both contain only object

o"51@0; 0", that is the object representing the person named Frank Miller. The two result

collections have exactly the same content but are two distinct objects: they are equal but not

identical.

An exception is in the case of AQL queries on the metadata of an OM system. A short but

meaningful example is the following query:

ext f'collection";
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This query returns anew collection containing all the instances of the collection type. The

ext operator returns all the instances of the given type. Repeating the same query a second

time will yield a different result since the second result will contain also a reference to the first

one.

:> ext f'collection";

Response:

[

omsObject o"95@0;0"

structured data: {

o"2@0;0": [("tempcollo_95_ext" , ) , (o"2@0;0"),) ] ,

o"3@0;0": [([o"11@0;0", . . . ,

o"930O;O",o"94@O;O"],) ]

}

:> ext t"collection";

Response :

[

omsObject o"3@0;0" (o"9600;0")

structured data: {

o"2@0;0": [("tempcoll_96_ext",), (o"2@0;0",)],

o"3@0;0": [([o"ll@0;0", . . . ,

o"93@0;0", o"9400;0",o"9500;0"],) ]

}

]

As we can see this time the two result collections are not identical and not equal. The extent of

the second collection clearly contains a reference to the result of the first query (o " 9 5 @ 0 ; 0 " ).

As we have seen from the two examples above, AQL can almost be seen as a pure functional

language, since it implies side effects only in particular cases. This is not tme for DDL and

DML. All their statements perform a modification on the data or metadata contained in the

system, by creating, deleting and modifying objects. Each statement implies side effects and

the two languages can be seen as imperative ones.

Merging languages belonging to two different language classes is a problem in itself. The

result will clearly be a hybrid. If an OML expression contains a majority of AQL statements it

may resemble a functional language, while if lots of DDL/DML statements are present it may

resemble an imperative one. This gives OML a particular mixed flavour. Another way to see

it is imagining a functional language made impure by a number of operations with imperative

operations having side effects.

There are not many cases in the literature involving the merging of different programming

styles. Probably the most important cases are the ones described by Hinze in [65] and by Van

Roy in [127J.

In the first case, Hinze presents how to integrate the main Prolog constructs in a functional

language. He shows how it is possible to integrate concepts such as backtracking, the cut op¬

erator, error handling and solution collecting functions seamlessy in a functional environment.
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He also shows how these Prolog concepts inherit some of the functional prerogatives such as

static polymorphic typing.

In the second case, Van Roy presents the Mozart/Oz system, which supports multiparadigm

programming. This system encompasses most of the programming styles commonly in use:

logic, functional (both lazy and eager), imperative, object-oriented, constraint, distributed, and

concurrent. The goal of Mozart/Oz is to support a wide variety of styles while maintaining a

simple general computation model. In fact the description of Mozart/Oz uses a very limited set

of operations as its foundation and shows how it is possible to extend it by adding the concepts

of state, lazyness and concurrency.

Generally a particularly tricky issue is the integration of state in functional languages, or, from

another point of view, the integration of functional operations in a DBMS. Ideally a purely

functional language is free from any side-effect, i.e., the result of the evaluation of a function

depends only on the parameters given to it. The result must not be influenced by any external

information. This is clearly very difficult in the case of input/output operations. If we have

a function that reads a line of text written by the user, its result clearly depends on what will

be typed. This external state clearly influences the result of the function evaluation. One of

the most widespread solutions to this problems are the monads, supported by some functional

languages, such as Haskell [76]. The use of monads is also advocated by Kagawa in [78] as

a mean of describing mutable data structures in a purely functional way. Monads are used to

safely encapsulate imperative-style computational structures. These stmctures remain isolated

from the main body of the functional program. They thus allow some operations involving side-

effects (such as input/output) to be incorporated into a pure functional language. The drawback

is the complexity of monads and thus the added effort needed to use them in comparison to a

more classical, but functionally impure, input/output mechanism. We will now illustrate with

a short Haskell example how monads can encapsulate the state of input/output operations. In

an imperative environment, the function to read a character from a file stream look like the

following definition:

getChar : : FileHandle -> Char

The getChar function takes as input a FileHandle, representing a file, and returns a Char,

a character. Clearly this is not a pure functional function, since it may return a different value

every time it is called. In order to solve this problem, we can encapsulate the state of the system

in a variable of type WorldState.

getChar :: FileHandle -> WorldState -> (WorldState,Char)

The getChar function now takes as input the old state and returns a character and the new state

of the system. Assuming that the state of the system changes at every invocation of getChar,

we now have a purely functional function. This solution is rather cumbersome, since it means

that every function doing input/output must take a value of type WorldState as parameter,

alter it and return the updated value. Additionally it must be ensured that each function dealing
with a WorldState generates a new unique value.

In order to solve this problem we encapsulate the WorldState into an abstract data type

called 10, that will take care of handling the WorldState correctly. In this way the result

type of the getChar function is 10 Char.
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getChar : : FileHandle -> 10 Char

Practically we have now tagged the Char with the 10 type, and we can recognise it as a Char

tied to the global input/output state. Consequently, the put Char function has the following

signature.

putChar :: Char -> 10 ()

It takes as input a Char and returns an 10 with the unit type ( ), i.e. a non relevant type.

Having these two functions, we can now show how to write a program that reads a character

from the standard input and writes it back to the standard output.

main : : 10 ()

main = do c <- getChar

putChar c

The long-standing issue of integrating input/output into functional programs is not yet consid¬

ered solved. This is also the case in the realm of databases. Their inherent stateful nature makes

the integration of pure functional concepts very difficult. Several efforts tried to integrate func¬

tional programming with the database world. In particular Hall in [62] notices the equivalence
of the relational algebras with functional languages. He advocates the use of functional con¬

cepts to support higher order operations and provide operational semantics. Still these efforts to

give more weight to the functional programming model were not met with much success. Most

functional languages, such as SML [103] and Ocaml [91], accept the compromise of having

side effects in input/output functions. On the database side, the trend seems to be the addition

of more imperative functionality to SQL, to make it a capable operational language.

Beside the issue of finding a synthesis of the functional and imperative styles, we have also to

deal with the unification of the type systems of the three languages AQL, DDL and DML and

of the operational part. A type system assigns a type to each expression of a language and the

type of an expression defines which operations may be performed on it. A type system defines

the concepts of type equivalence, type compatibility and type inference. The first is a set of

mles that define if two values' types are the same and is the base function needed to perform

operations between values. If two values have the same type, the system can then allow the

usage of all operations defined on that type, at least from a type-checking point of view. As an

example we can take the following assignment statement: a : =b. This statement is clearly true

if a and b are of the same type. An concrete example in Java/C could be the following.

int a;

a = 5;

The identifier a is declared to be of type int. The assignment a=5; is correct from the typing

point of view since both a and 5 are of the same type int.

The concept of type compatibility is a bit broader. It defines in which context a value of a given

type may be used. To illustrate it we could modify our example in the following way.

int a;

a= (short)5;

Here the assignment statement a= ( short ) 5 ; assigns a value of type short to a variable of

type int. This is possible since in this context short and int are compatible types.
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These first two concepts, type equivalence and compatibility, are the primitives on which the

type inference is based. The latter is a set of mles that determine the type of an expression

depending on the type of its parts and context, i.e. if we encounter an expression such as 1 + 3,

we may derive that since its parts 1 and 3 are integers and the operator + accepts integers as

both operands, the whole expression is also of type integer.

After realizing the broader issues involved when merging languages with different styles, the

next step is to find a principle to follow during the process. In our case, the Liskov substitution

principle, as described in [93], was central to the design. This principle, in the language field,

dictates that any expression may be substituted by one of the same (or a compatible) type. A

detailed explanation was given in Chapter 3.

In the OM model, at least in the system part, the type of an object may be considered almost

coincident with its meaning (function). If a statement expects a collection, the collection may

be replaced by any expression representing a collection. For example, the operator count

that counts the number of objects contained in a collection can be applied to, and has the same

meaning for, all the collections on which it operates. We can compare this to the notion of

polymorphism in Ocaml. The count function in Ocaml can be written in the following way.

let rec count 1 =

match 1 with

[] -> 0

| h::t -> 1 +count(t); ;

# count : 'a list -> int = <fun>

Its signature type says that count is a function that takes a list of elements and returns an

integer. The 'a list notation is a polymorphic one, since the '
a component may be replaced

by an arbitrary type. This means that the count function we have defined here works on any kind

of list, independently of the type of elements contained in a list, as we can see in the following

example.

count [2;3;4]; ;

# - : int = 3

count ["Mister";"Miss";"Prof"]; ;

# - : int = 3

This is clearly very close to the definition of count used in the OM camp that works on collec¬

tions. Collections contain objects of a well defined type, but different collections will contain

objects of different types. The count function must work on all possible collections, regardless
of the member type.

This correspondence between the type of a system object and its meaning is clearly not true for

the user data. If we define a collection of objects of type person it does not mean that every

object of the same type may be inserted into it. There may be external considerations dependent
on the application. For example a person object representing a student may not be inserted in

the collection Professors.
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Syntax Type Definition

all V in C having T
V : variable, C : collection, T : boolexpr

all V in C having T : collection

Table 7.1: Type Definitions for AQL Statements

By exploiting the observation that, in the scope of system objects, objects of the same type

have the same meaning, we can now proceed by extending the DDL and DML statements to

accept OML statements as replacements for equivalent arguments. As an example, if a DML

expression expects as argument an object of type collection, we can safely substitute that object

with an expression that yields a collection object.

In the next paragraph, we can see an insert statement, that inserts a given object (o593) in

the Persons collection.

insert into c'Persons' : [o593];

We can replace the collection c' Persons' with any expression returning the Persons collec¬

tion, as in the following example.

insert into

(all $C in (ext t"collection")

having ($C.name="Persons"))[0]

: [o5 93];

This expression is valid, since, as can be seen from table 7.1, the type definition for OML's

selection operator all defines it to be an expression of type collection. As such it can be

passed as a parameter to the insert into DML statement.

In order to integrate DDL, DML and AQL, we have to pay atention to some more points. The

first remark is that, in their original definition, the DDL and DML statements do not return

anything, i.e. they do not have a return type, but rather simply perform some operation that

modifies the state of the system. They may create or delete types, objects, constraints and

collections. On the other hand every AQL statement has a well defined return type, since each

operation's result may be returned to the user or be a part of a larger expression.

As a first step we will define a meaningful return type for every DDL and DML statement. By

doing this every DDL and DML expression will acquire a complete type signature and it will be

possible to integrate it into AQL expressions. The next step is making sure that every argument

to the DDL/DML statements may be replaced by an expression having the right type. As an

example we can take the DML's delete operator. Its original form requires an object identifier

as the only parameter, namely the object to be deleted. When this operator is integrated along

with AQL we want it to be able to interact with all kinds of expressions, i.e., not only with object

identifiers. Until now the delete operator was limited to expressions such as the following:

delete o"21@0;0"
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Syntax Type Definition

create 0
0 : objalias

create 0 : omid

dress 0 as P values FV
0 : objalias, P : pLype, FV : fields
dress 0 as P values FV : boolean

strip 0 of P
0 : objalias, P : pfype

strip 0 of P : boolean

delete 0
0 : omid

delete 0 : boolean

insert into C : L
C : collection, L : basevalue list

insert into C : L : boolean

Table 7.2: Type Definitions for DML Statements

Syntax Type Definition

collection C : B of T
C : ident, D : bulk, T : ptype

collection C : B of T : omid

constraint Cl subcollection of C2
CI : collection, C2 : collection

constraint Cl subcollcctionof C2 : omid

type / { D }
/ : ident, D : fielddef

type I {D} : omid

constraint / association from CI

N\ to C2 N2

/ : ident, C1,C2 : collection, N1,N2 : cardinality

constraint I association from CI Nl to C2 N2 : omid

Table 7.3: Type Definitions for DDL Statements

We may want to extend its capabilities, by modifying its definition to support expressions such

as:

delete (c"Persons" [0])

The meaning of the expression is: delete the first object contained in collection Persons. This

means that we have to modify the syntax of the operator. It must accept any valid expression

that returns an object identifier. This is shown in table 7.2.

7.3 Data Definition and Manipulation

Table 7.3 shows the main DDL statements and their type expressions. In the following examples

we will see how these four statements are used to define types, collections, subcollections and
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associations. In particular we are going to create a part of the Contacts schema. First of all, the

type statement allows the user to define a new persistent type.

type person

(

name : t"string";

birthdate : f'date";

photo : f'photofile";

);

This type definition creates a new type, person, having three fields, name, birthdate and

photo having respectively the value types string, date and photofile.

Now that we have defined a type, we can create collections based on that type. The

collect ion statement does just that, it defines a new collection.

collection Persons : set of f'person";

collection Privates : set of f'person";

The above example creates two collections, called Persons and Privates, containing ob¬

jects of type person. The second statement of Table 7.3, the subcollection constraint, remains

to be explained. The following statement shows how it can be used to declare that collection

Privates is a subcollection of Persons.

constraint Privates subcollection of c"Persons";

Now we are going to introduce the last statement of this group. It belongs to the category

of constraints and it allows the creation of an explicit association, with associated cardinali¬

ties. In the following case it creates the Situated_at association between Contacts and

Locations, with cardinalities ( 0 : * ) and ( 1 : * ).

constraint Situated_at association

from c"Contacts" (0:*) to c"Locations" (1:*);

At this point it is important to remark that all the system structures of an OM system are ex¬

pressed as objects, i.e. the metadata of the system is accessible as data. In figure 7.2 we can see

the object hierarchy. Objects can be divided into system objects and user objects. User objects

are normal objects that the user can manipulate. System objects can be seen as the metadata,

and influence the behaviour of the system. In the figure we can see the four main classes of

objects that govern the system. The PTypes objects are the ones that define the persistent types.

Each information unit in the system must conform to the definition given by a persistent type.

The Collections objects represent the container used in the OM model to group objects and to

support role modelling. The Associations objects are used to represent relationships between

objects contained in collections. They define the cardinality constraints and the source and tar¬

get collections. The Constraints box in the figure represents all of the constraint objects. The

constraints are used to define the hierarchy of collections and associations. A detailed descrip¬

tion of these objects and their meaning was given in Chapter 3.
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Figure 7.2: System Objects

The metadata is just a subset of all the objects in an OM system. They contain some information

that defines the stmcture of other objects. The operation taking a persistent type as input and

returning a new object conforming to the type is called instantiation.

We now have introduced the statements that allow to define the metedata in the eOMS system.

In order to fully understand these and the following definitions, we still need to explain the

meaning of some terms. In the expression 'collection C : BofT', C is declared to be of type

ident. This type is really a simple sequence of characters, just like a string, but not enclosed

in quotes. This construct is typically used to represent field names, as in the examples we have

seen before.

:> all $P in c"Persons" having

($P.birthdate="1974/12/31") ;

The field name, birthdate is an ident. B is declared to be of type bulk. The type bulk

is a simple enumeration of the available bulks that a collection may possess: set, bag, ranking

or sequence. The type of T is declared to be ptype. This means that we expect the object

identifier of a persistent type object. Table 7.3 shows only the main statements and not all

of their variations. In particular only one variation of constraint is shown. All the other

variants behave exactly the same from the type point of view. The important thing to notice is

that all statements that create any kind of object return the new object identifier.

Table 7.2 shows the main DML statements and their type expressions. These statements are

used to create and delete objects, add or remove types and insert in collections. The create

statement simply creates a new object with the given alias. Creating an object basically involves
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obtaining a new object identifier and preparing the basic stmcture of an object. A newly created

object has no fields or types, just an object identifier.

create olO;

After an object is created, we can assign new types to it, i.e. dress it with a new type and the

relevant field values. This is exactly what is done in the following example:

dress olO as f'person" values(

name = "Frank Miller";

birthdate = "12/5/1959";

photo = "";

);

We have now created a new object, referred to by its alias olO, that has type person. Using

the insert statement we can now insert the newly created object in the Persons collection.

insert into c"Persons" : [olO];

The strip and delete operations perform the opposite operations. If we want to remove type

person from object olO we can use the strip statement.

strip olO of f'person";

To completely remove our object we can use the delete operation.

delete olO;

At this point, modifying the AQL constructs to make them interact with DDL/DML expressions

is fairly straightforward. Since every DDL/DML statement has a corresponding type definition,

we can simply add them into AQL and get a sound language from the point of view of types.

The semantics of the language are also defined as the meaning can be directly inherited from the

old definitions of DDL/DML/AQL. To give an idea of the result, we will introduce an example.

The original map operator in AQL iterates over a collection of objects, applying an arbitrary

function to each object and returning a collection of all the return values. The map operation is

a typical functional one, and its type definition in Ocaml is the following:

val map : ('a -> 'b) -> 'a list -> 'b list = <fun>

As we can see it is a function that takes a function as first argument and a list as the second one.

The result is also a list. The type of the input list is the input type of the function, and the type

of the member of the output list is the type of the output of the function. The following AQL

query will return a collection whose elements will be the names of all the persons in collection

Persons.

map P in c"Persons" by (P.name)
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In our next example we will use two DML operations, create and attach. The first one

simply creates a new object and returns its object identifier. The second one attaches a piece of

semi-stmctured data to an object, returning a boolean value. This value indicates the success or

failure of the operation. In the inner part of our example the results of these two operations are

joined by a cross product x.

map $P in c"Persons" by (

(create ol) x

(attach to ol ssdfield = $P.name)

);

The resulting type of the expression is (omid, bool) list. What happens is that the vari¬

able $P iterates over the objects contained in collection Persons. At each iteration a new

object is created, via the create operations, and a piece of semi-structured data containing

the name of the person is attached to it using attach. The result is a collection containing the

newly created objects. This example shows how an original AQL functional operator such as

map can interact with two statements having side effects.

In this section we have shown how the AQL/DDL/DML can be merged to form a single coherent

language: OML. This resulting language is already much more expressive than the single ones,

allowing the expression of queries interacting with operations as in the previous two examples.

The only part still lacking is the possibility of expressing arbitrary computations, i.e. Turing-

completeness. The next section will deal with the additions required by OML to achieve this

goal.

7.4 Operations

OML is also the language used to describe operations. OML offers three different styles of

describing operations. The expressive power of these three variants is the same and also their

syntax is almost equivalent. What changes is the context where these should be used. In the

next paragraphs we will describe the differences between the three options and the context

where they should be used.

The existence of three different styles is mainly motivated by their scope. In an object system we

clearly need a form of operation tied to types and their instances: methods. A method belongs

to a type, is tied to every instance of that type and it may access the internal stmcture of these

instances. The second style of operations is tied to the dataset itself, not to a particular type or

object. These form of operations are called macros. They are needed to represent operations

that cover general functionalities, not tied to a particular class of objects. Examples of their

applications are report generations or bookkeeping. Generally they can be seen as database

functions or part of application programs. We could have a macro that is responsible for the

generation of a summary of the information, one that cleans up data that is no more needed or

one that performs a particular mathematical function. At this point we still need some general

form of operation that can be used anywhere, without being tied to a particular dataset, object

or class. We call these local functions. They are reusable pieces of code tied only to the current
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scope. The following is an example of a local function that increments a variable.

set $inc(a){

$a+l;

}

This local function can be called using the call statement.

call $inc(5);

A local function can be defined anywhere in an OML program and thus be used to automate

some tasks. They help in extending OML with scripting functionalities. They may also be

nested inside a macro or a method. In the latter case they may encapsulate some logic, improv¬

ing the structure of the macro or method by facilitating the modularisation.

The first possibility to define operations we will examine is to define local functions, which

are transient and limited to the current scope. They can be used to perform some simple local

computation and they provide a way of experimenting with OML code. Before writing a method

or a macro, the user can write a local function as a sort of prototype. Local functions are

parsed and checked when the OML expression containing them is executed. This makes them

rather inefficient. The following is an example of a local function that computes the Fibonacci

numbers using a recursive style:

set $fib(a)

{

if ($a<2)

then

(i;)

else

(

call $fib($a-l) + call $fib($a-2);

);

};

set $input:=15;

set $res:=call $fib($input);

We can see that the statement set serves both as a declaration for variables and for local

functions. The call operator is also important since it is required to invoke the execution of a

local function.

The second way to define operations is to define a macro, which is persistent and tied to a

particular namespace. Macros are tied to the database where they are created, but not to a

particular object or type. A macro is parsed and checked when it is created. This means that

they are more efficient than local functions, since this work has to be done only once. They are

stored in the database in a pre-compiled form. If we see the database as an object, we may think

of macros as methods for it. The following is a very simple example of a macro definition and
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Syntax Type Definition

Childs Ol of 02
01,02 : object omid

Childs 01 of 02 : boolean

create Ol as version of 02
01 : objalias, 02 : object | omid

create 01 as version of 02 : omid

versions 0
0 : object omid

versions Ol : omid list

Childs S
S : object omid

childs S : omid list

parents S
S : object omid

parents S : omid list

allchilds S
S : object omid

allchilds S : omid list

allparents S
S : object omid

allparents S : omid list

Table 7.4: OML Operations for Versions

call. The macro is created inside the namespace math, it takes two inputs, and has two outputs.

After the call, variables varl and var2 will be set to 2 and 5 respectively.

create macro tesfmacro in ns"math"

(inl,in2:outl,out2) (set $outl:=$inl; set $out2:=$in2;);

call ns"math".test_macro(2,5 :varl,var2);

The third option when defining an operation is to define a method, which is persistent and tied

to a particular type. A method is parsed at creation time, just like a macro. A method has a

special way to access the members of the object to which it belongs. The following example

shows the definition of a type, mystring that contains a method getter that returns the field

value.

type mystring(

value : f'string";

getter : () -> (result : f'string") '''self.value;''';

)

7.5 Versions

Table 7.5 lists the operators offered by OML to create and access object versions.

The four operators childs, allchilds, parents, allparents all have a similar syn¬

tactic form and type definition. Their function is also very similar. The first two return, re¬

spectively, a list containing all the direct children or a list containing all the descendants (direct
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Figure 7.3: Example Version Hierarchy

or indirect) of the given object. The subsequent two are the equivalent operations to return

the parent and ancestors. By indirect relationships we imply the use of the transitive property.

The principle is shown in the following example. We have six objects, related as in figure 7.3.

There, an arrow going from an object A to an object B, means that B is a descendant of A. The

following is an example session that shows the operations we described above:

> childs ol;

[ o2, o4 ]

> parents o5;

[ o3 ]

> allchilds ol;

[ o2
,

o3
,

o4
,

o5 , 06]

> allparents o5;

[ ol
,

o2
,

o3 ]

As we can see in the first example, the chi Ids operator returns the two direct children of o 1,

namely o2 and o4. In the case of the allparents example, the result is composed by the

three objects ol, o2 and o3. In this case only o3 is a direct parent, while o2 and ol are

indirect ones.

OML offers two ways of defining versions: an automatic and a manual one. The difference lies

in whether or not the user has to explicitly declare the parent-child relationship. In the automatic

variant, the user must only declare a new object to be a new version of an old one and this will

mark them as versionable objects that will spawn a new version each time they are modified.

The example below shows this behaviour.

> create ol;

o"57@0;0"

> create o2 as version of ol;

o"57@0;l"

> attach to ol myssd = "testdata";

[True]

> versions ol;

[ o"570O;O",o"57@O;l",o"57@O;2"]

We can see that after the object ol is declared as belonging to a hierarchy of objects with

versions every change made to it (the attach statement) generates a new version. We can see

that by using the command versions a list of all existing versions of an object is returned.
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Syntax Type Definition

attach to 0 I = D
0 : object, I : ident, D : datavalue

attachto 0 I — D : boolean

detach from 0 I
0 : object, 1 : ident

detach from 0 I : boolean

listssd 0
0 : object omid

listssd 0 : ident list

Table 7.5: OML Operations for Semi-structured Data

The manual way of specifying versions relies on the operator child, illustrated in table 7.5.

This operator takes two objects as parameters and declares that the first one is a child of the

second one. The situation shown in figure 7.3 can be obtained by issuing the following OML

statements (the six objects are assumed to be already existing).

child 06 of o5;

child 06 of o4;

child o4 of ol;

child o5 of o3;

child o3 of o2;

child o2 of ol;

The automatic generation of new versions at each change can be useful for applications that

either do not want the burden of managing them manually or that need this data. They may

see the sequence of versions as the way to log a set of operations and this log could then be

used to easily implement an undo operation. On the other hand the manual way is important if

the application using OML does not wish for every change to trigger a new version. This may

not be the desired behaviour in cases were a new version is saved in the system only after a

sequence of changes to the old object. Our automatic management of versions is very similar

to the one provided by Objectivity/DB [3], which also offers the possibility of automatically

creating new versions of an object when a write/update occurs. There are two main differences

between the versioning model of Objectivity and ours. We provide the possibility of defining

the object genealogy explicitly using the child operation and, thanks to the notion of extended

object identifier, objects that are part of the same family can be identified immediately. This is

an advantage for the user and for the system, as it does not need to perform expensive operations

on the data structures containing the genealogy information. Moving into the filesystem area,

the automatic creation of a new version is the default behaviour of the VMS system [97], where

files are normally not overwritten but a new copy, with a higher version number is generated.

7.6 Semi-Structured Data

Table 7.5 lists the operations dealing with semi-structured data and their type definitions in

OML. The most important operation is attach that attaches a piece of semi-stmctured data to

an object: this data can be anything and is identified by a name.
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The operations on semi-structured data offered by our system allow query, creation and update

operations to be performed. Not all the systems dealing with this kind of data have the same

capabilities. The XQuery [156] language focuses on the query part and on the generation of

new XML data as a result. It still does not offer update capabilities, although this is one of the

stated goals of the XQuery working group. The Lore system [98] allows a user to update the

data that it stores via its query language. This language is an extension of OQL [26], in that it

not only adds support for semi-stmctured data but also update capabilities, which do not exist

in the original OQL. Still the Lorel Query Language remains non Turing-complete. Our model,

integrating the stmctured and semi-structured operations in the Turing-complete OML, clearly

results in a more powerful mechanism to manipulate and query semi-stmctured data.

Until now we have provided some small examples to illustrate the use of the semi-structured

operators. The next example will be more articulate. It will show a possible mapping of typical

semi-stmctured data, such as an XML document, into our system. Each element in the XML

document will be mapped to an object instance containing only semi-stmctured data. Clearly the

same example could be implemented by defining types for representing an element, attributes

and content.

<document>

<person id="540-123-321">

<name>Mario</name>

<famname>Rossi</famname>

<addr place="home">Infinite Loop</addr>

</person>

</document>

The next piece of OML code creates a set of objects that represent the XML document above.

Each object has a name and a semi-stmctured content attribute, which mirror the correspond¬

ing XML element properties. Additionally an XML element's attributes are represented via

additional semi-stmctured attributes attached to the objects.

The XML document tree is represented using the internal child and parent functionality: the

same result could have been achieved by adding an extra semi-structured attribute to each object

describing the parents.

This is yet another example of a recurring need for a functionality such as object hierarchies.

Having such a functionality in the core system relieves the end-user of a difficult task that is not

central to the application that has to be developed.

create ol;

attach to ol name = "document";

create o2;

attach to o2 name = "person";

attach to o2 id = "540-123-321";

child o2 of ol;

create o3;

attach to o3 name = "name";
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Syntax Type Definition

oid S
S : object amid

oid S : integer

wer S
S : object omid

ver S : integer

loc S
S : object \ omid
loc S : integer

Table 7.6: OML Operations for Object Identifier

attach to o3 content = "Mario";

child o3 of o2;

create o4;

attach to o4 name = "famname";

attach to o4 content = "Rossi";

child o4 of o2;

create o5;

attach to o5 name = "addr";

attach to o5 place = "home";

attach to o5 content = "Infinite Loop";

child o5 of o2;

7.7 Extended Identifier

Each object possesses a unique object identifier. This structure is composed of three parts: an

identifier, a version number and a location. A detailed description of these three parts is given
in Chapter 5.

OML includes three operators to decompose an object identifier in its three parts. During nor¬

mal use these parts are never analysed singularly in detail: the high level operators provide

enough functionality to cover most of the possible uses. For example, the operators to work

with versions such as childs and parents provide the information about the version part of

the object identifiers. Still it may be the case that some applications could want to handle each

part in a special way, possibly to implement some new operator. To provide this possibility, the

operands in table 7.6 are defined.

The following is an example of the three operators. This example is rather trivial, since the

properties of the object identifier are in plain sight and are human-readable. This may not

be the case for a program: if the three operators were not available, a parsing step would be
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required to separate the three components of the identifier.

> oid o"32@3;4";

32

> ver o"32@3;4";

4

> loc o"32@3;4";

3

7.8 Access Control

The access control structures deal with the concepts of users, groups, access permissions and

rules. We will only illustrate briefly the access control model and the related OML statements.

This section will not go into any detail, since this part of the system involves on-going research.

The goal is to extend eOMS to support workflow-like activities and the extended access control

mechanisms they require, such as the ones presented by Atluri in [17],

The access control mechanism described here is rather classical since it is based on an access

matrix. The only particular aspect is the concept of role. The factors that define which kind of

access rights are available on a object are the current user and his current role: access rights are

tied to the triplet user/role/object. The following example illustrates the concept of role. We can

see that after successfully logging in, the user Mike takes the role of Creator. He then proceeds

to create a new object. At this point he takes the role None and tries to access the newly created

object: the system responds with an error. This is due to the fact that the user permissions are

tied to the pair user/role and not only to the user. At the moment of the object creation, the pair

Mike/Creator was the only one granted the access rights. After retaking his role as Creator the

user is able to access the object. The next line shows the use of the grant command to grant

Read access to user Mike with role None. The next access under the guise of Mike/None then

succeeds.

> usedb testdb;

[True]

> login Mike "passwd";

[True]

> role Creator;

[True]

> create ol;

[o"680O;O"]

> role None;

[True]

> o"68@0;0";

You have no permissions to read object o"680O;O"

> role Creator;

[True]

> o"68@0;0";

[omsObject o"68@0;0"
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Syntax Type Definition

whoami whoami : string

whatrole whatrole : string

login / S
I : string, S : siring

login I S : boolean

owner 0
0 : object amid

owner 0 : string

grant A to U role R to 0
A : accessright, U, R : string, 0 : omid object

grant A to U role R to 0: boolean

revoke A to U role R, from 0
A : accessright, U, R : string, 0 : omid object

revoke A to U role R from 0: boolean

getaccessrights S
S : object omid

getaccessrights S : integer

createuser UN RL P
UN,RL,P : string

createuser UN RL P: boolean

deleteuser S
S : object \ omid,

deleteuser S : integer

creategroup TV S
N, S : string

creategroup N S : boolean

deletegroup G
G : string

deletegroup G : boolean

getusemames getusemames : string list

Table 7.7: OML Operations for Access Control
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]

> grant Read to Mike role None to o"680O;O";

[True]

> role None;

[True]

> o"680O;O";

[omsObject o"68@0;0"

]

This model of access control using roles is useful to model the different activities of a user inside

the system. In many systems the same user has different functions and these can be modeled by

roles. This mechanism is very similar to the one that uses users and groups, the latter also being

a way to define the role of the former.

7.9 Other Extensions

In this section we will illustrate some of the additional features of the OML language. These

extensions are motivated by the observations made in Chapters 2 and 3. They represent smaller

additions to the model but are nonetheless important to reach the goal of a powerful and com¬

plete information platform.

7.9.1 Namespaces

Namespaces are a widespread concept found in many different areas of computer science. Every

situation where an object or construct can be referenced by a name may result in name clashes.

Data formats such as XML have solved this problem by introducing a hierarchical naming

scheme, namespaces. When using namespaces, an identifier is prefixed with the appropriate

namespace, i.e. the branch of the naming hierarchy where it belongs. Programming languages

such as C++ not only resort to namespaces, but also tie the meaning or existence of a name to a

limited scope.

eOMS is a system with many features and during its development we encountered some name

clashes, i.e. some OML keywords and some macros had the same name. Clearly, as the devel¬

opment moved forward, the need for a separation became even more evident.

We thus added the concept of namespaces for the macros. Since macros contain a number of

general utility functions such a mathematical ones, we designed a system capable of modelling

multi-level namespaces.

As an example, we can define a namespace using the following statement:

create namespace ns"math";

This creates a namespace math inside the current database. We can also create nested names¬

paces simply by concatenating them with the : operator:
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create namespace ns"math:trig";

The last OML code snippet creates a sub-namespace of math called trig. Namespaces by

themselves are not very useful: we need to use them in conjunction with macro declarations as

in the following example.

create macro test_macro in ns"math" (inl:outl) (set $outl:=$inl;)

Calling a macro involves using the call operator, just as in the case of local functions:

call ns"math".test_macro(7 trayvar);

After the execution of this macro, the variable $myvar will have the value of 7. Once again,

the particular nature of OML makes the syntax look quirky compared to a function/method call

in a more classical programming language since it is not possible to call the macro by only

specifying its name. This limitation is very difficult to overcome due to the constraints posed

by the use of a LR( 1 ) grammar.

7.9.2 Collections as Context

A collection provides a context for an object. OML allows objects to be retrieved simply by

providing their object identifier. Retrieving an object in this way does not specify which one of

its instances is requested. The eOMS identifier offers the possibility of specifying the current

view on the object. The current view of an object can be set explicitly by using a type cast as in

the following expression.

update f'person"(o"123") .name :="Test";

In this case, the object is retrieved by specifying the identifier o"123" and thus its view is

undefined. The attribute access . name could lead to ambiguities, since more than one of the

information units composing the object may have a field named name. This is avoided by

usingatypecastf'person" (. . .) to explicitly set the current view, i.e. specifying which

instance of the object should be considered active.

Some OML expressions set the current view of an object implicitly. Accessing an object stored

in a collection automatically sets the current view to the member type of the collection.

all $P in c"Persons" having ($P.name="Rose Smith")

Inside the ( $P .
name="Rose Smith" ) expression, the $P variable is implicitly set to have

the view equal to the member type of collection Persons. This means that the attribute projec¬

tion
. name works, since the member type of the collection is person which has such a field.

The current view is retained by the expression. In the case of the previous query the objects

contained in the result collection will all have the view set to their person instance.
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Syntax Type Definition

C[S:E:T]
C : collection, S ,E ,

T : integer

C[S:E:T] : objectlist

C[S:E]
C : collection, S

,
E : integer

C[S:E] : objectlist

C[S]
C : collection, S : integer-

CIS] : object

Table 7.8: Type Definitions for Slices

7.9.3 Slices

Slices are a powerful way of selecting a single or sequence of elements inside a collection.

The type definition of the slice operator can be seen in table 7.8. They derive directly from

the subscript operator of imperative programming languages: the difference lies in the fact that

the subscript operator is able to select a single element inside a list while the slice can select

either a single element or a sequence. This difference is present also in the syntactic definition

of the slice operator: there is one mandatory index, while the other two are optional. If only

the first index is specified, e.g. c' Persons' [0] ', the slice operator returns a single object

(the first contained in the collection). If the first and second indexes are specified the result

will be a sequence. c'Persons' [0:3] will return the first three objects contained in the

collection. To select an open ended sequence it is possible to leave out one of the two indexes

still keeping the colon. The slice [ 1 : ] means all elements excluding the first, while [ : 10 ]

means all elements from the first to the 10th. The third index is called the step. It can be used

to select only some elements inside a sequence. The slice [ : : 2 ] will return a list containing

all the elements at an even index. One interesting feature of slices is that the indexes can also

be negative: [ -1 ] means the last element. Also the step may use negative numbers: [ : : 1 ]

means all the elements while [ : : -1 ] means all the elements in reverse order.

7.10 Results

This chapter illustrated the details of the Object Model Language. We explained its evolution

process and the methodology followed. We described how the various extensions to the OM

model are represented in the Object Model Language. Additionally we have shown how OML

can be used to define the operational parts of a system.

At this point we have introduced all the ideas and concepts behind the eOMS system. We

explained in detail the object identifiers, the type system and the language. The next step is to

explain how all these parts are used to build a functioning system. In the next chapter we will

thus describe the implementation details of the eOMS platform.
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The eOMS Platform

The road leading to a goal does not separate youfrom the destination; it is essen¬

tially a part of it.

Charles DeLint

8.1 Overview

In this chapter we will present the architecture of the eOMS system. We will begin with an

overview of the architecture, and then examine each component in more detail. We will also

describe the evolution of the eOMS platform, both to motivate some of the design choices and

to have an insight into the implementation of such a system. From a software engineering point

of view it is always interesting to know how a system evolved, which hurdles were encountered

and how they were overcome.

Decisions on implementation choices were driven by the requirements we analysed in Chapter 2

and 3. Our goal was to build a system supporting all the standard features that can be expected

from a modem storage platform, such as transactions and multi-user support. Additionally

we wanted to offer support for a richer data model, based on the object stmcture described in

Chapter 6, including the unified language OML and associated access control features.

Another goal of the implementation was to make eOMS capable of running on all of the ma¬

jor modem operating systems (Unix/Linux, Windows and Mac OS X). This continues in the

tradition set by the family of OM systems.

8.2 The Architecture

A very general and simplified architecture can be seen in figure 8.1. We can discern three layers:

the client, server and storage parts.

The storage layer contains almost no implementation logic: it is where the data is effectively

stored. The client layer represents the clients connecting to the eOMS servers via the network.

Clearly each client must support the appropriate communication protocols to be able to com¬

municate with the underlying layer. The middle layer, the eOMS server, can be seen in different

ways. We can introduce it as a translation layer from the high level protocol used with the

clients to the low level one used to communicate with the storage server. Another way to look

at it is by defining it as the place were operations take place. These operations may be the ones

needed to provide a persistence facility or, if a part of the application logic is contained in the

117
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Clients

eOMS
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Figure 8.1: The eOMS Architecture
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Figure 8.2: Multiple eOMS Servers Sharing the Same Storage Server
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eOMS server, it may be considered also as the place where the application resides and is exe¬

cuted. The quantity and type of application logic stored in the eOMS server depends heavily

on the application style. An application may want to store and execute most of its logic on the

server, using macros/methods/functions, as explained in Chapter 7, or keep it on the client side.

The storage server may be shared by several different eOMS server instances and not only by

several eOMS clients as can be seen in figure 8.2. This configuration is used when most of

the application logic is stored in eOMS. It allows a sharing of the computational load across

multiple instances of the eOMS server.

Figure 8.3: The eOMS Server Architecture

We will now go into more detail and examine the core of the eOMS platform. Figure 8.3 zooms

into it and shows the main parts of the system. First of all we see the part dealing with incoming

requests. This is managed by a multithreaded listener. Each incoming connection from the

clients is assigned to a whole new thread of execution. This means that the eOMS server is

able to support multiple clients at once and that its load may be distributed among multiple

processors. Next in the hierarchy is the OML interpreter. The role of this part is to interpret

the incoming requests from the clients, formulated in OML, and initiate the steps needed to

generate their result. When the result is ready, this component translates it into the appropriate

format (XML or native) and sends it to the client. We provide two different formats, each one

tailored to a particular kind of client. The native format is used when the client is a human

typing OML statements and reading the results in an interactive session. This implies that the

output must be human-readable. The syntax of the native format is thus very concise and almost

self-describing.

The XML format is used when the client is an application. This application will parse the

server's output and perform some operations on it. The XML format was chosen since it is

very easy to build parsers understanding it. In the next sections we will provide an extended

description of both the native and XML formats.

The bottom two boxes in figure 8.3 are the transaction manager and the type system. The

latter is the one containing all the definitions and operations needed to operate on objects and

types. This is clearly a basic function of the eOMS system which is needed by almost all other

components. The transaction manager is the part responsible for the execution of the operations

inside the context of a transaction. All operations in eOMS are encapsulated in a transaction.

This is also the only part in the system that communicates with the storage server. Since all
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operations on persistent data have to go through this point, it is relatively easy to guarantee the

consistency of the operations.

Figure 8.4: The Architecture of the OML Component

A very important part of the system is the one that deals with the OML language. Figure 8.4

illustrates its main components. The part on the right is the error handler which comes into

play for any kind of error that may occur. An error may be a simple syntactical error or a much

more complex issue such as the detection of an inconsistency in the data. In the case of an

error, the current transaction is aborted and the client is notified with a detailed description of

the problem. The components on the left side are the classical ones needed to parse and execute

an expression. The scanner must work on the data sent by the client and transform it into a

stream of syntactical constructs (tokens). This stream is then fed into the parser stage where the

tokens are grouped into logical groups (sentences) by following the appropriate grammar rules.

These sentences are then stored in an abstract syntax tree, which is a data stmcture representing

the OML program. This tree is passed to the AST optimiser/interpréter which will traverse the

tree, possibly transforming it into an equivalent but faster variant, and perform the operations

it describes. The results of these operations are then sent back to the client that submitted the

original request. This is the most relevant part of the eOMS system, since every operation on

the data starts here. The interpreter recognises every operation and knows how to ask the other

parts of the system to perform it.

Figure 8.5 illustrates the part of the system that deals with transactions. This part contains an

error handler that handles any kind of problem that may occur and transmits them to the error

handler of the OML processor so that they can be relayed, if appropriate, to the client. The

cache logic is the only part communicating directly with the storage system. By having a single

component communicating with the storage system, it is easier to maintain the consistency of

the cache and it is easier to control the amount of cached data. The database management

block deals with operations that involve the creation or deletion of a database and the whole

access control management. The transaction block deals mostly with the begin, commit and

abort phases of a transaction. Additionally it manages the network connections with the storage

server and offers some utility functions dealing with the metadata. The consistency checker

exposes the functionality needed to ensure that all the constraints defined are respected and it is

called almost uniquely when committing a transaction or for debugging purposes.

Next we delve into the type system ofeOMS, as shown in figure 8.6. These parts are described
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Figure 8.5: The Transaction Manager

in detail in Chapter 6 and 7 and deal with the notion of objects and values. The value types and

value logic represent the base components, namely the atoms of the data stored in eOMS. Each

value type knows how to relate itself to other value types, for example comparison operators

are defined even between different but compatible value types. They also need the functionality

to create a representation of themselves, either in XML or native format. An eOMS object is

composed by value types related together. As we have seen in Chapter 6, we start this aggrega¬

tion with the atoms, building tuples. From there we build fields, information units and finally

objects.

Figure 8.6: The Type System

We can now look at the value types in more detail. Figure 8.7 depicts their hierarchy. We

can immediately notice that they are divided into four main classifications: numerical, text,

date/time and identifier. The latter represents the object identifier, as explained in detail in

Chapter 5. It is stored in a separate part of the value type hierarchy since it is really a unique

structure. The principle followed is that a value type should be capable of relating itself to the

other value types in the same hierarchy branch. This is true for the string section, where all the

subtypes can be treated as a string if needed. The date/time and numerical parts also follow the

same mle. The object identifier is a value type that cannot be compared and/or converted to

a string or a number, and thus it belongs to a separate branch. The numerical group sports no

particular feature but simply represents the value types that represent boolean, integer and real

numbers. When dealing with numerical values, the system performs automatic type conversion
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with the type of an expression determined by the type of the first operand. As an example, the

expression 5 * 1.2 will produce a result of type integer.

The string section is the most populated: URL, Bulk and Cardinality value types are just a

subset of the domain of String. The operational specifications method/macro/trigger are also

part of this category, since they are viewed by the user in textual form. Internally the system

maintains both the textual and a pre-parsed version. This is done mainly for two reasons: first

to guarantee their syntactic correctness, thus avoiding storing incorrect operational instructions

and, second, to provide a performance boost. Parsing a method/trigger/macro and building its

intermediate representation is a computationally expensive operation and, thus, it is done only

when the textual content is created or modified. The last member of the String hierarchy is

the MIME type which is meant to represent binary data inside the system. Along with the binary

data itself, the system offers the possibility of storing the data's metadata such as the MIME

type.

The last branch of the value type tree is the date/time. The base type DateTime stores a single

point in time as specified by the ISO 8601 [73] standard. Additionally we added two more

special temporal value types: the Repetition and the Interval. As shown in section

6.6, modelling such concepts increases the complexity of a database schema. Thus we felt the

need to incorporate them directly as base value types in our system. The Repetition type is

heavily inspired by the design of Unix's cron [68] facility. It stores the concept of repetitions

by specifying five parameters: minute, hour, day, month and year. Each of these can contain an

intermixed list of points and ranges of times: e.g. the following hour field 5-12/2,20 means

from 5 to 12, every two hours and at 20. This is a compact and expressive way to model this

kind of data. An extensive description of the data types is given in Chapter 7.

\ •: mi;'
' '
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Figure 8.7: The eOMS Value Types
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8.3 Implementation

The OMS family encompasses several very different implementations as described in Chapter 3.

The original system is written in Prolog while there are also versions written in Java, C++ and

Python.

What all these versions teach us is that the OM model can be implemented in almost any system,

but at the price of an impedance mismatch of a classic object system, such as Java.

The implementation of the eOMS system underwent several phases. At first a C++ version was

implemented. The main goal of this version was performance. It used XML as an exchange

format, both as input and output and understood AQL. This first version used a hand written

storage engine using persistent B-trees as the main structure and supported indexes. This first

version was fundamental in understanding that to be able to perform rapid testing of new fea¬

tures, a more agile development environment had to be used. First of all, writing a reliable and

feature-complete storage engine is a task that requires a major implementation effort. There¬

fore, given the existence of very well tested and capable alternatives, we choose to utilise them,

instead of developing our own solution. This freed a lot of resources that could then be used

on more novel and interesting parts of the system that were the focus of this research. The well

known "do not reinvent the wheel" motto proved itself correct. This is also more modem from

a software engineering standpoint, respecting the component reuse paradigm. Another hurdle

was the use of Lex [95|/Yacc [75] to develop the parser. Beside being very popular tools, hav¬

ing several years of development and testing behind them, they still proved unsuitable both to

be integrated in an object-oriented environment and to facilitate rapid development and testing.

The following citation, found in the Lex manual page, is a non-technical argument confirming

our feelings:

The asteroid to kill this dinosaur is still in orbit.

The next incarnation of eOMS was developed in Python [158]. This allowed an extended num¬

ber of new features to be easily added and tested. New features have to be tested rapidly, ideally

requiring a short time to be implemented and tried. Python is a very dynamic language, with

a very clean and concise syntax. As we will explain in the following paragraphs, its extensive

support for basic data types such as lists and dictionaries is a key feature that allows our model

to be mapped almost directly. Additionally, functions in Python are also values: this means we

can use higher-order functions. This is especially important when coupled with the extensive

support for reflection and introspection. This allows the structure of objects to be analysed and

possibly modified at runtime. These are very useful capabilities when dealing with objects that

have to be made persistent. For example, we can modify, in a transparent way, the behaviour of

persistent objects to make them handle pointer swizzling.

Python is cross-platform, i.e. it can run on a very wide range of platforms. There are versions

for the main families of operating systems in use today, such as Unix and Windows, and also

for more exotic ones, such as embedded systems.

The main data structures used in Python are lists, tuples and dictionaries (associative contain¬

ers). Python's syntax offers several shortcuts when dealing with these three structures. It is

still possible to write Python code treating them as regular classes and instances, not using the

syntactic sugar, but the readability clearly suffers. In the following example we will build two

lists and two dictionaries in two different ways. We will use both the short and long notation,
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denoted respectively by the trailing _s and _1. We will then show how the two syntaxes return

equivalent lists and dictionaries, by comparing them using the == operator.

>» list_l=list( [3,4,5,6] )

>» list_s=[3, 4, 5, 6]

>» dict_l=dict ( [ (1, "one") , (2, "two") , (3, "three") ]

>>> dict_s={1 :"one",2 :"two",3 :"three"}

>>> list_l

[3, 4, 5, 6]

>>> dict_l

{1: 'one', 2: 'two', 3: 'three'}

>>> dict_l==dict_s

True

>>> list_l==list_s

True

Coincidentally, these three stmctures are the ones we used to describe our objects in Chapter 6.

This implies that we can represent objects following our model in a very readable way.

We will now show a more complex example. We will provide the Python representation of our

example information unit from Chapter 6. The original definition represents an object of type

person and is composed by three fields. The first one stores the name and is composed by a

string. The second field is constituted by a set of strings and it represents the titles of the person.

The last one is a set of pairs, representing the location and associated phone number.

let ex_fieldl = UNI ONE(OMString("Mark Muster"));;

let ex_field2 = SET [ ONE(OMString("Prof.")) ;

ONE(OMString("Mr.")) ];;

let ex_field3 = SET [ TWO(OMString("Home"),

OMString("+41 123321"));

TWO(OMString("Office") ,

OMString(" + 41 4322334")) ] ;;

let ex_inf_unit_0 = FIELDS [("name",ex_fieldl);

("title",ex_field2);

("phone",ex_field3) ];;
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The same stmcture can be expressed in Python in the following way.

ex_fieldl = [ (omstring("Mark Muster"),) ]

ex_field2 = [ (omstring("Prof."),),(omstring("Mr."),) ]

ex_field3 = [ (omstring("Home"),omstring("+41 123321")),

(omstring("Office"),omstring("+41 4322334")) ]

ex_inf_unit_0 = { "name": ex_fieldl,

"title" : ex_field2,

"phone" : ex_field3 }

It is important to notice that both Ocaml and Python syntax are really similar in this case. This

means that the translation process of our model from one language to the other does not produce

an awkward syntax.

Of great help in the development process was PLY [18], which is a Python implementation

of the classical scanner/parser generators Lex and Yacc. Thanks to its tight integration with

the Python environment it was possible to test extensions and changes to the OML language

quickly and easily. Our experience shows that other people are able to understand the whole

system without too much effort. We will introduce an example, showing how eOMS can be

taken and modified to suit particular needs in Chapter 9.

Another important component of eOMS is the storage layer, as seen in figure 8.1. We chose

PostgreSQL [44] as a storage engine: PostgreSQL is an object-relational database manage¬

ment system (ORDBMS) based on POSTGRES, Version 4.2, developed at the University of

California at Berkeley Computer Science Department. PostgreSQL is cross-platform, mnning

natively on several operating systems such as Windows and Unix derivatives. The choice of

a full-featured RDBMS has several positive influences on the development process. Probably

the feature that proved most valuable during the development was the referential constraint

checker. Designing a full relational schema for the storage layer, with all the meaningful con¬

straints proved invaluable in finding bugs and avoiding inconsistencies. Two types of constraints

were used: the first is the check on single fields, such as uniqueness. This comprises concepts

such as primary keys. The second type is the foreign key constraint. This helps maintaining

a certain consistency between the data contained in several tables: otherwise several cases of

inconsistency would have been unnoticed or would have been much more difficult to pinpoint.

Additional facilities such as indexing were heavily used to provide a performance advantage.

Part of the coordination between the eOMS instances is then delegated to the PostgreSQL sys¬

tem. This also allowed reliance on PostgreSQL mechanisms to dump and restore databases.

Additionally it was possible to exploit the replication facilities for PostgreSQL offered by sys¬

tems such as Slony-I [32] which is defined as a master to multiple slaves replication system

with cascading and failover.

8.4 The Client-Server Communication Protocols

As explained above there are two different protocols used for the client-server communication.

Their difference lies in the data format used to communicate the results to the clients. The
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communications that originate from the client and are directed to the server are, in both cases,

a sequence of OML statements.

The first server to client protocol is called native and it is designed to be used in an interactive

environment. It is mainly used when a user is communicating with the server using the textual

console. The server's responses are sent back in a format that is human readable to facilitate the

interaction with the system.

The following is an example of a user interacting with an eOMS server. The first step is selecting

the native output format. This is done by using the set statement to assign the right value to

the $output variable. We can notice that the server replies with a True, i.e. the operation

was successful. As the second collection Persons having Frank Miller as a name. The

operation, the user sends an OML query selecting all objects in server computes the results

and sends it back using the native format. The first part of the response indicates the object

identifier of the result o"103@0;0". The second part is composed by the structured data of

the object. In this case there are two information units. The first is of type collection

and stores the name and member type. The second is of type set coll, representing a set

collection, that represents the extent of the collection. In this case it contains only one object,

namely o"51@0;0".

:> set $output:="native";

Response:

True

:> all $P in c"Persons" having

($P.name="Frank Miller");

Response :

[

omsObject o"103@0;0"

structured data:

{

f'collection": [("Persons_tmp", ), ("person",)],

f'setcoll": [ ( [o"51@0;0"],)]

}

]

The second protocol used by the server's answers is based on XML. The XML format is a

very popular way of exchanging data, in fact, in its definition [150] we can find the following

statement:

...
XML is also playing an increasingly important role in the exchange of a

wide variety ofdata on the Web and elsewhere.
...

We chose XML for several other reasons beside its popularity. XML, under the form of SOAP,

was already used in other OM systems such as OMX-FS and has proven itself capable of de¬

scribing OM objects. This descriptive power does not limit the human readability of XML.
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In contrast to some binary protocols, which can only be read by appropriate programs, XML-

encoded data can still be understood by humans which is a very helpful feature when developing

and debugging a new system. Another positive point is the amount and quality of available tools

to parse XML. These tools facilitate the development of a parser that understands the eOMS re¬

sponses. This is further helped by the presence of schema description languages for XML

(DTD and XLMSchema). Using this formal description we will illustrate the format of the data

returned by the server.

The following is a DTD describing the format of the answer document. It is a simple version,

used to indicate the format but it omits some details for the sake of clarity. We left out some

of the most complex structures, such as the date and time repetitions, to maintain an acceptable

length,

<!DOCTYPE answer [

<!ELEMENT answer (omsObject,int,real,string,omid)*>
<!ELEMENT omsObject (instance*,ssd)>

<IELEMENT instance (field*)>

<!ELEMENT field (#CDATA)>

<!ELEMENT ssd (ssdfield*)>

<!ELEMENT ssdfield (key,value)>

<!ELEMENT key (#CDATA)>

<!ELEMENT value (#CDATA)>

<!ELEMENT card (#CDATA)>

<!ELEMENT int (#CDATA)>

<!ELEMENT real (#CDATA)>

<!ELEMENT string (#CDATA)>

<!ELEMENT omid (#CDATA)>

<!ELEMENT bulk (#CDATA)>

<!ATTLIST omsObject

id

<!ATTLIST instance

id

<!ATTLIST field

name

number

bulk

<!ATTLIST value

type

type

CDATA>

CDATA>

CDATA

CDATA

(uni|set

I ranking I bag

I sequence)

CDATA>

CDATA>

]>

If we look at this DTD we can notice that it is almost equivalent to the structure of an object as

described in Chapter 6. We can use the above definition to parse the following example answer

from the server.
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<answer>

<omsobj id="132@2;3">

<instance id="3@l;2">

<fieId name="name" number="l"

bulk="uni"

type="string">fish.jpg</field>
<field name="size" number="0"

bulk="uni"

type="int">30212</field>
</instance>

<ssd>

<key>Aperture</key>

<value type="string">f3.l</value>

<key>Exposure</key>
<value type="string">1/300</value>

</ssd>

</omsobj>

</answer>

We will now explain this example in detail. The outermost element, answer contains the

representation of one object. This object is composed of an instance, the structured data, and a

piece of semi-structured data. The instance contains only two fields. The first is called name,

with value f i s h. jpg and type string. The second is called size, of type integer and with value

30212.The semi-stmctured data is a sequence of key, value pairs. In this case we have two

attributes, Aperture and Exposure and their respective values are/5.7 and 1/300.

8.5 Outlook

The current version of eOMS is complete in terms of providing the functionality described in

this thesis. All the functionalities described in the previous chapters are implemented and tested.

However, there are on-going projects investigating other aspects of the system. Such projects

are mainly concerned with specific extensions to the model in order to specifically support other

classes of applications such as content management.

One of the current efforts is the integration of eOMS as one of the back-ends of the OMS*

library. This library allows transparent access to heterogenous OMS platforms. This means that

it allows changing the underlying OMS system, without affecting the client. A more detailed

description of OMS* can be found in Chapter 3.

From an implementation point of view the integration with OMS* poses a series of issues. First

of all, there are some subtle differences in the type system used by different OM implementa¬

tions. They range from the use of different names for the data types, for example an eOMS

string is equivalent to an OMS Pro text, to more complex issues such as the support for

stmctured types. In the current version of OMS Pro, the user needs to explicitly define and

name a stmcture to represent binary structures, while this is not the case in eOMS. The follow¬

ing example data definitions show this subtle difference. The first one is the definition of the

person type in OMS Pro. First we can see the definition of the phone_struct structure and

later we see how it is used in defining the person type.
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struct phone_struct

(

description : string;

number : string;

);

type person

(

phone : set of phone_struct;

);

In eOMS the stmcture definition is not needed and we can directly define the phone field as a

tuple of two strings.

type person

(

phone : set of (t"string", f'string");

);

Clearly the two definitions yield an equivalent type, but are not totally compatible. The inte¬

gration process has to deal with such differences. Another critical point is performance. To

reach the goal of being a universal interface for the OM platforms, OMS* queries the metadata

intensively. To avoid spending most of the time answering queries about it, we added some

system structures that contain this information. A typical query often submitted by OMS* is

ext t "ptypeO ". This query returns a collection containing all the types defined in the sys¬

tem. Its drawback is that every time it must build a new collection object and populate it with

the types. We thus added a collection called Types that contains all the types defined in the

system. This collection does not really exist, in the sense that it is not stored as a persistent

object. Instead, when the OMS* client asks for it, it is built on the fly from the internal caches

ofeOMS.

Another effort currently underway is the addition of content management concepts to eOMS.

This implies a different model of access permissions capable of supporting workflow concepts.

This case study is presented in Chapter 9.

The experience gained in designing and implementing eOMS leads us to the following question.

What is missing or needs to be changed to make eOMS a state of the art system?

We can focus on different areas that may be analyzed. From the point of view of the language,

OML is powerful, but it could be extended with some additional syntactic constructs to make

the creation of operations simpler. These changes could include concepts such as explicit loops

(while, for) and a pattern matching mechanism like the one used in Ocaml. The work of the

application programmer could be simplified even further by offering some debugging facilities.

As for the implementation of the OML language itself, there is not much room for improvement.

Currently, OML can be parsed by an LALR(l) parser [22]. Removing some of the ugliness

from the syntax, such as the prefixes identifying the data types, for example c
" Co 1 IName "

or

f'TypeName" would require a much more complex and inefficient parser. Additionally the

error messages returned in the case of error would be more generic, thus less useful for the user.

Due to these drawbacks we do not feel that something needs to be changed in this department.
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The implementation platform could clearly be different. Now that the set of features is stable,

there is no longer a need to favour a platform such a Python that facilitates experimenting with

new ideas. Any ofthe mainstream programming languages/platforms such as C/C++, Java/J2EE

and C#/.NET would be a suitable replacement for Python. The performance gains would not

be so significant for the system itself, but could be relevant for the execution of operations. By

sacrificing the cross-platform nature of eOMS, operations could be compiled into the machine

binary format, thus providing significant performance gains.

One last point is the integration with other platforms. OMS* is an effort in this direction and

it enables the users of the Java platform to use eOMS. Still OMS* works at a very low level

with the granularity of the data well below the level of an object. This is not the most efficient

way of working with eOMS. We think that the interface should be at a much higher level.

To ease the use of eOMS by the application programmers, we should provide some kind of

rapid prototyping tool. Ideally, after defining the OM structures such as types, collections and

constraints, this tool should generate all the corresponding classes and glue code for the target

platform. Clearly such a tool would make eOMS a platform that would be more useable outside

of its academic roots.

8.6 Conclusions

In this chapter we illustrated the stmcture of eOMS while moving from a very high-level view

down to the details. The system was divided into several functional units which were explained

in turn. We illustrated some of the technical issues that we encountered and how we solved

them. Developing such a complex system is always a challenge from the point of view of

software engineering. We have discussed the historical and technical motivations behind the

choices of the platforms, tools and methodologies used by our system.

At this point we have shown the structure of the objects, how to work and interact with them

using OML and how everything is integrated into a platform. In the next chapter we will see

how this platform can be used by real applications.
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Case Studies

In order to analyse and evaluate the model and system described in the previous chapters, we

built a number of applications. These applications are relatively simple in terms of scale but

heavily exploit the advanced features of eOMS. These examples will also serve to further mo¬

tivate the introduction of some of the features. We will describe how the requirements of the

applications led to the refinement and to the introduction of new constructs.

We will examine in particular two cases: a picture management system and a content man¬

agement framework. Each of these examples motivates the presence of one or more features:

interestingly enough, both point to the existence of the semi-structured data as a useful feature.

As an additional case, we will introduce some examples of operations on objects written using

OML and using OIL or Prolog. This direct comparison with predecessors of OML will further

show the improvements that can be achieved.

9.1 Picture Management System

The first application we are going to introduce is a picture management system. This system

should provide not only the basic features of a photo album such as naming and classifica¬

tion but also extended ones such as multiple classification, version control, extended attributes,

links, multi-user support and access control. One of the underlying assumptions is that such

an application should support the notion of editing. The application should not directly provide

any editing capabilities, but it should be able to model the evolution of a picture. If the picture is

changed in an external program, the picture management system should capture this and model

the relation between the two versions appropriately.

eOMS should serve as the storage engine for this application. This means that all the features,

basic and extended, of the picture management system should be implemented by exploiting

the capabilities of eOMS in the best possible way.

The Picture Management System (PMS) was designed with the following goals in mind:

• Picture categorisation. Each picture stored in the system can be filed in more than one

category. This is important since a picture may logically belong to more than one cate¬

gory. As we will see in the examples, a picture of a fish may belong both to a category

about zoology and to one about technical photography.

• Picture attributes depending on the categorisation. Each picture may have several user-

defined attributes. These attributes are tied not only to the picture but also to the category.

131
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This means that some attributes are visible only when the picture is accessed from a given

category. In our example, the fish picture may possess some attributes that are shown only

in the zoology category, such as the species name, while other, such as the aperture and

exposure, may be shown only in the context of the technical photography category.

• Link between pictures. Each picture may be linked to any other picture to support rela¬

tionships between them. This should be used in an orthogonal way with respect to the

classification. A possible example of such a feature is for pictures representing the same

subject viewed at different zoom levels.

• Supportfor multiple versions ofa picture. The system should be able to model the evolu¬

tion of a picture. This may be particularly useful to track the changes done. The original

picture will remain inside the system along with the newer versions. All the versions

of the same picture will be linked together to allow the browsing of their history. This

feature is used to support picture editing.

• Multiuser support. Not everybody should be allowed to do everything to a picture or

category of pictures. Each picture must have an owner that decides who has which kind

of access to it. This is also true for category of pictures.

Figure 9.1: Main Application Window

The main window of the application can be seen in figure 9.1. We can notice in the left pane

the list of existing piles where a pile is a category that contains pictures. We chose to use the

term pile instead of container, collection or set to avoid overloading their meaning, thus leading

to ambiguities. On the left side we can see the pictures stored in the currently selected pile. The

Picture Management System also makes use of the versioning facilities and therefore more than

one version of the same picture may be present. This is very useful to track the changes made

to an image.

As described above, the system supports multiple versions of the same picture as can be seen in

figure 9.2. The support is limited to linear versions, and does not support branches or merges.

The versioning is implemented using the eOMS extended identifier, with the version field used

to store the version number of the picture. The figure shows three versions of the same picture.

Each version is a full picture in the system, as can be seen from the window in the upper left

side of the figure. The different versions of a picture can also be browsed using the buttons Next
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Figure 9.2: Versions
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Version and Previous Version. In the same way, a new version may be created using the New

Version button.

This application is a clear case where the notion of extended object identifiers is useful and

greatly simplifies the work of the application programmer. Without the versioning facility al¬

ready provided, there would be a need for some extra application-managed stmcture to store

that information. At the very least the application should maintain an extra structure such as the

one depicted using UML in figure 9.3. This may seem easy, but it is not. It is enough to think

about the possible need for indexes on the ParentChiId structure, which would also need

to be managed by hand. Besides, the eOMS system also offers a set of operations to handle

the parent and child structures as described in chapter 7. Additionally the versioning model of

eOMS allows object to be marked as having multiple versions. When a change is applied to

such an object, a new version is automatically created. The system will also readily update the

parent/child structure, without the explicit intervention of the application. This clearly makes

the logic of the application simpler.

Picture

+data

ParentChild

+parent

+chil.d

Figure 9.3: Additional Data Structure for Versions

Another feature of the Picture Management System is the possibility of adding arbitrary tags

to each image. Figure 9.5 represents a picture with two tags. The tags are represented by the

two boxes on the bottom of the figure. The tags are dependent on the current pile which can

therefore be seen as a kind of context. As an example look at figures 9.5 and 9.6. They both

represent the same picture but they are taken from two different piles. The first is designed

for people interested in the zoological information of the photograph, the second shows tags

regarding the technical details. These tags are implemented using eOMS's support for semi-

stmctured data. To implement this functionality using a conventional relational storage system

would imply the creation of an additional data stmcture, such as the one in figure 9.4. This

structure is not very complex, but its management is not trivial. The Tag relation references the

Picture relation. This means that, in the case of a deletion in the latter, the corresponding

entry in the former table should be deleted. This is required to maintain the consistency of the

data. This can be achieved either at the application level, by explicitly deleting the right Tag, or

by specifying the referential constraint. In SQL this would require some foreign key constraint

such as the following one:

CREATE TABLE Tag(

picid BIGINT NOT NULL;

FOREIGN KEY (picid) REFERENCES Picture (picid)

ON DELETE CASCADE;

Stating explicitly how to handle the stmcture holding semi-stmctured data is not required in

eOMS. There the system already knows that the semi-stmctured data of a deleted object must
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also be deleted. Again, having the possibility of attaching arbitrary attributes to objects makes

the application logic simpler and less error-prone.

Picture

+data

Tag
l"^" Pile

+name

+value

+content

Figure 9.4: Additional Data Stmcture for Semi-stmctured Data

The system also uses the access control mechanism of eOMS extensively. First of all there is the

basic functionality that deals with the user management: authentication and user creation/dele¬

tion. Both base entities in the system have a user as owner and this user is allowed to grant

permissions to other users. We can see the graphical schema of the system in figure 9.7.

At this point, we wish to compare the Picture Management System with similar applications.

This will allow us to compare the complexity of the models and the features offered and do a

qualitative analysis of eOMS. We will look at some other applications meant to manage pic¬

tures: Apple's iPhoto [14] and Google's Picasa [58]. Clearly we have no way of knowing how

these applications are implemented internally, but we can have a look at the model of picture or¬

ganisation they offer to the end user. From this information we can derive the internal structure

likely used and see which benefits the features of eOMS would offer in these cases.

First we will look at iPhoto, whose model is depicted in Figure 9.8. From the point of view of

how the pictures are grouped, there are two main concepts: albums and smart albums. Albums

are simple containers and a picture has to be put in there explicitly by the user. Smart albums

are akin to views in a relational database and they show only the pictures matching certain rules.

This means that the content is not explicitly defined by the user, but rather changes according to

the picture's attributes. Every picture may be contained in more than one album, allowing for

multiple classification. Each picture, besides the trivial metadata such as size, may be related

with other information such as rating, comment or keywords. All this additional information is

linked directly to the picture, and is not dependent on the current album.

Finally these additional attributes could be unified under a single concept, as can be seen in

Figure 9.9. We have aggregated the ratings, comments and keywords in a single structure called

Tags. The member type of this collection is defined below.

type tag

key

value

text;

text;

);

This structure represents an associative array, the same structure used in eOMS to store semi-

stmctured data. Clearly all these additional pieces of a picture's information could be modeled

using semi-stmctured data. This would bring an advantage, in that the extra information would

be not limited to the three pre-defined categories.
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Figure 9.6: Semi-structured data
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Figure 9.9: iPhoto Modified Model

Figure 9.10: Picasa Model
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Next we examine the model of Picasa which is shown in Figure 9.10. Also in this case we have

two classification mechanisms: one is the location of the picture file (folder) and the other one

is the concept of label. A label may be attached to a picture, and the program may display all the

pictures having a certain label. Both of these classifications are explicitly defined by the user.

Additionally a picture may possess more labels, but be located in only a single folder. A picture

may be associated with additional properties, which are arbitrary text strings. A special property

is the star, which is meant to identify the most significant pictures. The program possesses the

functionality to display only pictures with the star property.
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Figure 9.11: Example Hierarchy of Piles

As the last example we will now examine the model used by our Picture Management System,

illustrated in figure 9.7. The categorisation of pictures is done via the concept of piles where

a pile is a container where the user explicitly puts pictures. Piles can be part of other piles,

as described by the part_of association. This is a useful facility, as it defines a relationship

(container/contains) that allows hierarchical categories to be modeled. We can see an example

of such a hierarchy in figure 9.11. There we define a pile to hold pictures about nature, along

with two child piles holding landscape and animal pictures. The concept of tags allows the

addition of information attached to a picture. A tag is associated with a picture and a pile, so

it will appear only in the right context. It is not solely related to the picture, but also to the

pile. Another concept is that every picture has an owner, which is responsible for regulating the

access to it.

All three of these examples have some common features. They sport a concept to categorise

and to add additional information to the pictures. The categorisation functionality is rather

straightforward to implement using any kind of information store. Only if using a plain file

system will the multiple categorisation be difficult to achieve because it will require the use of

links. The additional information that can be attached to a picture is clearly a required feature

for such systems. A user may want to annotate a picture with several pieces of meaningful

information. This is clearly a case where the use of semi-structured data is useful. Instead

of having to add other entities to the system and associate them with the picture concept, the

developer may simply represent the concepts of tag/property/comment/star/rating/keyword as

semi-structured data attached to the appropriate picture object.

Our Picture Management System application clearly shows two things. First the extended fea¬

tures of eOMS (semi-structured data, versions, advanced access control) are a requirement for

many modem applications. Second the application programmer can use these features and un-
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load some of the associated complexity by using the eOMS system.

9.2 Content Management Framework

The content management area is a very active one since the increasing popularity of the World

Wide Web pushes all kinds of content to be published on-line. The distributed and heteroge¬

neous nature of the medium implies the use of a comprehensive model, capable of supporting

all the required operations such as publishing, authoring, work flows, distribution, linking and

authentication. Applications can offer some of these features without much effort by relying on

the underlying storage mechanism. In our case we show how it is possible to rely on a slightly

modified version of the OM model to represent behaviour modelling.

The model and system we are going to introduce is a derivative of eOMS. This case study is

meant to show how easy it is to extend eOMS to handle extensions of the OM model. The

experience we have with this derivative of eOMS shows that indeed the original system can

be easily understood. The extensions have been created with minimal effort using the OML

language. Given the requirement of a new feature of the model, we would then ask ourselves

how it should be managed using OML. This means that we would design a new OML construct

to represent it. Later in this section we give an example of an extension to the model and how it

influenced OML.

?MWs*
academic

Academics

Assistants

coarse

'

student

Students

Figure 9.12: Content Management Example

The issue about behaviour modelling lies in the different behaviour that the same object should

have in different contexts. We will use the example in figure 9.12. There we see three collec¬

tions: Academics, Students and Assistants. Each one models a different role that persons may

take in our model of the academic world. This schema depicts a situation where there are differ¬

ent actors in a system. Each actor has different access rights to the document entities present in

the system. As an example, an exam document is prepared by actors belonging in the Assistants

collection, must be solved by Students and finally be graded by Assistants. Depending on the

actors and the state of the exam document there are only some actions available, i.e. the solution

of the exam should not be available to Students before the grading is finished.

The problem of this classification hierarchy lies in the fact that assistants may participate in

some lectures under different roles. They may have the role of assistants or students. In the

first case it means that they are responsible for grading the exams. In the second case they have
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to take the exams. Clearly we want to avoid that an assistant that is involved in a lecture as

student may also have the right to grade its exam. To prevent this kind of permission problem

we introduced the concept of context.

The context is only an additional constraint on collections. It states that all the objects in a given

collection must possess a certain semi-stmctured field. We can see that this parallels the concept

of member type. A collection member type states that only objects instantiated to a certain type

may belong to the collection. The following are examples of such context constraints.

constraint context "courses" on c"Assistants";

constraint context "courses" on c"Students";

We define that the objects contained in collection Assistants and Students must possess

a semi-stmctured field called courses. This means that this property is tied both to the object

and to the collection. This is very similar to the usage of semi-stmctured data that we have

seen for the Picture Management System. These pieces of information can be tied directly to

the object or to the object and a particular collection. The collection in the case of content

management should be really seen as a role. In the following example we see how it is possible

to set this:

context ol c"Assistants" courses="ISK";

context ol c"Students" courses="SSW";

The object ol will thus have the course property two times: one for its role as student and

one for its role of assistant. Consequently this object will return two different values for its

course property depending on the context, as we can see in the following example.

ol:c"Assistants"{"courses"} —> ISK

ol:c"Students"{"courses"} —> SSW

At this point we can introduce an additional constraint for semi-structured data. This con¬

straint is directly derived from the disjoint constraint. In fact it is almost equivalent but uses

semi-structured data as a condition instead of collection membership. We can see it in figure

9.12. This constraint does not prevent an object from being contained in both Students and

Assistants but marks the prohibition of a person to be both a student and an assistant for

the same course.

constraint (c"Assistants" and c"Students")

disjoint c"Academics" context "courses";

The system we have built using eOMS introduces a set of additional operations such as joins

based on semi-structured data as a support for content management functionalities. As an ex¬

ample we could take figure 9.13. If we define the following context constraints:

constraint context "language" on c"Assistants";

constraint context "language" on c"Courses";

We can then use association operators that are aware of the semi-structured data to model the

fact that we want only assistant/course pairs that have a matching language. In other words,
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Figure 9.13: Join Using Semi-Structured Data

these operators will impose two conditions. The first one is that the object identifiers of the

source and target match or do not match, depending on the operator. The second is that the

semi-structured data of the two objects must match. To further explain this concept, we in¬

troduce two examples. The following one uses the domres operator to return a collection of

assistant/course pairs. In particular it returns only such pairs that have the assistant named Hans

Muster.

a"Teaches"

domres

all $A in c"Assistants" having ($A.name="Hans Muster")

The following query makes use of the language context we have defined above. It poses the

additional condition that the semi-structured field language of the assistant/course pairs must

match.

a"Teaches"

domres

all $A in c"Assistants" having ($C.name="Hans Muster")

context "language"

The comparison of the semi-structured data constraint with the XML model is also evident.

By using the DTD (or XMLSchema) we can declare an attribute to be mandatory in a given

place, and only elements having that precise attribute will be allowed. Clearly this obligation

is more in the direction of structured data, since we require its existence. Still it remains in the

semi-stmctured area since it is a very dynamic stmcture.

The questions we ask ourselves in this case is whether or not these extensions pertaining semi-

stmctured data are of general interest or are limited to a single application. We can safely say

that the context dependent semi-structured data is interesting in general, we have already found

two examples justifying its existence.

As for other constraints based on semi-structured data we cannot give a definitive answer, prob¬

ably only an extended study on several different applications could answer the question.

9.3 The Contacts Database

In section 3.2.1, we introduced the Contacts database, as shown in figure 9.14. It was used to

illustrate most of the concepts in this thesis. The Contacts schema is particularly suited not only

to illustrate modelling features, but also to show operations on objects. In this section, we will
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Figure 9.14: The Contacts Database

thus compare some of the operations of the Contacts database as they are implemented in OMS

Pro, using Prolog and OIL, with the implementation in eOMS, using OML.

The method we are going to describe belongs to type per s on. It computes the set of locations

were the subject may work. It does so by first finding, via the Works_for association, the

organisations employing that person. At this point, the work places of the person can be found

using the Situated_at association.

The following is the OIL implementation:

workplaces () (location-lset result)

using List

{

works_for_struct-set wf := c"Works_for":works_for_struct-set;

foreach works_for_struct wf_elem in wf {

if (wf_elem@employee == this) {

location-lset res;

organisation org := wf_elem@employer;

org.locations() (res);

for integer i := 0 to List.size(res)-1 {

List.add(res[i], result)(result);

It works by iterating on the Works_for association in the outer loop and then calling the

locations () method to obtain the location of each organisation. This method uses an accu¬

mulator list to keep track of the results.
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This is the Prolog implementation:

method([],[Locations]) :-

self (Self),

get_coll(_,'Works_for',_,Works_for),
findall(Locn,

(member((Self,Org),Works_for),

send(Org,locations,organisation,[],[Locns]),
member(Locn,Locns)),

LocationList),

list_to_set(LocationList, Locations) .

This Prolog version works by exploiting the findall predicate. Inside it finds the loca¬

tions by calling the locations method of each appropriate organisation and storing it in

the LocationsList variable.

And the last one is the OML version.

work_places : ( ) -> (result : set of flocation")

m' "

set $tc := all $P in c"Persons" having ($P=self);

range(

a"Situated_at" dr

range(a"Works_for" dr $tc)

);
r i r

The OML version works first by creating a collection $tc containing only one object, the one

for which the method was called. The inner part of the second statement first determines all the

organisations tied to the current person and then all the locations where these are situated.

The examples shown in this section clearly show that the operations written in OML offer sev¬

eral advantages over the ones written using OIL or Prolog. The first obvious consideration is

that the operations written in OML are shorter than the other two. In this case, the conciseness

clearly helps the readability of the code. This is even more tme for a user who already knows

AQL. The OML version gains points in its readability also for the use of less bookkeeping struc¬

tures. It focuses on the essentials of the operation and uses the variable $t c just for modularity.

Both the OIL and Prolog versions make use of an accumulator to store the temporary result and

of several other stmctures such as loop variables. All of these additional constructs make the

readability worse since they distract from the important parts of the method. It is also interesting

to note that the OIL version, using an imperative style, is the more verbose. The declarative/-

logic style of Prolog helps to keep the method rather short. Still the impure functional approach

used by OML seems to be the best in this case.

Another observation is that the OML version does not suffer from any impedance mismatch. It

works directly with the natural concepts of the OM model such as associations and collections.

Probably the best example is the way the methods handle the association Works_for. In the

OML case the association is simply named with the appropriate syntax, prefixed with an a and
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enclosed in quotes: a"Works_f or". It is then used directly with the algebra operators. In

the Prolog example the statement get_coll is needed to retrieve the association and unify it

with the variable Works_f or. The OIL version has to declare the ws variable and assign the

association structure to it. As we can see, the OML approach is the more straightforward one:

the concepts existing in the OM storage can be simply recalled by name and used directly. As

last point, we note the complexity associated with iterating over collections and associations.

The syntax of the loops in the OIL imperative style requires the presence of additional variables

and explicit bounds, as in the case of the inner for loop. This is a place where errors may

easily occur as the bounds of a loop may be difficult and unnatural to define. A typical case is

the to List. size ( res ) -1 in the for loop. Here the -1 modifier may be easily forgotten

and its existence and value depend on the semantic of the len operator.

Beside the advantages in the operational part, there are some other features of the eOMS system

that may be used to extend the model ofthe Contacts database. The first one is the use of multi¬

user support and permissions. OMS Pro has no notion ofaccess control, while eOMS offers a set

of operations for that purpose, as explained in chapter 7. As an example, only the administrator

should have write access on the whole data. Normal users should generally have only read

access. Possibly they could be given write access to the objects representing themselves, to

allow them to update personal data such as telephone numbers.

Another possible use of the features of eOMS is to apply the notion of distribution to the data

contained in the Contacts database. The information could be sliced in a way that each organi¬

sation hosts and is responsible for, the data of its employee. This would also allow the definition

of the responsibility for a given set of data. In this model the different copies of the data would

not need to always be kept synchronised. The information contained in this database does not

change rapidly, for example one does not change address or employer every day.

The temporal aspects of the data could also be added. A good candidate for the introduction of

temporal data is the Works_for association. It is reasonable to assume that a person object

may be associated with different organisations during the course of its lifetime. The cardinality

constraints of the association already allow a person to be associated with more than one organ¬

isation. By attaching a start time and a time interval, as defined in chapter 6, to Works_for,

we could easily model the temporal validity of the association between a person and an organi¬

sation.

The last extension that could be used in the Contacts example is semi-structured data. This

feature could be used to aid schema evolution. As an example we will introduce some modi¬

fications to the schema in Figure 9.14. Our goal it to allow us to store the contact information

of people working at the Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI), an institution closely related to ETH. In

order to do that, we modify our schema as shown in Figure 9.15. There we have a new col¬

lection, called PSI_Persons, containing objects of the new type psi_person. Looking

only at the beginning and end situation does not illustrate the problems tied to the change. We

can safely assume that the addition of a new type and a new collection was not immediately

done after the first PSI person had to be inserted into the database. At first the person was

probably categorised in the Persons collection. This is problematic, since the person type

surely does not express all the attributes of type psi_person. This means that some infor¬

mation could not be immediately inserted into the system. Another aspect is how to discern

which objects of type person should be dressed with type psi_person once the latter is

available. This is not easily solved and also represents a case of lost information. The use of

semi-structured data would help in the transition phase between the two schémas. First of all
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Figure 9.15: Extended Contacts Example

it would make it possible to attach a tag to the person objects that should later be inserted into

the PSI_Persons collection. Second it would allow the attributes of psi_person that are

not present in type person to be specified, and attach them to the relevant objects. This would

also help discerning progressively which attributes are really needed in the psi„person type.

9.4 Results Analysis

Now that we have analysed three case studies, we can discuss their meaning from a broader

point of view. First of all we have to keep in mind the goals set in section 1.1. There we

defined the goal as the creation of a system capable of going in the direction of integrating

file-, database- and document management systems. As the main characteristics of such a sys¬

tem, we mentioned the support for multiple versions, for richer data types, for replication and

distribution and for semi-stmctured data.

If we take all the case studies we can see some common points. First of all, the eOMS data

model achieves a good level of expressiveness. In particular, it tends to keep the schema simpler,

avoiding unnecessary structures to store information about versions. The same principle is true

when dealing with extended temporal data types, as shown in section 6.6. The availability of

semi-stmctured data integrated into the system helps the addition of non-structured information

to objects. This can be seen as a way to ease schema evolution or as a mean of object tagging.

In section 1.2 we listed, as a contribution of this thesis, the tight integration of all the features

and the ability of the application programmer to easily exploit them. A clear positive con¬

tribution in this direction is the definition and implementation of OML. All the features are

accessible through OML, which also provides a meeting point for query and data modification

activities. The other goal reached by OML is the improved description of operations. As previ¬

ously shown, the methods are both shorter and more readable. Most, if not all, of the glue code

parts (type conversions, explicit loops, temporary variables) do not exist in the OML version of

the method.
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All the case studies and examples presented up to this point show how the goals stated at the

beginning of the thesis are fully met. The eOMS platform can be considered as a system that

makes it easier to build advanced applications with less efforts than a traditional DBMS.

On a side note, we did not provide any case study for the distribution features of eOMS. This is

due to the fact that the distribution of objects is already well covered by other projects of the OM

family, such as OMS Connect and OMX-FS, as explained in Chapter 3. The extended object

identifier used by eOMS, as described in Chapter 5, allows eOMS to support the distribution

techniques used by these two projects. This means that eOMS succeeds in its goal of providing

the necessary low-level facilities to support different models of distribution.

9.5 Conclusions

We have shown two classes of applications that rely on an underlying information platform.

They use it for persistent storage of their data stmctures. In both cases we have seen that what

is requested by the applications goes far beyond a simple storage system. There is a clear

need for advanced features such as versions, distribution and semi-stmctured data. In the first

case, the Picture Management System application, we have shown how our extended object

model allows the unification of concepts, thus simplifying the schema and making life easier

for the application programmer. In the second example, the content management system, we

showed how to use extended features, such as semi-structured data, to model new concepts.

Additionally we showed the extensibility of eOMS, by introducing some new concepts and

OML operators. Finally all these examples confirm the soundness of the motivations given in

chapter 2 and 3.

In the last section we compared the operational capabilities of OML with the ones of its prede¬

cessors OIL and Prolog. We have seen how OML can help provide a better alternative under

many aspects. The tight integration with the OM model allows OML to express the same con¬

cepts without the need for additional structure that act as an adaptation layer. Furthermore we

showed how the features of eOMS could be used to extend the example database.

At this point we have illustrated all the parts of the eOMS system starting from the object

identifiers up to the OML language. The examples shown in this chapters represent the proof

of the feasibility of our approach and the satisfaction of the goals we stated in the first chapter.

In the next chapter, on the base of these facts, we will thus present our conclusions.
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Conclusions

Today most computer applications have to deal with the issue of data persistence. The persis¬

tence requirements are very varied, ranging from the simple storage of a piece of information,

e.g. a picture, up to managing huge quantities of data that are deeply interlinked and need to be

searched and manipulated. The idea underlying this thesis is that it is possible and desirable to

offer an improved infrastmcture to the application programmer.

We call this infrastructure an information platform. With this terminology we want to underline

the fact that it must not only be a mechanism for storing data, but also provide a series of

additional features to support high-level operations for working with data.

10.1 Achievements

The improvements in the handling of persistent data should range from a richer data model

to the support for transparent distribution, multiple versions, semi-structured data and tightly

integrated operations. An important point is that all these features provide no advantage if

they are not usable by the end user. Usable implies several requirements. First of all, the

data model must integrate all the features in a coherent structure. It is all too easy, and thus

dangerous, to add feature after feature without thinking about the consequences. As is the case

in many modern systems, this leads to the occurrence of unwanted interactions. The usability of

a platform is not only measured in the quantity of features offered but also in the model that they

provide. The end user must be able to rely on the underlying platform and the effort required to

use the facilities offered must be minimal. There should be no need for huge translation layers.

As we have shown throughout this thesis there are many cases were the facilities currently

provided are either lacking in functionality, model or integration with the client.

In the chapters composing this thesis, the recurring theme is that it is possible to provide an

information platform that offers rich data and operational models. These are designed to of¬

fer many advanced functionalities such as support for multiple versions, distribution, semi-

stmctured data and advanced data types in a coherent environment.

All the inputs described above are what motivated us to search for a solution and this, in tum,

is what led to the design and development of the eOMS information platform. All the points

that we addressed can be generalised as raising the abstraction level that has to be used by the

application programmer. We asked ourselves what should be changed or extended to reach this

goal. We started by examining the structure of an object, the basic building block of an object-

oriented system. We realised that basic control over the versions and the distribution could be

reached by extending the notion of object identifier. Thus, we enriched the type of information

149
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it contains, by adding the notion of version number and home location. The next realization

was that working with an object model, and with the OM model in particular, should be as

easy as possible. This means avoiding low-level, tedious and repetitive operations by offering

a communication mechanism with a higher degree of abstraction that maps the object model

directly, thus avoiding any impedance mismatch. This was the strong motivation behind the

design of OML: a powerful, simple and encompassing language to act as an interface to the

OM model for data definition, manipulation and queries.

We have seen how our ideas can be applied in the application domain. The examples provided

have shown that current applications really require these advanced features. At the moment

there is a gap between the functionality required and what is offered by the underlying persis¬

tence facilities. To bridge this gap the application programmers cannot concentrate their efforts

on the development of the application but must spend energy to fill these holes.

10.2 Visions

In this section we will discuss some visions about the future. These will range from very

concrete examples to more high-level ideas. The concrete ones can be realized without much

effort and they represent an extension of the existing concepts and systems. On the other hand,

the more abstract proposals, may require deep changes, and possibly be very difficult to realise.

As explained in Chapter 9, there are lot of improvements possible in the realm of context man¬

agement. This area merges the web publishing and the authoring activities. The requirements

to support this kind of application range from workflow support to an extended mechanism to

control permissions. We estimate that such functionalities can be well integrated into the lower

layers of the system in a coherent way. The workflow support is a general requirement for many

modem applications, not only for content management systems. Financial systems and inven¬

tory management involve administrative procedures that benefit from an information platform

with integrated workflow capabilities.

Another relatively easy extension would be to allow users to extend the OML Language. During

the course of its development, the eOMS platform has proved to be easy to extend and modify.

Many of the ideas presented in this thesis are bom out of a perceived need that could be satisfied

easily with some minor changes. This proved invaluable in testing several different solutions

and finding the optimal one. This approach would allow the end user to extend the information

platform with new operators, possibly overriding old ones. A good example of this could be the

implementation of a temporal algebra and its operators. The final goal would be to offer eOMS

as a tool for metalinguistic abstraction for data management.

One other area where eOMS may be extended is in the integration with existing programming

language platforms. Here there are several unsolved issues. First of all, as shown by all the OM

implementations, the OM object model is fundamentally different from the one used in main¬

stream programming environments such as Java and C/C++. This difference in the core part of

an object system implies that mapping objects always shows a certain impedance mismatch.

Looking even further means moving into the vision realm. Here we can clearly see the current

limits of an academic project. The benefits that our information platform offers to the applica¬

tion programmer are limited. Until they are integrated more tightly into the operating system

their usefulness is restricted. Currently the major operating systems vendors are all pointing

in this direction by integrating extended metadata and query facilities into the file system. Our
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vision is to have classification, versioning, distribution, query, constraints and operational ca¬

pabilities built into the lower layers of an operating system. An operating system providing

a unified view of the resources it manages with the features of an information platform could

really allow for a step forward in application programming. There are already some examples

of such evolution, e.g. placeless documents that no longer rely on the concept of directory/path,

but there is still a lot of work to be done. Today we can only dream of having triggers and

methods associated to a persistent object managed by the operating system, and the same is

tme for versions. Associating triggers to a file would really imply treating them as objects thus

enabling a rich set of functionalities.

A possible scenario is the support for a limited form of content management. Such systems

manage a set of interdependent objects that may contain different data. Each object may repre¬

sent an article, a picture, a movie, a sound or any other type of data that may be served to a user.

These objects are semantically grouped, i.e. an article may contain a sequence of images and

link to a list of related articles. Clearly these parts are dependent from one another. This means

that we must consider the images and the articles to be dependent in some way. These depen¬

dencies potentially propagate themselves from the objects to their responsibles. If the content

of the article changes, it would be a good idea to inform the person responsible for the pictures.

He may decide that the updated article requires a different picture. He then changes the picture

and the system automatically generates a version of that picture scaled to fit mobile devices.

These dependencies and notification actions are currently possible only if all the objects are

managed by an application such as a content management system. If we rely on the current

generation of file systems, such extended functionalities are not available. We feel that the goal

for an extended file and storage system should be, among other things, to allow the existence

of triggers associated with the operations on files. In this way, the notification process outlined

above could be modeled without resorting to an application running on top of the file system.

Clearly our vision of an extended file system should also model the dependencies between files.

In our example, the system should be able to efficiently answer questions such as: "What there

articles referencing picture flowers.jpg?". This means that if someone tries to remove or edit

the flowers.jpg file, the system should know which objects depend on it and take the appropriate

actions. Such a functionality would clearly help in maintaining the consistency of the system.

Clearly such improvements can be obtained only if the extended features are integrated into the

operating system. We think this is a clear way to be followed to support the next generation of

applications.

In this thesis we have identified several requirements needed in order to support a range of

modem applications. We strongly argue that the application programmer should have such

features available in his standard operating environment. We believe that in time, their presence

will be given for granted and thus become an integral part of the storage management offered

by an operating system. At the lowest level, persistent data is only a sequence of bits. In the

beginning these sequences of bits were simply seen as a sequence of ones and zeroes. Then we

grouped these bits in groups and called them files and directories. We now need to move to a

higher level of abstraction and regard these sequences of bits as interdependent and potentially

active objects. In our vision it is time for the operating systems to evolve the concept of file

system in the direction of an information platform.
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